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The

Agricultural College.
To the Editor$ of the Preen:
Being much interested in the article on this
subject, in your Saturda/’s issue, I wish with

your leave,
not for the

to

make a few

suggestions thereon,

purpose of controversy, but in the
hope of advancing the public good.
The two leading Ideas in the mind of the
writer of that article, seemed to be, that the

nature and designs of the proposed college are
aucb as to demand, {bat it should be made a
separate institution: and that its connection
with either of the leading institutions of learning in the state, would place it under sectarian
control, and thus exclude it from the donations aud bequests of many, who would gladly
contribute to such a college, if, “placed far
above the reach of denominational bias, so
that no selfish hand shall mould It.”
The act of Congress, the sole authority and
prime cause of the contemplated college, provides for the particular branches to be taught
in Agriculture, Mechanic Arte and Military
course is broad, liberTactica. The
al and practical, and would require able professors, whose entire energies and time should
be devoted to their respective departments.
But would the addition of other departments
in the same institution, if well conducted by
professors, interfere with the successseparate
fill management of the above named? Is
there any natural antagonism between the
Mechanic Arts, or Agriculture, aud Classical

proposed

Studies,or Philosophy, or Astronomy? Do
not the departments of the new college as congrously combine with those of existing colleges,
as does Agriculture with Military Tactics ?

There is another view. Educators aud
thinkers In general know, that every department ol instruction helps every other department, If properly administered. Every one
familiar with such things knows, that the attractions, the general enthusiasm, the mutual,
stimulation of students in the various departments, aud the influence aud general culture

college or university shall secure,
depend verjfruuch upon the breadth and scope
which any

of the institution. The brosder the foundation, the better, provided the superstucture is
worthy of it. The more numerous the departments, provided each is well administered,
the better for the whole establishment. It
would cost many thousands to procure for
the new college facilities for the prescribed
course of instruction, which are now to be
found iu either of our colleges, and can as
well, nay, much more successfully be used for
five hundred students than for Ally. I venture
to affirm, that do flt professor could be found
for the new college, who would not greatly
prefer to be connected with either of the two
uow established; for he and his institution
would thus be immediately advanced to respectable maturity, aud would, in good measure, escape that perilous aud discouraging
of experiment and infancy, so dreaded
by Intelligent educators. I suspect that no
department of science or learning, well manned and ministered, can be an encumbrance
to a college, let iu leading object be what it
may. One ground of the relative weakness of
most of our American colleges, I conceive to
be, the narrowness of their scope, and the limited number of their foundations. As I view
the matter, it would be a sad thing for our
State to neglect to connect iu college with a
college which would give it, from the moment
of its birth, breadth aud strength, and pres-

period

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,
Waterville College offers an additional guar
against any selfish and sectarian use o

MISCELLANEOUS.

antee

the new foundation. In her proposed agree
tnent that the Legislature
shall appoint
Board of Overseers—the Governor and Couu
cil, the Judges of the Supreme Court,or some
other body—to which shall be entrusted tin
administration of the department prescribe)
in the act of Congress, and the naming of th<
pupils on whom the State shall bestow thes<
educational privileges.
Permit me one oilier suggestion. Alter tw<
denominations have expended so much foi
general education in the State, would it lx
just and liberal to establish a third college U
compete with the two now existing, and witl
tlie means in which the constituents of thes<
two have a common
property? Watorvlllt
College has educated a large number of younf
men in this Stab-, from all denominations ani
many belonging to no denomination, for
very small price, a mere fraction of the actua
cost.
The College offers to bind Itself in the
sum oft 100,000, secured
by a perpetual lien or
its property, to carry out the conditions of thi
act of Congress, and to receive and instrucl
one student for every
seventy-five dollars o:
the entire annual income arising from the salt
of the lands secured by said act. Now it
seems to ine that the State is very much more
likely to obtain the greatest possible advantage from this grant of Congress, by entrusting it to this College with these guaranties
and provisions, than Jiy undertaking to puts
new wheel into its machinery, and
attempting
to run the concern itself, subject to the usual
to
exposure
partizan politics and selfish government contractors, to be dreaded as much
at least as Christian denominations.

X.
fetter from the Maine Twentieth.
Camp mean Fai.mouth, Va., I
March 5, 1863.
j
To the Edtlorn of the Pren*:
The army of the Potomac is still inactive,
quietly awaiting the drying up of the inud, so
that the roads may become passable, when it

will be safe to predict that its quiet will lie
broken by an onward movement more vigorous than any heretofore.
The weather is magnificent, albeit a little cold. The army is in
good health and spirits. 1 and think it no senseless buncoinlie to add, eager to meet the eneIt is in good lighting condition, never
my.
than the people at home
better; inoie
and far teen tolerant of Copperheads, beside
whom bis most satanic majesty brightens Into saintlike respectability.
If the dastards at
home, who higgle about the war measures of
the Administration, could only come out here
nnd/eef for themselves in what perfect contempt they are held by the great mass of the
soldiery, they would be shamed, and like
whipped curs would sneak away into the kennel of perpetual silence.
The Twentieth Maine has one of the pleasantest situations on the
Rappahannock. Its
camp-ground, always dry, has lieen thorand
with a little more
oughly “policed,’’
labor will be second to none in the corps.
The sanitary condition of the regiment has
never lieen better since leaving Maine; convalescents are almost daily returning to their
companies from the hospitals at Washington
and Baltimore.
Many of the line officers
have for various reasons resigned; but those
who remain are cheerful and hopeful, determined in God's good providence to see the end
of the rebellion. Maj. Gilmore, much beloved
by the entlry regiment, is now in Washington
under medical treatment, still suffering from
his former wounds; may his recovered health
soon enable him to return to his duties :in the
regiment- Lt. Col. Chamberlain has just returned from a trip to Maitw, looking and we
trust also feeliug much refreshed by his short
leave of absence.
The many friends of our gallant Col. Ames
will be glad to learn of his promotion in the
regular army for meritorious conduct lie
was breveted
captain May 4, 1862, and July
1, 1862, breveted Major for distinguished services at the siege of Yorktowu, and at the
battles of Malvern Hill and Garrett’s farm.
This tribute to his worth as an officer is heartily endorsed by all the officers of his command. who seem to feel themselves to be sharers of any honor conferred upon him; and I
use no mere empty words when I say Maine
may well be proud of the commandant of the

hopeful

Twentieth.

W.
The Bowdoin Militia.

Bowdoin Collkok, March 7,1863.

To the Editors of the Preen
At

:

enthusiastic meeting of the students
to-day the following officers of the famous
Bowdoin Militia were chosen for the May
au

Training’’:
Major General, Isaiah Trufant. Harpswell.
Staff—Colonel and Chief of Start', R. II.
OiliLore, Leeds; Colonel and Inspector, A. H.
Stuart, Etna; Major and Commissioner, H. R.
Cheney, Lewislon; Captain and Chief Engineer, S. P. N. Stnyth, Brunswick.
Rriyadier General, C. U. Bell, Exeter, S. H.
Adjutant General, A. B. Dearborn, Harpswell.

Chaplain, H. I. Jordan, Westbrook.
Major, J. E. Dorr, Jr., Portland.
Surgeon General, A. P. Wright, New Vineyard.
Commander of Artillery, E. J. Millay, BowDrum

doinham.
Commander
bon.

of Cavalry, J.

E.

Moore, Lis-

Regimental—Colonel, Jas. M'Keen, Brunswick ; Lieut. Colonel, G. R. Williams, Petaluma, Cal.; Major, R. D. Woodman, Searsmont.
The draft will take place next Saturday,
when the rank and file will choose the line
officers.
It is expected that the May Training this
year will eclipse any preceding.
There have been some hints that a fewCopperheads would try to resist the draft; but it
is thought that no difficulty can occur with
such able men in command.
Cat-hance.

INSURANCE.

^^knd

International

Steamship

_

W7<Er**-U

Agent

11, 1863.

NO. 221.

PROPOSALS.
Navy.
Navy

Dkpartmkht, Feb. 13,1868.
PROPOSALS to furnish materials for
the Navy for the fiscal year ending 30th June,
1863, will be received at the
Bureau ffif Equipment and Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction aud Repairs,
Bureau of Steam Engineering,
until the 13th day of March next.
Proposals must be iadorned “Proposals for Materials for the Navy," that they may be distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of (naming the Bureau) for which
they

SEALED

JOHN W. MUNGER &
IHiBIXE,

SON,

INSURANCE,
So. 166 Fore Street, Portland.

Marine

LIFE INSURANCE.

Insurance.

New

respectfully notifv th<
prepared to take MARINI
RISKS on Ships, Barques. Brigs, Schooners, Car
goes and Freights per voyage, at curreut rates. t<
any part of the world. Parties desiring Ineuranct
will nud it for their interest to CALL.
undersigned
Public that tliev
TilL

would

are

FIRE

COMPANY.
Boston.
CASH CAPITAL. t2.312.04A 14, INVESTED.

Company
THIS
(not iu scrip
policy holders,live

divides its net

INSURANCE,

Capital

Surplus

Jan.

1, 1863.*408,811

after.

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Howard Fire Insurance

WILLARD PHILLIP#, President.
Stevens, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of rears,
or on certaiu contingencies.
Creditors may insure
Bknj. F.

#293,00(

Company,

tlieir debtors

policy

BOSTON, MASS.
Cash Capital ami Surplus Nov. 1, 1862.$332,078

it Life Insurance is

JOHN W.

#205,894

Company,

Capital

Insurance againnt Marine and In*
land Navigation Risks.

Fire, for

Dwelling

Awft*,

over..*..#2.400,000

and

deodly

w3w88

BROWN’S

College.

Dividend Jun. 37tli, 186% 40 per ct.

LOCATED

Rromive

Total profits for20i years,
814.493,780
Tbe Certificate* previous to 1861, hare
been redeemed by cash.
10,278,560

TRUSTEES.
D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore.
Tho*. Tileston.
Henry Coit,
W.C. Plckeragill,
Joha

Jtrai

Navigation, Commercial Law. Native, ituaioee* and
Writing, Commercial Arithmetic. Correapondence. Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
writing copie# and text book, xre avoided.

Ornamental

h Student
Cited

receive* aeparate in,traction. Intricate Account* adjusted
Certain evening* will be
devoted to Into Lecture*, if expedient.
v# Mr. B. would refer to a recommendation from
hi* Stud-mt, of this city who are acting u hu*ine„
men. accountant,, Ac
containing above four hundred nignaturea.a part of which ma> be aecn in
print
In the hall at the eutrauce to hia Room*, a few of
which are u follow*
We have been taught bv actual experience, that
the method of inatruotioii
puraued bv Mr K N.
Bbowx. of thlacitv. In teaching the art of Writing
and the complicated aerie, of Book
Keeping, hu
been eminently successful. ami we take pieuure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedneu to him for
whatever .kill nnd facility la adjusting accounts wc
nuv now poaaea,;
Philip lleury Brown, Jaa. Oleutt Brown. Stephen
II. Camming,. W W. Ttiumu. Jr.. Samuel Chadwick, Augnatua Cummings, Jaaou Bcrrv, John S
Russell. Fred. A. I’rnice, John 11
E
Thompaon. John II Coyle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Steven*, and 200 other*.
tJCThe ,,-rvice* of a Sea Captain ia secured to
teach Navigation, who hu had 40 year*
experience
u a practitioner.
feb3 d A w3m83

rjr*Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES

procured by

JOHN W. HUNGER,
No. 168 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portluml, Maine
teb9 lmed llmeodA w6t34

CONDENSED STATEMENT
OF THE CONDITIO* Or THE

IdMiaioit Insurance

Stale of Maine.
Amount of
Amouut of

BRCAU8I—The con toot* are
prot.-ctod at every point, with a
non-conducting substance!

815*'.f*'0 <¥>
15,216 99
8165.216 99

Notes.

Debts secured by mortgage,
Loans on poreonal security,
Hank Stock, as per schedule,
Railroad Stock,
Bills Receivable,

Officefurniture. library. Ac.,

accompanied by
given.

The contract# will bear date the day the notification is given and deliveries can be demand**!.
Sureties iu the full amount will be required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to
by a
United States’ district attorney, collector, or navy
As
additional
centum
tweuty
security,
agent.
per
wiiJ be withheld from the amount of the bills until the
contract shall have been completed; aud eighty per
centum of each bill, approved in triplicate bv the
commandant* of the respective yards, will be paid by
the nary agent at the point of deiivenr in certificates
of indebted neat or Treasury notes at the option of the
Government.
It is stipulated in the contract that if defknlt be
made by the parties of the first part in delivering all
or any of tin* articles mentioned in
auy class bid for
in the contract, of the uuaiity and at the time and
then, and in that case the conplaces above
tractor and his sureties will forfeit and pay to the
United States a sura of money not
twice
the amount of such class, which may be recovered
from time to time, according to the act of
Congress
in that case
approved March 3, 1848.
hid* mutt not contain clattet for more than one
yard in the tame envelope, and bidders are requested
to indorse on the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.
Form qf Offlhr.

provided,

exceeding

provided,

from a firm mast be signed by all the members.
—in the .State of-, hereby
I.-. of
agree to famish and deliver in the respective Navy
Yards all the articles named iu the classes hereunto
annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
therefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of
February 13, 1863. Should my
offer be accepted, I request to be addressed at -,
Which

■■

and the contract sent

(M
22
44
93

2.520 00
63.700 00
1.600 <10
79,870 00
10,889 00
124 09
998 27

adjusted and
Losses
and

Charler Bihby Treas.
ANSON HARDY. Agent.
Warehouse, 32 School Street, Boston*

DAVIS,
Portland
eodSw

MOODY,

J £

I hereby certify that the above named-are
known to me as men of property, and able to make

good tbeir guarautee.

Agent.

Extract from

United State*, approved
July 17, 1863.
Sec. 14. And be it further enacted. That no contract. or order, or suy interest therein, shall be transferred by the party or parties to whom such contract
oron'er may be given to
any other party or parties,

Army

The

FRAHKLIR C

June 23.

MOODY,

The

NOTICE.
_

Internal Revenue

Stamps.

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale a t
ray otlice, No. 92 Commercial street; and th
public will be expected to use them ou and after thi ;
date, (January 1. 1*63.)
When sold in sum* less than onr dollar, pay men t
required in Postal C urrency.
OrriCK lloiTRg—9 to 12J A. M.; 2to4J r. M.
NAI U LJ. MILLKR, Collector
1st District State of Maine.
janl2dtf

A

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

OYSTERS
Cooked in

AI.RIOM
Meals

at all

►

RESTAURANT
hours, cooked to order.
-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALF. ON DRAG GUI
0. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
BcarU. S. Hotel, No. 117 Fodoral Street, Tertian a
dec28 8m

are the classes required at the reYards:
are the classes under Bureau* qf
ami Recruiting.

following

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
K, Leather.
"
L, Hose.
M
N, Hunting.
M
O, Lanterns.
G* *l**rm <81"
8, Stationery.

165,216 99

Long Wh»i

Class G,
**
J,
K,
M
L,
"
M.
N.
*’

M
M
"

Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
n that department of dentistry,
lately invented by
him. He would be happy to explain its advantages,
aud show specimens of it. to any who mav fhvor him
with a call. He also continues to tit teeth on (iold,
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled by him
are warranted to be as usetul and durable as if
they
had never deca*cd.
CT'Office 229j Congress street, two doors west of
New City Hall and Court House.
feb5 2meod

4» mi r <linn'* Sale.
be sold at private sale, or public auction,
by order of the lion. Judge of Probate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on
Wednesday,
March the 18th dav, in the A M 11 o'clock, at the
dwelling of Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Countiuardian of Elias M George B.f Asa F., and Arty,
thur R. Jacobs, minors and heirs of Elias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following reai
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and
subject to
the life estate of Elira Fickett, to wit: five-seventh
parts of three acres of land situated in Stroudwater
village, in common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett aud Ellen Jacobs, who own the other two-

WILL

seventh parts of said laud, aud situated in the rear
of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLEN JACOBS, <>uardian.
Also, at the same time and place will be sold the
one-seventh part of said land owned by Elleu Jacobs
and all the life estate of El Da Fickett of aforesaid
,»nd
fbb*> (ll.w4w

Flax and Cotton Twine.
Leather.
Hose.
Brushes.

Buntiug.
Sperm Oil.
8, Stationery.
T. Fire Wood.
X, Whale CHI.

4, White Oak Plgnk; 6. Yellow Pine Logs;
11. White Pine Plank and Boards; 13. Ash Plank
and Boards; 14. White Ash Oars: 16. Black Walnut
and Cherry; 17, Cypress; 23. Lignum vine: 24,Brushes; 25. Iron; 26. Steel: 27. Iron
Spikes; 28. Iron
Nails; 30, Lead; 31. Zinc and Tin; 33, Hardware;
34.Tools for Stores; 36. White Lead ; 37. Zinc Paints;
A<. Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 41.Glase;
44. Oil, Tallow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, Ac.

%

Stationery.

T, Firewood.

WASHINGTON.

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
H, Flax Canvas.
I, Cotton C'auvas.
**
J, Twine.
**
M. Brushes.
N, Bunting and Dry Goods.
M
O, Lanterns
K, Leather.
R, Ship C handlery forStoresand Equipments.
"
8, Stationery.
"

T. Firewood.
33. Hardware.
The following are the classes under the Bureau ol
Steam Engineering:
KITTERY.Class A, boiler iron aud rivets; E, gum (tacking;
F, miscellaneous tools for engineers; R. ship chand-

lery

CHARLESTOWN.

C. lard oil, Ac; D, boiler felting; E. gum
packing. Ac: F. miscellaneous tools for engineers;
sperm oil; R, ship chandlery ; T. firewood; 3d X,
white lead ; 38 X, colored paints; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.
Class

BROOKLYN.

Class A, boiler iron, tabea, Ac.; B, pig iron; C,

m

m

Oa Lime Street.

m

Ut Entrance Int Door north of the Poat OSoa.
Jana08m

FROST * FRYE,
-aiii.ni

KITTERT.

Class

in-

Floor, Meal, Grain and Feed,
No. lOO Commercial Street.

AIABIAI
Port land,

FROST.

FRYS.

ADOUOI

February

1868.

4.

Rodtf

Bays, Boys, Bojra

CHARLESTOWN.

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs: 8, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White oak Plank; 6, Yellow
Hue Logs; 11, White Pine Logs, Plank, and Boards:
18, Ash Logs and Plank; 24, Brushes; 26. Iron; 26,
Steei; 27. Iron Spikes: 28. Iron Nails; 30. Lead; 31,
Zinc and Tin; 36. White Lead: 37. Zinc Paints; 88.
Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Liuseed Oil; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch and Rosin; 44. Kish Oil.
BROOKLYN.

class No. 1. White Oak Logs; 2. White Oak Keel
Pieces; 8. White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White
Oak Plank; 10, White Pine Mast Timber; 11, White
Pine; 14. Ash Oars; 16, Hickory, Butts, and Handspikes; 16. Black Walnut. Cherry: 21. Cedar; 26.
Iron: 26, Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28. Iron Nails,
(wrought, cut); 30, Lead; 31. Zinc, Tin; 88, Hardware; 34. Tools for Stores; 84; White Lead: 37,Ziuc
Paints; 38.Colored Paints; 39.1,1 nsjed Oil; 41.Glass;
44. Fish Oil. Tallow, Soap; 46. Miscellaneous, Dry
Goods, HairCloth, and Ship Chandlery.
PHILADELPHIA.
Class No. 6, Yellow Pine Plank Stock
Logs; 11,
White Pine Logs; 13, Ash Logs and Plank; 16, Mahogany. Black Walnut, Cherry ; 17. Cvpress and Cedar Boards; 18, Locust Timber; 22. lignumvitw; 24.
Brushes; 25. Iron: 28. Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 34,
Tools for Sto es; 86. White Lead: 87, Zinc Paint; 88,
Colored Paints. Dryer : 39. Liuseed Oil, Turpentine,
Varnish; 41, Glass; 43. Pitch. Rosiu. Ac; 44. Fish

Oil, Tallow, Soap; 44, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,Hair
Cloth, aud Ship Chaudlery for construction.

WASHINGTON.
Class No. 11, White Pine Logs; 14, Ash Oars; 16,
Locust Butts; 24. Brushes; 25. Iron; 26. Steel; 83,
Hardware; 38. Colored Paints; 39. Liuseed Oil, Turpentine. Varuish; 4i, Glass; 43. Pitch, Rosiu, Tar;
60. Chaiu Iron; 46, Ship Chandlery.
tbbl9 dlaw4w

PROPOSALS will be received br the
SEALED
aodersigned.
Augusta, Me., until the Mi day
5 o'clock P.
1863,
for the
at

of

March,

M..

at

following

articles of subsistence stores,to be delivered at Camp
"Abraham Lincoln," Dear Portland, for the use of
the 7th
of Maine Volunteers, from time to
time, and in such quantities as mar be required, of
which timely notice will be given the successful bidder, via:
6 barrels Mess Pork.
13 barrels Mesa Beef.
25 barrels Flour.
1500
Hard Bread, in barrels.
12 bushels Beans. In bags or barrels.
500 pounds Rice, in bags or barrels.
275 pounds Coffee, roasted and ground, in barrels.
25
Tea.
760 M
"Coffee Crushed” Sugar, in barrels.
60 gallons Vinegar.
66 pounds Adamantine Candles.
200
.Soap.
36 bushels Potatoes.
60 gallons Molasses, in barrels.
3 bushels Sait.
The subsistence must be of the beet quality, and be

Regimeut

pounds

subjected to inspection.
The uudersigued reserves the right to increase, not
exceeding one hundred per cent., the amount of any
or ail of tlie articles specified, by
giving three days
notice to the successful bidder, and reject all bid*, if
be deems them

unsatisfactory.

Endorse "Proposals lor Subsistence.”
TH08 C. J. BAILT,

“4

A. D. REEVES,

Taller,

*8

exchange street.
Portland. An*. 8. 1882.

WHOLERA LB

DBA LEHR

dip

CO~

JOHN W. PERKINS A
IV

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
mcs. in mm, cum wam,

FLUID, XES08XVE OIL, Re.,
SO Commercial

JaUMhwlp

Street, Tkomas Blech,

PORTLAND. ME.

JOHH T. RORER9 R

CR,,

General

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
WHOLESALE DEALERS

AVD

Flemr, Provisions

and

IB

Prsdsce

Vo. 129 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND. Ms.

jomw t. Boons.

January Dt,

Proposals lor Subsistence.

ciai.b.

boo ebb.

1882.

/aallm

Cents, Pants, Vena Jackets,
Ja. Ladies' Bidiif Habits. Re.,
Cat, and* and trtmawd bp

A. D. REEVES,

Taller,

SS

EXCHANGE STREET,
Portland, Aa*n*tS. 1882
dip

"Home

Again!”

undersigned

would Inform bln old frismds
nod the public, that after an absence of twaatr■re years, he has reluraad to hi* native pfaea and
of Mr. Thomas Richards hi* fotoreat la

THE

purchased

Washington Street Bakery,

when will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
fbund in similar establishments: and bn
hops* be
eiooe application to business, and an endeavor to
plena*, to merit a share of patronage.

M. BRADISH.
FAMIL T FLOUR by tbs barrel, or la laoa
goantities*
deed tf
ooon

1L. WINSLOW, Afcal,

1st Lieut. 17th Infantry. A. A. C.
Head Quarters Volunteer Recruiting Seri ice, I
Acopsta, Me March 2, 1868.
mch3 tine Id)

8.

MAnrimui

of

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

i'll ITUT MSCKinHIl W 1ICIMIKT,

Orricsor thu A. A Q. M U. 8. A.. »
Fort Preble. Maiae. Feb 4th. 1868. 1
PROPOSALS will be received at this
oflloo until Monday. March 16th. 1868. at 12 o’clock ML, for (6001 five hundred cords of bard. Masoned, merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeigftt cubie feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble in lots of 60 cords
or upwards, as mav be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the fret
day of May next.
for less than fifty cords will be ro-

Btaam Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections. Whole,
•ale or Retail.

SEALED

STEAM AND

Each proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed "Proposals for furnishing wood to the command it Fort Preble.”
The
Quartermaster reserves the right to reject any
or all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for his approval
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids.
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th InfUntr*. R. Q M.. U. 8. A.
feb7 did

Proposal* for School Fa railarc.
[Advertisement Altered.J
Committee on Public Buildings of the
of
Portland invite proposals for furnishing Two
Hundred aud fifty single Desks and Seats for the new
school house near the Stone Church—to correspond,
generally, in pattern and material, with those in the
Park Street Grammar School for Boys.but limited as
follows: each desk to be not less than two leet two
inches iu length.and oue foot three and a half inches
in breadth; tne height of the fr nt edge of the cover
of the desk to be not less than two feet three aud a
half inches from the floor. The front edge of the
•eat to be one toot four aud a half inches high.
Also, one hundred twenty-five double desks and
•eats, corresponding generally. In pattern aud material. with those iu the High School for Girls, but limited as follows: each desk to be not less than four
feet four inches in length, aud one foot five inches in
breadth; the height ot the front edge of the cover of
the desks to be not lees thau two feet four inches
from the floor. The front edge of the seats to be one
foot, four and a half inches high.
Each bidder, if he chooses, rnay send in with bis
bid. a sample desk aud seat, embracing any improvements he may have to suggest,
upon tne pattern propot d. The samples will be considered iu connection
with the bids, which refer to them, aud will be purchased by the city, if desired.
All the desks aud seats contracted for art to be delivered at the new school house within the last week
of July next.
Proposals, under seal, may he left at the Mayor’s
Office on or before the JOth day of March, at 12’ M.,
wheu they will be opened.
The committee reserve the right to reject anv proposals they may deem not for the interest of the city
to accept.
W. W. THOMAS. Chairman.
mch9 dtmchffQ

Work* fl Union 81, and SIS *838 701*81,
JaMdtf
PORTLAND ME

WILLIAM

Soldiers.

Armv Committee of the Portland Young
Men's Christian Association would most earnestly appeal to all Christians, and to all other beuevolent persons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
Christiau Commis-ion, in ministering to the
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distribute* its
•tores by means of Christiau men. who go among
the soldiers without pay, and give
to those
who need, accompanying such distributions by words
of cheer and religious couusel. Over
such
seventy
men were on the battle-field In Maryland, doing all
that Christian svmpathv could devise tor the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice. and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately oil receipt of the news of the battle at Murfreesboro, twenty-four men were despatched from the
various Young Men's Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience the conviction that they are in the
of duty, and carryiug out the great otriect of
their mission, according to the examples set or our
Divine Master, who made the body of mau the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jelltea. cordials, stimulants. aud many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of money. bibles, tracts, magasines. religious newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
office of Dr.'Walter R. JOOMI,
Congresa
Streep two doors west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick aud needy soldiers.
Henry H Burgess, Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker. Walter R. Johusou, Army Commit ter qf Young Men's Christian Association.
feM 2m

THE

A.

PEARCE,

PLUMBER,
-Ha ixa or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
Ho. 134 Excaanoa STaxxT, Pobtlan, Mb.
Warm. Cold mad Skower Balks. Wash RowIs, RrmtS
and Silver Plated Cocks.
Description of Water Fixtaro hr DveUlag Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings. Shine,ho t
arranged and set up In the best manner? undell orders In town or country hithlhUy executed. All
kind, of Jobbing
promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Land Ptpaa and Shoot Load,

EVERT

and Beer

Pumps

A.

D.

of all kinds.

JulyWdly

REEVES,

The Tailor,

City

THE

GAS FITTING.

Dona In th* beat manner

Nojiroposals

dying.

PHILADELPHIA.

■>.

broker.

WASHINGTON.
Class A, boiler iron and rivets; C, lard oil; F,miscellaneous engineers' tools; K. leather; L, hose; M,
brushes. Ac; O, lanterns; O sperm oil; R, ship
chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood; 26 X, steel.
The following are the classes under Bureau of construction and Repair.

PBOCTEB,

Real Estate and Merchandise
OFFICE

personally

Class G, Cooking Utensils.
M
H, Flax Canvas.
'*
1, Cotton Canvas.
#1, Twine.
"
K, Leather.
L, Hose.
"
N. Buntiug and Dry Goods.
M
Q,
Sperm Oil.
’*
R. Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8.

JOHN C.

en-

physical

BROOKLYN.

f.

BUSINESS CARDS.

PHILADELPHIA.

A, boiler iron: F, miscellaneous tools for
gineers; Q, sperm oil; R. ship^handlery.
Class

Help for the Sick.and Wounded

Cooking Utensils.

Class G, Cooking Utensils
*'
H. Flax Canvas.
J, Twine.
K. Leather.
"
L. Hose.
•’
M, Brushes.
"
N, Dry Goods.
M
O, Lanterns.
O. Sperm Oil
"
R, Ship Chandlery.
**
T. Firewood.
43, Tar.

lard oil; D, boiler felting; E, gum packing, grommets, Ac; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers: K,
leather; Q, sperm oil; R, ship chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood; V, wrought iron, pipe, valves. Ac;
26 X, steel; 28 X. iron nails, bolts, and nuts; 81 X.
tin,copper., Ac; 88X. hardware; 38 X, white lead;
87 X. zinc, paint; 38 X. colored paiuts, dryers, Ac;
89 X, liuseed oil, turpentine; 44 X, metallic oil, fallow, soap.

hai stray aarraaap fboh

—

NEW

YORK

With

a

largo and

AND

Also

a

—

BOSTON.

wolf .elected Stock

Cloth*. Csssimeres ud

of

Veating*!

fail assortment of

Military

Olotlxa,

Aad Is prepared to makadbem ap at abort aotlao.’
Call aad Boo.

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 34, ISM
dtf

-waxt

Best

ran-

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not fail to call at No. 37 Market 8quure, whom
they take rEKFECT LIKENESSES, and war*
rant .allsfaction, at prices vhicb
defy eompettttea.
N. B.—Largo Ambrotype* oaf,
Cents.

DO

Fifteen
TRASK A LEWIS,
27 Market Square, h’d Preble 83.
July 14th. IMS.
dtf

——^——

CHAR Las TOWN

febl3 eodlm

..

the best manner, at the

following

Equipment

DENTIST,

eodtf

Navy,

spective Navy

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON

PORTLAND, Mb.

law of the

supplies

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

AMDRBW T. DOLE.

a

and that any such transfer shall cause the annulment
of the contract or order transferred so far as the
United State# are concerned: Provided, That all the
rights of action are hereby reserved to the United
States for any breech of such contract by the contracting party or parties.
Sec. 16. A nil be it further enacted. That whenever
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition, munitions of war, and for everv description of
for the Armv or Navy of the United
States shall be lound guilty by a court martial of
fraud or willful neglect of duty, he shall be punished
by fiuo. imprisonment. or such other punishment at
the court martial shall adjudge; and any person who
•hail contract to famish supplies of anr kind or deor
he shall be deemed
scription for th«*
and taken as a part of the land or naval forces of the
United States for which he shall contract to famish
said supplies, aud be subject to the rules and regulations for the government of the land and naval forces
of the United States.

No. 162 1*2 Fore Street,
Portland, Feb. 13.1363.

G. II.

To be signed by the United States District Judge,
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Navy

ELIPHALET WEBSTER, Agent,

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

Signature,

Date.

LIABILITIES.
due—None

Hfad of

■ ■■

Witness.

or

DEALERS IM

or

3ted,

HT“Since Nov. 1st the Company have increased
Capital 850,000—making it
8200,000
Losses adjusted aud promptly paid by

Merchants

at-,

Form qf Guarantee.
The undersigned,-, of- in the State of
and-of-, in the State oi ——.
hereby guarautee that iu case the foregoing bid of
-for auy of txie classes therein named be acbe or they will, within teu days after the re_)t of the contract at the post office named, or Nary'Agent designated, execute the coutract for the
same with good ami sufficient sureties; and ia ease
the said
shall fail to enter into contract, as
aforesaid, we guarantee to make good the difference
between the offer of the said-and that which
may be accepted.
Signatures of two guarantors,
p*
Date.

their

GENERAL

Navy Agent

—.

Massachusetts. I ***•
County qA Hampiien, i
.Springfield, Not. 21«t. 1862.
Subscribed and sworn to by the above A. W. ChaE. Freeman,
pin and S. J. Hall, before me.
Justice of the Peaoe.

State

the

Date.
Witness.
The schedule which the bidder encloses mast be
pasted to hi* offer, and each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article in the schedule the price must
be set, the amount carried out, the aggregate footed
up for each class, and the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
the place where the articles are to be delivered, they
must name iu their offer a person to whom orders ou
them are to be delivered.

not due—None.
adjusted
Losae unadjusted,
84,986 78
All other claims against the Company—None.
Amount of Fire Risks still in force.
87,776.872
W. CHAPIN. President.
A
8AN FORD J. HALL, Secretary.

Tremont Safe and Machine Company

to

to-, for signature aud certificate.
Signature, A. B.

AMOUNT or

Lease*

HASCrACTUKCD BV

AMD WHOLES A I. K

up,

ASSETS OP TH1 COMPANY.

THE lUARLAND PATENT,

Commission

Capital Stock,
paid
Surplus over Capital,
all

Cash on hand.
86.784
('ash in >aud* of Agcuts, Ac., 6.8 0
192
City Dubuque llond,
Interest accrued and unpaid.
2,868
United States 7 3-10 Treasury

Have more Fire-Proof Filling!
Are more evenly filled !
The walls are thicker!
Built of thicker wrought iron!
Are unequalled in Material ol
which they are built!
In care and manner of puttiua
together and tilling!
Can l*e made to any size!
A re Drv!
Caunot be blown open!

DOLE A

Company,

OF SPKIXOFIELD, MASS.,
Nor. 1, IMS—in couformitr with tho Law, of the

Proof than any
OTHER SAFE.

AGENT FOR MAINE.

Jos. Oaillard, Jr.,
M. Wiley, J. Heur Burgy,

JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President.
W H H. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres't.

I ire

fob*)

Leroy

spective
description

—

PUIot,

JOHN I).

Hall,‘George

S3 E jrhanpt- Street

A. P

Dan 18 Miller, CorueUnsGrinnell,
8. T. Nicoil,
C. A. Hand,
Josh'a J.Henry,Watts Sherman,
Geo. G. Hobson, E. E. Morgan,
Lewis Curtis.
David Uuc,
B. J. tlowTan 1,
f'has. 11 Russell. James Brvce.
BenJ. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm Sturgis.Jr., FletcherWestray,
I*. A. Hargous.
H K. Bogert,
R. B. Mitturn.Jr
A. A. Low.
G. W Burnham,
Meyer Gans.
Wm. Ik Dodge, Fred. Chauuccy,
Royal Pb< lps,
Caleb Barstow,
Dennis Perkins, James Low.

*W/‘roottrolly tamfkl.ua follow*Book-Keeping,

II. L.

Loan*.sundry

The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of Jaly, 1842.'to tin- let of
January, 1812. for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
812.753,780
Additional from 1st January, 1862. to 1st
1,740,000
January, 1863.

1850 in the llanaon Block, No. 161 Middle atreet. The room* have recently in-el; made
new. and ftiruished neatly, and are the moat pleant
in the city. One aeparate room for Ladle*. I
prear nt my thank* lor the extenaive
patronage, and
u in the put, no
point ahall be .pared in the
nure. I have removed from No. lift lo 181 Middle
atreet. The Principal ha* had 20 veara'
experience.
Diploma, will be given to ihoae Ladiea and Gentleow n who pa*, through
thorough courae* for Accountant*.. Tertna wit) he rea«onab)e. My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartletl'a Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the Hrat and oldeet in the
United States. My teaching and plana are modern,
and tile moat improved and
approved, u the
claan bnafm ita men have and
wiJIUetify.

jlore

other

87,130,794 64
HT*The whole Profit* of the Company revert to
the amurbd, and are divided annually, upon the
Premium# terminated during the year, and for which
Certiilcatesare issued, bbauixo ixtkukat, until redeemed.

TAKEN.

Portland Commercial

Mortgage*and

Note*, re-insurance and other claims
122.388 53
Company, estimated at
Premium Notes and bills Receivable,
2.464.U62 86
Cash in Bank,
237,402 20
due the

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
Aaaetta over.#400,000

mch5

Dollars,

States and State of New York
Stock, City, Rank and other Stocks, 82.626.960 58
Loans secured bv Stocks.and otherwise, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Rood* and Mortgage*.
233,760 uO
Dividend* on Stock*, Interest on Bonds

Mauachnsett# Mutual Life In#. Co.,

RISKS

Seven .Hillion

United

England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

WAR

over

VIZ:—

BOSTON.
Aaaetta

Company,

51 Wall Si.,(cur. of William)!few York,
January 27th, 1863.

LIFE HVSIIRAHCE.
Hew

MUNOEB, Agent,

Mutual Insurance

Surplus Dec. 1, 1862.$204,634

Policies issued against loss or damage by
Risks taken on
any amount wanted.
Houses from one to five years.

and safest

ATLANTIC

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. Co..
providence, R i.

Cash

cheapest

No. 16A Fore Street, head of Loaf Wharf,
dec 19
PORTLAND, ME.
eodly

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
Cub Capital and i-nrplus Dec. 81. 1862.#213.404

and

the

a

tions.
References in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. II- J. Libby k Co., Steele k
Hares. Ezra Carter, Jr., Me«srs. Howard k Stroot.
Geo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. Jyhu Lynch k Co.,
Uezekiah Packard, Esq.

Merchants' Insurance Company,

American Insuranee

time.

mode of making a provision for oue's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigued will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them in making applica-

Company,

PROVIDENCE, R I.
Cuh Capita] and Surplu, Nor. 80,1862_

on

•‘MvoWactis to call attention to the fact that

BOSTON, MASS.
Ca*h Capital and 8arplu* Nor. 1, 1863.$163,934

Eliot Fire Insurance

Company

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten yean—no forfeiture

City Fire Insurance Company,
Cuh Capital and Surplu* Dec. 1,1862....

this

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
•emi-aunual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

and

by

$335,000.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Cub

earnings to the life
some companies

as

rears.
do.)in cash, every
Amount of Cash Dividend paid
In 1868 to Life Members was

-BY-

Springfield

England Life Insurance

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843

HULL RISKS
amount—placed in responsible Offices.
War Risk* Taken.

To any

intended.
The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the printed
schedules, any of which will be furnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandants of
the respective yards, or to the Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the vards upon application
to the respective Bureaus. This division into classes
being for the convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be Banished as are actually required for bids. The Commandant and Nary
Ageut of
each station will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their own yards, have a copy of the schedules of
the other yards for examination onlv, from which
it may be judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
any yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered. In computing the classes the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, and the
aggregate of the class will be carried out according to
tlie prices stated,
Tne contracts will be awarded to the lowest brma
fld* bidder who gives proper security for its fulfilment.
The United States reserves the right to reject all the
bids for anv class, if deemed exorbitant.
AM articles must be of the very best quality, to be
delivered in the Nary Yard in good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case' may be, at the
expense and risk of the contractor, and in all respects
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
kc., of the vard where received, and to the entire satisfhetion of the commandant thereof.
Bidders are referred to the commandants of the reyards for samples, instructions, or particular
of the articles; and all other things
being
equal, preference will be given to articles of American manufacture.
Every offer, os required by the law of 10th August.
a written guarantee,
1846, must be
the form of which is hereby
Those only whose offers' may be accepted will be
forwarded as soon thereafter as
practicable, which
they will be required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency uained
by
are

FIRE & LIFE

—

HOLDERS

MARCH

Proposals for materials for (he

"^ow

NOTICE.
about the danger of sectarian and
fllllE undersigned, Importers and Commission
selfish influence from such a connection ?—
I. Merchants of Portland, in order to make the
Would the separation of the new college from
custom of this port conform to that of all others in
all the institutions connected with religious this country, tierebv
agree—That from and alter thi*
denominations, enable it to “reach the sympadate, they will in all cases require vessels by which
thies of the people, the whole people?” Is it
they mav ship goods, to receive them along side, and
to pay ail stevedores’ bills ou the same. The shipclear that the denominations would pour their
pers shall have the privilege of designating the stewealth into the new foundation rather thau invedores to be employed.
to those wliich they
have established and
Portland, February 13. 1868.
cherished? And what proof has been given VJ. B. Brown It Sons,
Hersev, Fletcher k Co.,
St.John Smith,
Chaae, Brothers It Co.,
that the unsectarians, outside of the denomiJohn Lynch It Co..
A.
L. Hobson,
are
the friends and patrons of learnnations,
Thomas Asencio It Co.,
J. H. Hamlen,
ing aud science? Where are the foundations II. 1. Hohiusou,
John D. Lord,
which they hare laid? Had these disinterE. Churchill k Co.,
Uophni Eaton,
S. Hunt,
Isaac Dyer,
ested, unselfish lovers of liberal education and Geo.
Phinnev k Jackson,
Isaac L. Came,
culture, formed a college some 40 years ago, Isaac Emery.
Nath’l J. Miller,
and sustained It well, and educated cheaply
Thos. W. O'Brion,
Edward Hamblin,
the sons of Maine during her beginnings as a
N.O. Cram,
George U. Starr,
Jonas
II.
J.
k D. Lord,
Perley,
State, we should favor their claim to the new
ft Fox,
A It 8. E. Spring.
college. I have a pretty strong impression Emery
At a meeting of the signers of the above, held a'
that, with almost a solitary exception—the Githe Conuting Room of Messrs. Chase. Bros. It Co.
our successful institutions of
rard College
afternoon, March 2d, .much indiguatioi
Monday
been
have
founded, and nursed, aud was expressed
learning
on account of
reports circula ed bj
endowed bv Christian denominations, or have
interested
parties that the merchants icould, an<
been placed under the charge of some one or
some already hart, broken an agreement entered Inti
for their mutual protection. The following Resolu
more of these denominotions. And the Gition was
rard College, I suspect, is an orphan in the
adopted:
HmoImI, That we will not charter a vessel througl
world, like its founder, “without a friend," any broker tgho shall propose to us as a condition
tin
and considering its immense endowment has
violation of the above agreement.
mch5
d8w
a
proved splendid failure.
Butareour colleges eertarian to hurt? I
Rail Road Bonds.
have failed to find the evidence of this. I do
of the secoud mortgage Bonds of tin
not detect it in their course of
study, nor in
Kennebec
and Portland Railroad Co., with al
their laws and regulations.
The board of
the interest coupons thereon due on the 15th of Oc
trustees in each case has men on it outside of
tober, 18*12. are hereby requested to deposit the nam
the. denomination which founded it. Each has
in my bands, for which
receipts will do given am
•
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in tb
students from all the other secU. And 1 susPort la HD ft Kennebec Railroad, (a nrtt organ
that the strong desire to secure students
^^Pect
ization.) as soon as the books and certificates can b
patronage is a sure guarantee against the
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Compa
sectarian
J. S. CUSHING.
influence
any
uy, Nov. 8. 1862.
whatsoevWHPxerciseof
Treasurer Portland ft Kenuehec Railroad.
er.
If I am correctly informed, the denominaDec. 16,1H62.
declHdtf
Augusta,
tions have been actuated In the
establishing
of schools of learning by a desire to promote
the general welfare of society, and to sustain
Go.
their claim to be the friends and patrons of
liberal learning. As a matter of fact. BapST.
CALAIS
A
JOHN
EA8TPORT,
tists have contributed largely to Harvard University, and Amherst aud Williams Colleges
SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
in Massachusetts, and Dartmouth College in
New Hampshire.
after Thursday, March th
Episcopalians and Unitaril'.*th,the Steamer Forest Cm
ans have given largely to Brown
( i|it, j, j, Uscmni,, will, until fui
University in
Rhode Island, which was founded
ther notice, leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St
by Baptists.
6 °’clock ** M
Practically this matter amounts to a wholefor Ewtport an j
some division of labor, and a
competition
Retuniing, will leave St. John every Monday, at ,
wHfcli, on the whole, are eminently beneficial o clock A. M., for Eastport, Portland
and Boston.
in all departments of active life. Besides
““-■•'5
C. C. EATON.
this,

MORNING,

JOHN

LYNCH A CO,

■Wholesale
AID

COMMISSION

Grocers,

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STOKES.COMMERCIAL

STREET,

(Opposite head of Widgoryb Wharf)
Port la ed. Mo.
son lTacit,

rBLaa

nanxma,

raoa.

LTWC*

Je3Mtf

JOHN B. BROWN * IONS,

Sugar Refinery,
YORK STREET

PORTLAND, ME.

jiswir

path

Dimensions, Ac. Wanted.
*«*. u by 16
Rock Maple
f-rin '■INKAL
"
♦ by 15 I
ldOn ft 4 by H in ps 20 and 22 ft Ig )
Beach.
8ft ps ft bv 12—12} ft long, of Black Ash.

FURNISHING

UNDERTAKER
No. HI Eickuit Street, Portland,

Reeldence rear of 411 Cong ram Street, keep#
etantly on hand nil the nHou kinda of

aon-

COFFIHS AID
Now

CA8X1TS
Uan,
of thia kind that
anything
from the

lit

o order
mar be ordered. .1 abort notice,
cheapeet In
the TER1 mar
B) airing -ay atrict nod undlrldad
attantioo to the
lining and trimming
of tha abora. I can fUrnlah them cheaper than nap
one alee
JAMES P SLEEPEB.
Aug «. 1SS3.

And will make

manufacturing,

or

400 piles. 85 ft long, 12 in. diameter at the butt, and
8 at the Wp. straight and sound, of whits, yellow,
and second growth Red oak, Yellow and Brown
Ash. Gray and White Maple and tlacmatac.
1.235 lineal Ibet. 12 bv 12. White Pine Lumber.
9,885 fret/ace, 4 bv 4, white pine Plank
D. T. CHASE,
Apply to
mchft dtf

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY hare parTHE
cbaaed from tha Hannibal A St. Joaeph Railroad

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
the undersigued, have this day by mutual
consent dissolved partnership.

They are oShred to aubacribera In ihnrea of SSO each
Mapa, with rail Information, can be bad by wiling on
EDWARD SHAW. Agent,
US Mmu Strut, Potnrn.

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
Company a largo tract of land la Northern Mlaannit,
adjoining the Sonriahtng town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for forming aud manufacturing purpoaaa,
and have

WE.

STEVENS. BIBBER k CO.
Portland, February 4.1863.
ftbftdlw

ana

d'Vtded their property into lota and forma.

dtf

■

Ohio,

THE DAILY PRESS.

_

a

because

principle

sur-

action by threats—expressed or implied—of
patronage withdrawn and favors withheld.
Such was the old Democracy of Jefferson
and Jackson. Jefferson looked with dislavor
to the
upon ail power not directly amenable

Supreme Court, with its life tenures and its perfect independence of the popular verdict of the common people—the sovereign will—he especially feared, and was so
auspicious of its growing, grasping power,
and of its liability to reach beyond its legitimate province, that he styled it the “corps
of sappers and miners" that would eventually

Hooker, Grant and other energetic supporters

undermine the constitution. Such was tlie
Democracy of Jefferson. With him the fiat
ol the people was the last and highest appeal.
Without slopping to inquire whether Jefferwould ask the

right,
single stage to which
party arrived, and which

son was

of the

the Democrat-

ic

it

self-styled Democracy of the day, is fidelity to
the most anti-republican and anli-deinocratic
institutions beneath the vault of heaven?
Seven Judges, or Eight 1

To the Editor» of the Prem
A writer in

proposed

to

embo-

If such is the fact and seven are able to dis-

dy tbe idea of “popular sovereignty,” by adding to it a section recognizing tbe binding

the busiuess of the court in a proper
manner, why is it that it now takes from two
to seven years to get the most trivial case
through the Court? If it is the fault of the

patch

natnre, upon the Democratic party, of all the
decisions ol tbe Supn me Court! That party

claiming afflnity

Jackson—Jackson,

lor

w

ho

judges, they should be removed from the
bench; but if there is not a sufficient force for
the speedy transaction of business, then the
legislalureshould increase instead of diminishing the number of judges, or so alter and constitute our courts that jury trial shall not as
at present be almost lost to the people.
Here is a rase in point. In the early part of

would support the constitution only as he understood it—that party was ready to get down
OB

1U knee* be lore tbe mere dictum of

Judge
private opinions

all their

forswear

Taney,

and choke down all their instincts,and swear
only by such a creed as lie should prescribe
for them! But enough of this.
a little while since Democracy was
recognized antagonist of slavery. All tbe
early Presdents took emphatic ground in opposition not only to slavery extension, but to
slavery existence, beyond tbe precise point of
time necessary to wipe it out with tbe least
C onfusiou to the public interest. The first six
Or seven Presldeuts were open and undisguised in their anti-slavery views. They were
not ell Democrats, it is true, but they were
one In sentiment on tbis question.
Washington desired “to see a plan adopted
for the abolition of slavery.” Jobn Adams
declared that “every measure ol prudence
ought to be assumed for the eventual total extirpation of slavery from the United States.”
Jefferson, in view of the iniquities of tbe institution, said “1 tremble for my country
when 1 reflect that God is just.”'-Madison
“thought it wrong to admit, in the constitution, that there could be property it meu.”
Monroe said that “this evil has preyed upon
tbe vitals ol the Union and has been prejudi-

It is but

the year 1661,
have his stock

the

was

with

the men that

Sumter?

lars, and could have quadrupled the

were

flU'nilK

t

llt> l»U’« Hnlnv

•”

sum

had

The case

mminlimn

♦

Press will manifest its gratitude to those who
by it, by an unfaltering fidelity to
the cause which lies nearest their hearts—the
cause of our common country, the defense of
her honor, and the exposure of her enemies.
One incident connected with this affair was
not calculated to diminish our confidence in
human iulegrity.
A gentleman with whom
we hare never spoken but once before called
in the morning and asked if
the grappling
irons had been taken off.”
We told him they
had not,
What is to be done t” said lie.—
have stood

:

Who

dishonored the national

Who

deemed it worth while to do so.

now

And afterwards bombarded

Democrats I

The

M.

his behalf who represent unincumbered property to the extent of over half a million dol-

was

the men

We replied that we must satisfy the officer.
revenue cutters, seized
the
“What is the claimT’ he coulinued.
Soutnern font, rifled the branch mint, and
“Ten
trampled upou the Constitution ? Democrats! thousand dollars,” was the reponse.
Well,”
Who is Jeff Davis? A Democratic cabinet I said lie, I am not a rich man, and I work
officer and U. S. Senator! Who is A. H. Stebard, but I am willing to contribute my mite
phen*? The Democratic leader of the House towards shielding your press. Draw on me
"
the first half of Buchanan's administration!
for that said be, holding up a card on which
be
had
was
Who
Floyd, Wire, Cobh, Thonipsou,Toupencilled $1,000. We thanked him
that stole the

.

cey,

Toombs, Vancey,

and

so

on to

the end of

assured him that we should accept the
deed, aud went about our work
with increased laitli in the Right.

kindly,

Deraoc rats, all of them!
And wbat party to-day stands forth as the
champion of American slavery, and protests

(he chapter ?

as

with brazen

tongue against laying

will for the

Town

the

Alfred.

of a Anger on it even to save the
Union? The Democratic party! What party

weight

seem* to

have no other mission than to

electing

growl

every act that promi>ea to weaken the
■lave power of the nation ?
Surely it Is the

were

Democratic party.

the Democratic party leaders.
And we assert unhesitatingly, that

may be utterly unprincipled

on

a

man

all other ques-

tions; he may believe anything, everything or
nothing; do acts of loyalty or acts of treason,
and if he will only oppose the administration
in its war policy of emancipation, he may be
a sufficiently good Democrat to go unquestioned into tile inner temple of the Democratic
The very sanctum sanctorum—the
very holy of holies Democratically speaking,
may be eutered by those who are Axed in
their opposition to this great measure of the
age, no matter how defiled with treason or
how deserving of a halter. If any one doubts
let him think of Vallandigham and Cox of
church.

The Democrats succeeded

!

in

—

Democrats made struuuous

over

Ami we say unequivocally, meaning all that tl e language implies, that
the only living issue wit this party to-day is
the protection of slaveiy. And this, alter a
long circuit, brings us directly to the point
suggested by the caption of this article; to
consider for a brief moment the only remaining test of political orthodoxy recognized by

—

Elections.

their whole ticke' same as last year.
Whole board Republican. The

Avon.

Mililavor of

on

HOUSE.
•
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Sargent.
Bill additional to Chap. 130, of the laws of
'62, entitled act for the prevention of imposition in the sale of intoxicating liquors, was
taken from the table, and, on motion of Mr.
Parker of Uorham, ordered to be printed.
Resolve in favor of Hamlin Hickey was read
and assigned.
Engronned in concurrence.—Bill to amend
Chap. 29. R. 8., relating to bowling alleys and
billiard saloons; act making valid the doings of
the towu of Peru.
flH'lK

I/

//UO0TU-.-IWMNTtS-III

liftVOr Ol

G. Bowes; iu favor of the Passamaquoddy
Indians: iu favor of Passamaquoddy Indians
lor educational purposes.
Panted to be enacted —Bill to change the
time of holding the May term of the S. J.
Court iu Knox county; act in reference to the
claim of Miles Wilson on Penobscot County;
additional to the act incorporating Westbrook
Seminary; additional to the act incorporating
the City of Bangor; to ameud the act in aid
of volunteers.
Resolves authorizing the survey and lease
of lots ol land owned by Passamaquoddy Indians, came from tiie Senate amended. The
House receded and concurred, and, as amended, passed the resolves to be engrossed.
Mr. Lyman presented a bill to ameud the
resolves of 1855 relating to printing public
documents, which lies over under tile rules.
Mr. Turner presented a bill to amend the
charter of the City of Augusta. The rules
were suspended, the hill was read twice aud
tallied, on motion of Mr. Hayden.
Bill, act relating to Trial Justices, Justice
of the Peace, and Justices of the Peace aud
quorum, was taken fiotn the table and a
lengthy discussion ensued. Mr. Rich moved
its indell idle postponement.
Mr. Clay, Mr.
Lyman aud others opposed the motion.—
Messrs. Crosby, Robinson and others favored
the motion, which Anally prevailed. Teas 58,
nays 50.—Adjourned.
cer

ORIGINAL

AND

SELECTED.

The Augusta correspondent of the
Boston Journal says F. O. J. Smith intimated
in his late speech that if a Provost Marshal
should attempt to arrest him, he would
Aud in such a commission “his death warrant,
and his passport to the grave.” Smith lias
grown bold since he didn’t Aghl that duel in
Washington with Leouard Jarvis.

w

The Illinois troops in the field condisapprobation of the

tinue to express their

copperhead

movement

efforts, but they

of no avail.

Watekville.—A correspondent says the
Repubiicaus had it all their own way. The
cop|ierhcads made a vigorous charge for the
first Selectman, but getting but about onethird of the cotes thrown, they all left the
meeting.
Monmouth.—The copperheads did not dare
run a ticket, and the Republican ticket was
nearly unaulmously elected.
£y“A Paris correspondent relates a prodigious experience—a race between two
purallet
trains of cars
running in the same direction.
At first, after starling from
Asmeres, one gained
a little upon the
other, but finally the speed
was so exactly
graduated that the passengers
could hold each others bands from the windows
of the opposite carriages! While
daslHngtthead
at this exact and fearful rate, a down train
whizzed between the two,
making one hold
his breath at such dangerous
velocity and

proximity.

It will be observed, that the passengers ou
these precipitate trains must have had uncommonly long arms, or the carriages which

passed between them must have been very uncomfortably aud even dangerously narrow.

iu Illinois in very strong

regiments with Gen. Grant's
army recently adopted resolutions severely
denouncing the course of the “peace Democrats.” The same course has been taken by
the Illiuois regiments in Teunessce and Keutucky.
terms.

All the

jy It it said that

Mr. Foster is still absent, we found no trouble
in finding his friends.
We gave receiptors in

flourish.

at Charleston,

The Press “Still Dives.”

we

assigned.
Mr. Philbrook, from the Committee
tary Peusious, reported a resolve in
Lewis Bisbee.—Adjourn.-d.

thousand miles, and waited from

injunction put upon our office by John
Adams, Esq., to salve his wounded feelings,
j
was lifted with very little difficulty.
Though

How
But hoar stands the case to-day ?
stood it the day the great rebellion was inaugurated ! Who were the men that broached and
were

two

A SUFFEBEB.

antagonism of slavery that southern political literature, especially that of the Areeater or secession school, was full of admisaloni that Democracy must be got rid of that

flag

Maine

December to March, both parties at all times
ready, and half of one day in all probability
being time enough for the case. The Court
adjourned without reaching it !
This is no singular occurrence. Soihething
Is wrong here. Such is the certainty of prolonged, expensive and vexatious litigation in
the plainest case, that it will soon be considared safer to give up a good claim against a
man able to pay it, than to attempt to collect
it through our courts of law. If some change
is not made, our courts ere long will be deserted by honest suitors and left to rogues and
irresponsible parties, who ran afford to wait.

the

Democrats!

a

some

en Presidents,equal in patriotism, w isdom and
statesmanship to anything that we have yet
had or probably sbal^ ever have, fonr were
Democrats, and guided the nation through
some of its stormiest periods' Indeed, so pat-

disunion?

The company

regiment for the South, where
he found employment. Assured that the action would undoubtedly be tried at the January term, 1668, he left his situation, traveled

]

Inaugurated

supposed

It

insurance company, and having the long delay of the courts before him, left the State

New Orleans, said, “I have found in yon that
noble enthusiasm which impels to generous
deeds.”
These are facta of history; and of these sev-

slavery might

to be inmred.

lire.

fused to pay the insurance. The loser having
his little capital locked up in the safe of the

j

the fact that the old Democracy

mostly destroyed by

admitted the loss, assisted in appraising the
and then upon a technical quibble re-

light for their country, and in an address to
the meu of color who assisted in delending

was

trader had the misfortune to

a

damage

cial to all the States where it has existed, and
is likewise repugnant to their several State
constitutions and bills of rights.” Tbe views
of John Quincy Adams are too familiar to be
quoted. Jackson, if not an anti-slavery man,
at least believed in the rights of negroes to

ent

late number of the Advertiser

and says it is understood that the seven members are willing to perform the whole labor.

amend the famous
to

a

:

suggests the number of seven judges for our
Supreme Court, instead of eight as at present,

mere
were
chief and almost only plans:
plenty of papers and politicians, even in this

that

with. Need

say more to show that the only remaining
test of political orthodoxy recognised by the

downward course, more than three years since.
Who that is posted in party history has forgotten the efforts to put the “Dred Scott Decision” into the Democratic platform as ita

State,

met

In ita

passed

“Cincinnati Plaitorm,” which claimed

Government, is scarcely

we

reader to

look at a

acceptance.

I
|

The

we

He was a southerner and

numerous

Washington from persons
engaging in privateering. The

Attorney

General has beeu instructed to prepare a code of instructions to accompany every license issued. Grave doubts still prevail,
as to the wisdom of issuiug letters of marque

and

reprisal, iu view of the
foreign relations.

ecently

possible danger

Maine;

of small pox have

cases

occurred in

Ckerryfleld.
Ilaynau, the Anstrian

Cy Gen.

woman,

whipper, has shot himself at Cassel.
$y We don’t see why the papers call Geo.
Francis Train rattle-pated. There is nothing
Ju his pale to rattle.—[Prentice.
Cy The Lewiston Journal thinks Judge
Barrows of Brunswick, will unquestionably
be appointed to the vacant Judgeship.
sy Mr. Wyman of South Vassalboro,’has
made some very good paper from sorgham
stalks.

Cy Pennies

Conn., and

in

are scarce

merchants substitute nugmegs.

Look

the
out

for counterfeits.
Cy The 19th Maine has now 600 men fit
for duty, more, it Is said, than any other three
years’ regiment from Maine.

sy It has been said that the animal food
supplied to our army is very inferior; but the
soldiers declare that the beef is bully.
sy It

proposed in New Jersey, under a
charter from the Legislature, not only to make
is

paper, but also to make cloth of wood.
Cy Mrs. Jane P. Thurston, who has advertised

an

unfailing remedy

lor the rebellion

for 1500, called at our office yesterday to
Sf her offer had been accepted!

Cy The
ludge of the

see

by which the copperheads
constitutionality of a measure is

simple one. If it is hard
is plainly unconstitutional.

upon the rebels it

cy The Bridgton Reporter is luxuriating

pickerel and perch caught in the lake at
place. The Reporter, probably, takes
them with a Fly.
on

that

—

The Bridgton Reporter says that Monday week as Greeuleat Baron, a lad abou l 14
years of age, sou of Marshall Bacon, Esq.,
proprietor of the Pondichery House, was *niu procuring saw dust under the Mill of
tenj. Walker, hie clothes caught on a shaft,
aud he was carried over about two hundred
times, suiking his back and leet and bruising
him severely before the machinery could be
stopped. He was taken home quite insensible, but by the use of proper restoratives was
resuscitated, and lurlhcr examination proved
that no bones were broken, aud he is now doing well.

fagrd

King delivered in the Music
Hall, San Francisco, on the evening of Jan.
30th, a lecture on the Genius and Poetry of
William Cullen Bryant,” closing with the reading of an origiual poem, entitled Waiting at
the Gate." The composition was sent to him
in manuscript by the venerable author, with
an understanding that it is not to be printed.
This was the first lecture of a series to be given
by Mr. King on American Poetry;” each lecture to be enriched by a contribution, like that
of Mr. Bryant, ftom some of our leading
writers, such aa Longfellow, Lowell, Whittier,
and Holmes.—Boston Evening Transcript.
Rev. T. S.

and choice grades 86c; Souchong, Ankoi, and
lower grades 55^65c, and the market tirm.
TOBACCO.—The market ha* ruled qifiiet but Arm,
without any perceptible change to note since our la*t.
The demand is steady for desirable lot*, aud late advances are well sustained, the best judges still enter-

last Grecian emperor, Constantine XII, who
fell in 1453, In the defense of the capital. The
name was

Palseologus.

Cy
Chicago Tribune is informed that
already exist not less than 500 clubs of
the “Union League” in that State, and that
the organization is extending with surprising
rapidity throughout the loyal States.
The

there

sy 'Jen. John
and manly letter in

A. Dix has written a firm

favor of a vigorous prosecution of the war, and deprecating the diviaions created by bis old political friends at

home.

sy The first salmon of the season, weighng twenty-live pounds, was caught in the Penobscot on Friday last, and it was purchased
by Mr. Woodward of the Penobscot Exchange,
Bangor.
sy The Hartford Press says of a disappointed candidate for nomination in the Democratic Congressional Convention of that district, Dial he is sick of the campaign—sick
enough to throw it all up!”
It Is slated that Den. Burnside was at
the Hutchinson concert at Washington, Friday
night, and called for the John Brown song,
which was received with enthusiasm, and the
audience rose to their feet and gave nine
cheers for Buruside.

■iy

A marble bust of the late President of
Harvard College, C. C. Felton, from Henry

Dexter's studio,

was placed in Gore Hall libraWednesday, in connection with the
proceedings incident to the inauguration of

ry last

President Hill.

jy At various places the rebels have had
blocks of wood painted to resemble cannon
and we,not to be behind them in stratagem,have

quite as often had blockheads dressed up and
titled to resemble Generals.—LouisriUe Journal.

jyThe invalids of the Maine 7th in the
hospital, who were able to bear it, were treated yesterday to a sleigh-ride. They were accompanied by the baud of the regimeut,which
discoursed fi e music as they rode through
the streets of the city.
jy A gentleman hurrying through the
blustering snow stormon Saturday evening,was
met by a Iriend who asked. “Well, what will
this amount to?”

The parly accosted instantly responded, “It’s Nature’s great 1th of
"Marvh speech, demonstrating that there is a

“yorth!”—[Boston Transcript.
The North Franklin

County Agriculannual meeting at

Society held their
Phillips, ou the 4th inst., for the election of ofPeter A. J. Norton, of Strong, was
ficers.
elected President, and H. O. Butterfield, Esq.,
of Phillips, Corresponding and Recording Sectural

re wry.

Ssa

a woman

in another column

picking 8ambuc-

G rapes, for Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris

York, in preference to old Port
It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfac

London aud New
Wine.

tion.

dec22dly
Review of the Market*

For the week ending March II, 1863,prepared expressly for the Paxes, by Mr. M. N. Rich.

Nsle.-We ifrisL it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first hands,

•ahastlfltffhlMM,

aud that

in

ders, higher rates have to be charged.

filling

small

or-

REMARKS—Our quotations are made up to Tuesand in the preseut unsettled state of

day evening,

fluctuations of the
vaiues are subject to the
market, asou many articles it is impossible to give
reliable quo latious lor twenty-lour hours in advauce.
As the leading luercautiie houses all over the country are reduciug their business o a cash basis, our

daily

quotations will generally represent cash prices.
ASHES.—There is a continued scarcity of Pearl
Ashes, aud the market is

7te#*c.

firm

at

8F&81C,

and Pots

APPLES—The market for Dried Apples is more
firm, and prices slightly advanced. We now’ quote
tor sliced ami cored, and 2f<i3c for uncored.

fruit is still abundant at low prices, with limited demand at about #1,otXftl 76 p bbi. for choice
Apples. Ordinary to good are sold at £1.2&<£l.40 p
bri.
BEANS.—There has been rather more scarcity in
at 2 02a,2 76
the market, though prices remain
£> bush for White Pea; 2 0(>a,2 70 for Marrows; 2 37
0,202 for Blue Pods; aud 2 60g2 76 p bushel for
yellow eyes.
BUTTER.—Choice table Butter is in steady demand. Good Vermout Dairies are firm at 22.0,24c.
Sales very choice have been made at 24va26c. Canada aud Western Firkin is worth 21<g23e: Country
Ball 20&2lc; and Store Butter 16gl7c p lb.
Oreeu

steady

BREAD.—All kiuds Bread remain steady at our
recent advanced quotations. Sales of Pilot are made
at fagtfj. Ship 6g6j, aud Crackers 3} a,4c p lb, or
35g40c p 100.
SHOT—Uas advanced. We now quote Drop 12f
@13c, aud Buck l&glSJc.
TEAS.—We notice a continued improvement in
Teas. Good Strait Oolongs are uow held at about

dlw*

restored to health in a few weeks
by a very simremedy, after having suffered several years with
that
dread
affection,aud
disease, Conlung
uraption—is anxious to make known to hia fellow
jflererathe

of

means

cure.

To all who desire it, be will sond a
copy of the precription used (free of charge), with the directions
->r preparing and using the same, which
they will
nd a .Sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma, BrouMtis, Ifc. The only object of the advertiser In sendjg the Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and
information which he conceives to be invaluand he hopes every sufferer will
try his rentey, as it will cost them nothing, aud may proven
REV EDWARD A. WILSON,
Jessing
wo- *™li»““burgh, Kings County, New York.
feb27
d3m

^h? 5«rtrt Fuller.

..

each

directly

fant relief.

th<^

arrr

the affected
In

are

lagton.

Ar 10th, brigeThna Owen.Pettengill, An Nearltae;
Resolute, Gray, Ponee; John Rose, fm Demarara.
Sid 7th, ship* John Banyan, Shakespeare; bark
Bel rant

parts and give almost In-

NEW HAVEN-Cid 7th, tab Gan Armetroug, Skofield. Ma.agues.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, sek Adelaide. Crowell.An

Bronchitis, Asthma, and Cabeneficial. The good effects resuit-

ug from the use of the Troches, and their extended
se, has caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
uard against worthless imitations. Obtain

Philadelphia

NEW’PORT—In port 8th. ach a Elouiue. Burry. from
Boaton for Baltimore; Gertrude.CaJdwell.New York
for Calais- Otla. Amw, do for Damarfecotta; Elian
Ellon, C'nrtis Providence for Portlnnd; Nat hi Chauo.
«br New York; Foreel Cltv, Lov!*•••• *«*•
ed. do fordo; Fischer. Dean, Nea.au NP for
tharter Oak Crowell, An Providence for New
York;
Denmark, ( hane. Full River for do.
FALL RIVER—Mid 7tb, ach Malabar. Welch, for
8a,lth- E6l,<3r' *■«*
City.
Smith. New York.
BEDFORD-Sld 9th, ach Mnry Nowell, Cov-

only

genuine Brown’s Bronchial Troches which have
their efficacy by a test of many years. Pubic Speakers and Sinokrs should use the Troches,
lilitary Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
ud are exposed to suddeu. changes, should have
im.
Sold every where at 26 cents per box.
jan21 dhw3m
he

roved

Boston:

111, Philndelphin.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, aeha G W C arpenter, Hntchtnand Fred Mherer, Otis. Baltimore
Cid 9th, bark Arctic. Pinkbam, Havana; ach H W
Fnre. Percival, Newbern NC.
.SALEM—Old 6th, ach San Jean, Ilaakell, N York

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
»Vat will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficient1 strong without stitching;
That will eActually mend Furniture,
Crockery,
oys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families.
ill find It invaluable! It willeflbctnaUy stop the

•akage of
It is

liquid,

a

and

CALAIS—Sid 3d. ach Shooting Star, Marshall, for

Philadelphia.

W1NTEKPORT—Ar 6th.ach 8 K Hart, Lanail.and
Governor, Chase. Boeton.
Ar 7th, acha Valiant. Staples, fm Boston; Magnum
B nnm, Harding, Portland
ROCKLAND—8Id 4th, acha Hard, Snow; Gentile,
Gefeboll; Juno, Mills: Florence. ( andage John
Adams. Hatch, and Bound Brook. Emery, for Nov
York; Onatavia. Jameaoo. Alexandria.
•81d 6th, acha Vendovl, Bray, for New York; Pilot,
Thompson, Bouton.

It will adhere

or

oil.

easily applied as paste.

as

At Constantinople Utb nit. bark Armenia. Hamilton. <lts*. to load Air Boston direct.
Sailed from Messina 14th alt, bark M C Dyer. Wallac*. |or jiirgr yoyIl
Sailed from Catania Jan 17. bark Caarina. Pinkham. New York.
Sid An do 3d alt, brig Trade Wind, Nesneomb. for
New Ikrrk.
At Valparaiso fid nit, ships Craet of the Wart, ibr
Carrirai. abt ready ; Kale Hooter Ibr sale at suction ; bark
Helper, Lord, An Boston, ar Id all
Sailed from Aspiawall !4tb alt, brig Webster Kelley. Heagaa. New York.
At Barcelona 8«h alt, ship Saratoga, one
At Montevideo Jan 11 bark Krsmltm, Burgess, fra
Portland 45 days, last ar.
At do. ship Volant, Hutchinson, from New York
fcr Acapulco, leaky: bark Juaaaie, Fletcher.fm New
York:
Ocean Spray. Stubbs, fm New York.wHh
low of Mils.
At do Jaa 15, bark Sen Bird, SooSeld, from New

oily substances.

It is

HILTON S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothbbs. Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

price.and

the market is lew firm. We now quote Western
mixed 8lO)£1.03. and Southern Yellow 1.03*1.06—
2200 bushels Mixed sold during the preseut week at
91.00 f> bush. OaU are active and in very light
supply at 66*68e—6000 bushel# sold on Monday at
68c. delivered on board the vessel. Barley has advanced-sales 1400 bushels at 91.85 on Saturday last.
We quote 91-20*1 25 |> bushel.

Supplied in packages from 2

the., by
THOS. G. LOK1NG, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
ox.

to 100

•'isle Agent in Portland.

GUNPOWDER —In consequence of the high rate
of exchange and demand notes for duties, saltpetre
has advanced, aud the manufacturers of powder at
Wilmington, New York, audiu New England, have
advanced tbeir prices as follows: on Blasting and
Mining, oue cent per pound; on Sporting, in kegs.
Ac., oue cent; on Cauister, two cents; on Eagle and
higher grades, two cents per pound.

fcbl7 dly

PORTLAND POST OPPICR.
1* 40 and 74 P. M. Clone# at
7 46 A M.audi auP. X
I' VSTEUS-Arrives at 160 P. X. Clones at 11 X.
JKltl’E—Closes every Saturday at 1.30 P. X.
c ASADA—Arrive# at 1.60 P X.
Closet at 12 X.
« JUS TRY XA1LS—Arrive#about 6 P. X.
Close at
» P. M.
Office
(Sundavs
ty
open daily
excepted) from S
/‘TM.toSP. X. On Sanders, from 84 tot, A. X.

HIDES AND SKINS —We notice a firm feeling
with an advancing tendency on Hides and Skins.
We quote Bueno# Ayres Hide# 30*81c. Western 21*
22c. and Slaughter Hide* 64*7tc; Green Salted 91 w
*2 00 aud Dry 120*1.80; Calcutta Cow 1.90*2.10;
aud Calf-akins 11*tic.
HOPS.—We quote growth of 1862 at 14@15c.
IRON.—All grades of Iron are again advancing.
At increasing rates of exchange no class of metals could be imported to sell at our quotations, aud
the market is unsettled. Pig Iron is now worth 988*
42 1* tou.cash. and Common Rar4J*4|. Refined 4}*
5c; Swede 7f*8,and Norway 8J*»; CastSteel 2K*8Uc;
English Blistered do. 22a'24c; Spriug do 14*16c;.
English Sheet Iron is now worth 6*7c; Russia do 18
*2lc; Imitation do I3}'*16c cash.
LEAD.—We notice an advance on both Sheet and
100.
We also
Pipe Lead, and now quote 12p*18c

at

York.

BPOKBIT.
Feb IS. lot *0 55, lea 71M. bark Liam* Riee.Ortffla,
from New York Ibr Cadis
March 7. lat S8 30, ion 78 40. bark C Nickels, from
Cabs Sir Boston.

DR. P. P.QUIXBT. would gtvb aqtiectbat be ba
curnedto Portland, and can be fonnd at bis Room,

r

NEW

<’|0. 13 ItiTERXATioital Kocn, Tuesday, Augus
1 !th, where he will attend to nil wishing toeonanl
Mm.
1‘trst Examination

THROUGH

office.*200
chsubeeqaent vitringnt office,.50
•
flrst Examination At residence,... 260
I’Atieuts,
ly
{
’Inchtabneonent visit at residenoe,. 100
Angus! 16. 1862.—tf

NEW YORK,
Phllwtel phla.Balilwsnre we W

Dm. J. CLAWEon Kullet and H. L. Davti
'dical office. So
m. (.‘oncrNa atmt, up name
{ht with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Port*
J id where Dr. Kelley** genuine medicine* can ba
1 id. Adeiet/rtt upon all disease*.
janS7d2aw*wtf8i

Travellers may sccare Through Tickets (from Portpy Bail or Steamer) to

:

land

New York,

Philadelphia,

—

S3T*If

i*

an advance on all kinds Salt
last, and coutiuue to quote Turks Island and
$3 12*3.37 per
Frank Pierce is yet uusold.
hhd. The cargo of
Flue Grouud Table aud Butter Sait has been advanced, aud dealers now ask 24c for bags or boxes.
our

ship

Livtrpool

STARCH.—We notice an advauce on Starch, aud
now quote Pearl &)*8c, aud Potatoe 4*4Jc |> Ih.
SEEDS.—Grass Seed is in fhir demand, aud
We continue to quote Herds Grass fa.00®
steady
3 25. Red Top §3 25 *8.50. aud Western Clover 12®
13c. Canary Seed is firm at the following late ad-'
vs need quotation, Viz: $4.60.
SPICES.—Nearly all kinds Spices continue to advauce.
Cloves are now held at 41*42c in this market, and Nutmegs 9 >ca}l 00; Ginger 35*3dc. Cassia
anti Pepper 28*3uc.
47 *48c; Pimento

SOAP.—We now quote Castile Soap at 16f« 17c
Loathe k Gore’s Extra94c, Family 81, and No.l 7|
Chemical Olive 9, and Soda 10c. Other Soaps are
Arm at full prices.

lor the South and Waal.
Business men and ail travel lira (Ladles especially)
will (ad its great advantage to seeera their Tickets
at this Agency.

OrFICR.WESTERN TICK ET AUESCT,
SI Knchaafte li., (up stairs).

kind of PRINTING
tf

this office.

tf

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
I

CHOICE OF ROUTES
CHICAGO. CLEAVELAND. CINCINNATI. ST.
PAI L. IJUtNcr. ST. LOUIS. INDIANAPOLIS. MIL WAUKtE.GALENA, LA CROSSE.
OEEEN RA T. LOUISVILLE.OSHKOSH.
AMD

.do,.163}

45.000
uited State* Coupon Sine* (1881).1014
S. 7 3-10 Treasury Notre (Oct).
ft.firt*
.do (August).104*
500 .do (endorsed).1U8
uited State* Five- Twenties..1(0
do small'.. 994
8. Certificate* ol' Indebtnes*
do (Oct). M
do ( Jan)..
do (Feb). 99
uited State* Treasury Sixes, (2 years).164
o*ton and Maine Railroad.133’

(Aug).luof

90]

1

——————---

—————————

MARRIED.

-tia

BRIE

tbs-

RAILWAY,

Tan Oak at Wurman Railway, or the Lau
Saoaa ft Michioab Kornau B. R..
Or ike Belte/imtaine 4 SI. Loale Limee.
These Lines are nil provided with Splendid Sleeping
Care. Burgage checked through to any
point desired. Connect ions rure. Kates of (bra as low as hy
any other Routes.

Tnaorea Tie a ere may be
ton rates, at the

Bath. Feb. 19. by Rev. H. M Blake, Joseph M.
>lett, of B., and Miss Anna W. Whitney, ef fcdgeIn

*

ALL rOISTS AT Til

WEST AND SOUTH WEST,

lu&J

*mb.
In Bath, MarchS. by Rev N. Brooks, Robert 1.
no mbs and Mrs. Margaret J Coffin, both of B.
In Farmington. March 8. Wno. 1. Sargent and Miaa
esta Lufkin, both of Madrid,
la Canton, John M. Ludden, of Dlxfield, and Miaa
levene J. Carver, of C.

secured at lowest Bee-

Great Western Ticket Ageacy,
Oftee—S 1 Exchange Street, (up stairs).

W. D.
WTou may

rave

this office.

LITTLE, Agent.

money by securing tickets at
mchll iseod«w

For California.
DIED.

*

4 /ed 49 years.
In San'Francisoo. Cal.. Feb. 21st. very suddenly,
Irs. Louisa A., wife of Capt. A. T. Trass, of S. F..
id daughter of Mr. Sila« S. Young, of Wiscasset.
In tiardiuer. Feb. 26, Mrs. Dorcas O.. wife of the
>ts Dr. James Parker, aged about 90 years.

_PASSENGERS._
steamship Northern Light, from New York for
Francisco—Miss Ellen K Prince, of Portland,
is* Addic V. Braun, of Cape Elisabeth.

In

| in

!

Pam a os Tic* m» for the Steamers
York, on the 1st,
month, may be secured by early application to
from New
failing
lltb. 3lst of each

In thla city. March 10, of diptheria, Frank S.. son
( Frank Kadoux. of Casco, aged 8 years 11 mos.
At the U. S Marine Hoepital. March 9. Peter Cruz,

SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
•TKAMKB

FROM

FOR

BAILS

i*itv of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York
! outonia.
Southampton New York.
unglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland

Feb 26
Feb 26
Feb 26
28
6
11
March 26

W. D. LITTLE. Ageat.
OFFICE.81 Exchange Street.!Up Stain.)
mcbll dtf

Font.
Saturday night. 7th last, on Taker'. Bridge, n
ROBE. The owner can hn.etbe ana hr calling
J. P BttATTUCK, easterly end alTukey'e

ON
on

Bridge.

Westbrook, March 10, IMS.

mcbll dlw-

Beef ui ScN.
i)AA BBLS Repacked Western BEEF.
mUV' luOO Bushels New Herds Ureas SEED,

SHAW k SON.
1M Commercial Street.

fot sale low

W. H.

by
mcblledSw

....

New York.
Feb
'lusrraiasian.Liverpool
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland .March
I ammonia.Southampton New York March
...

axonia.Southampton New York
TO DBFART.

'ammonia..New York Hamburg
March 10
%'olumbia.New York. Havana.March 12
March 11
hina.New York Liverpool
iberuian.Portland
March 14
Liverpool
March 14
.augaroo.New York. Liverpool.
»ew York.New York Bremen.
.March 14
March 18
trabia.
Boston _Liverpool
Liverpool... March 21
ngio Saxon.Portland
March 21
j ‘Utonia
New York Hamburg
Itorwegiau .Portland Liverpool. March 28
..

....

PANAMA AND CALI FORNI A—Steamers, oarryMails for Aspiuwall, Panama, and California.
I are New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
outh.
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regucall a
1 < r lines. The steamers for or from
ueenstowu. except the Cauadiau line, which call a

I'g

Liverpool

Gardener’s

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
II.
(p. m.) 8.06

Wedaesdayt.March
uu
•uu

rises.6 »> I
sets.6. 1 I

High water.,
Length of days.11.41

THE

JOH* BELL.

mchlO dim

DitMolutloN of Coparmerafclp.
heretofore

Copartnership
listing
THE
style of J. 8 WINSLOW k CO., is this day diasolved by mutual content. The business of the late
firm will be settled and continued

LOW, No. i Central Wharf.
Portland. March 3. 1868.

Taradsf« i..March lO.
ARRIVED
Sch Lizzie W Dyer, McDuffie.
Sch Florence. Candage. Rockland for New York.
Steamer Lewiston, Kuight, Boston.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.

Philadelphia.

Brig

P

CLEARED.
R Curt is,Gregg. Matanzas, by Isaac Emery.

by J. 8. WINS-

J. 8. WINSLOW,

#

C. L. YOKE

MMti7 will

Me Rewarded
W
YM», Portlend. Me., infor-

eddrueetag Y.
respectable
be had how
BYmation
meet with good employment, and, If
Bo*

young

oue or

can
men can

suitable,

a

permanent

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

under the

mchio dlw

bnslnoM.

MARINE

Notice.

subscriber, late Gardener for Hoa. J. B
Brown, would notlftr hi* Mend* and the public
that he may be found at ULMWOOO Sl'RsKRY,
at Woodford’s Corner, where he will be happy to
wait on them. He will afteud to jobbing ia gardens,
rates
green-houses and graperies, at reasonable
Orders left at Wm Sparrow’* Seed More.oa Union
Elmwood
will
or
at
Nursery,
in
Portland,
Street,
be promptly ...weed

oudonderry.

prices

24®fce.

in want of any

E7-CAKDS and BILL HEADS neatly printed

SALT.—We noticed

in

are

BROKERS* BOARD.
Salr or Stock*.—Borrow, March 10, 1962.
15.250 American Gold.163
1,000 .do.1634

8§®9J.

Cagliari §3.25 *3 60, aud

you

ar

r. a.

Dan. LOCKE A KIMBALL, DnvTifiTa. No. 117
..iddle Street. Portland. Me.
aoglfr—ly

subsequently

prices

Coagre** St*.

it] at the Daily Press OAce.

«

by

prioes.

Corner Smith and

DnjrriaTRY.—Dr.JOSIAH HBALD.No.241 Can
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Charch
iMrtland, Me.
augTdly

upward

Beef is firm at our late advanced prices, which we
Veal is
continue to quote at 7F*'8c by the quarter.
held at about 64*~c by the carcass. We quote Chickens at 13*16c, Turkies 14* 16c, aud Geese 10* 12c
V Ih.
PROVISIONS.—Packed Pork remains firm and
unchanged from the advanced prices uoticed in our
last. Sales of Clear continue to be made at $19®90;
and Extra Clear 90*21; M* ss §17 60i*18; Prime
Round flogs
§13 60*14; aud Extra Prime §14*16.
have advanced, aud are active at 8*9c. 2»»» light
smoked
Hams are
sold on Monday at 8c cash. City
worth 94® 10c. Beef is firm though sales are coufiued
osma// lots.
PLASTER—The market remains quiet with a moderate demand at §2 25*2 50 4* tou tor Soft; §2 00*
2 25 for Hard; and $5*0 25 for Grouud.
We quote 70§7S
RUM—Is very firm at lull
with a strong upward tendency.
SUGARS.—The market for Refined Sugars is still
unsettled. We notice a decline of about k si ceour
last, and now quote Crushed, Grauulated and Powfor
dered at 15f*16ic. There is no change in
Raw Sugars. \Ve quote Musco\ado lljqll); Havana Brown ll$-al2; White I3y*l4; ana New Oi^
leans 12J®14c. The stock of Portland Sugars is entirely exhausted at the factory, but as they commenced boiliugon Monday last, it it expected that
the Co will turn out a new stock in the course of
ten days.

62 eod

Or WaskiagtM,
Nobwicb Rooms. or the
WoacasTaa ft 5rusun>u or Saoaa Luna—connecting with either of the regular trains,leaving Boston at T. 8 80 and 11 10 a. ■.. and at I IS, 6 JO and 8.80
Via the Sroanreroa

r*-e**

LIME.—We notice an advance on New Rockland
Lime, and now quote 75*80c 4> cask, with a moderate demand at this seasou.
LEATHER.—All descriptions of Leather remain
very firm, and have an
tendency from the
following quotation#, viz: New York light 3>*32:
mediums aud heavy do, 82*33c; Slaughter do 34*
38c; Amercan Calfskius $l*91c. The demand from
the couutry trade contiuue# to improve.

PRODUCE—I he produce market remains quiet
and prices steady. Potatoes are dull at §1 4(K*1 60
4* bbl, or 42®60c 4> bushel. Eggs are not yet very
abundant, aud continue to commaud 15* 16c p doz.

Baltimore,

flT*Consuinption and Catarrh, and all diwaw* of
t «• Throat and Langs, • access fti My treated by Im
UTIOI,
By C. Homan. M. D
au 18

TICKETS

—”—

appB

I

quote 9U)(*12.
LUMBER —Shipping and Spruce Lumber are very
scarce in this market, and prices have advanced
There is a good demand for Shipping at 918*2h: No.
r» and 2'sVine 934*36; No. 8 924. Spruce Dimension is worth from 912*14; and Spruce Shipping
Boards 911 al2. Hemlock 98*10 p M ; Scantling 912
*13; Clapboards. Heart Extra are selling at 932;
Clear do 92**30; No. 1. 913*15; Sap. Clear 923*26;
do 2d» 920*21, and No. 1 910*13. spruce Extra are
worth 912*15. aud No. 1 91<>*11. shingles. Extra
Pine are quoted at 93 60*3 75, and Clear. Pine 92 76
*300. Lath#. Pine are selling at 91 60 <* 1 80, and
Spruce at 9116*1 20 p M.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

at

1

now

*

brig

MAIL

'ESTERS—Arrives

»

vim Gloucester.

Coal Oil.

It is insoluble in water

Super

ONIONS—The extreme scarcity of Oniona hat
caused a further advance in prices,and we now quote
brl. or §1 50*1 65 4> bushel.
$1.00*4 26
OILS.—The market for Whale Oil is very Arm,and
advanced
fVom7*l0c & gal. We nowprices have
quote Refined Winter Al. 18*1 16, aud Sperm doS.it
*2.15, and Lard Oil §1 15*1.18. Linseed Oil continues to have an advancing tendency ; w# now quote
Raw §1 82*1 85. and boiled Al 88® 1 90. The market
is now nearlv barren of Fish Oils, and prices have
advanced. We quote Bank and Bay §28 50*29 60,
Olive Oil has adand Shore §27 50 *24.50 V brl
vrnced; we quote §2.26 4* gal. Kerosene remains
steady at 60,621 aud 66c.
PAIN TS—Are firm at advanced prices. American
Zinc is worth $8f*6J. aud French doll(all4. Boston
aud Portiaud Leads are selliug at §12 50*18: Lewis
Lead §13; and Cumberland Leadiu oil 114 *12. Litharge aud Red kead have recently advanced, aud
We quote L>amar Varnish §4 00
we quote 12®12Jc.
to. tad Coach M *6*6 00.

forest

“951

•on.

since the date of oar last. At the close of last week
the market was rather dull and heavy; but at the
commencement of the present week there was considerable activity in the market, though at prices
ranging at about 12.q£26c decline. We notice sales of
8* brl* ( anada
at 881: loO brls Western Extra
100 do Extra Mate at
100 do Western Extra
at $8|; 100 do Michigan Superior 9 26, aud 100 brls do
at 89.

OAKUM.—We continue to quote American Oak-

***“’•

Town’

quotations,
FRUIT.—The market rules quiet and steady.

um

,JOld*“

NEW YORE—Ar 7th, bark Franeee decor Thomoion Cadiz.
Cid 7th brig T B Watson. Wallace. Matamorat
Cid 9th, ship Black Hawk, Donne, Han
Francisco;
Sardinia, Pendleton. Liverpool; R Cnsbmmn otie
Philedelphia; bark Urania. Cooper, for Cape
CGH; brig Umpire. Perry, Philadelphia; ,ch Rachel
Beale. Curtis, Boeton; K Fowler, Willard, for Wain-

Couoh, Cold, or an Irritated Throat, If
llowed to progress, results in serious
Pulmonary
ud Bronchial affections, often time* incurable.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

mer

ordinary

Leiaad, Paine.
New Orleans;

Elys.'.. -<**4 Hypkins. Leerboff.
*ch
Pend Mon! WmS:^ d2”“

A

price* ask-

LARD—A decided advance ha# recently taken place
ou Lard, and price# are firm at 12*12i.
METALS—The market for all kinds Metals conthe daily fluctuatinues to be greatly disturbed
tions of gold aud exchange, and prices are constantly advancing
We now quote HaucaTiu 54* 56c.aud
Strait# 58*62; Char 1 C, 916 5n*17U0; do IX 919 50
*20, and Coke 13*13 60. We also advance our
quotations for Sheet Mosselmanu Zinc, and now
quote 14 j*16.
MOLAS 'ES.—There was a brisk demand early in
tbe week with the Jobber for new crop, and importers have held steady at about 42c for Newt layed. 100
hhds New Clayed sold on Wednesday last at 42c. 14
200 hhds sold at 42c, and 30
mo-*) and
hbds Old Clayed at 4»)c cash and 50 hhds Muscovado
at 44c; there was also a sale of very
Old
Tart for distillation at 30c on Weduesdav. AH the
above trauoactious have been by importers. The
rapid decline in gold ou Thursday together with large
arrival# had a tendency to somewhat weaken the
market towards the close of the week, and there was
less activity.
NAVAL STORES.—We notice a further advance
on Turpentine, and now quote §3 75*3 90
Tar continues to sell at §18*14, and Coal Tar Pitch
§4*4 25 4* brl.

Ilemmon.fer Boeton;

**pml
ihrM.lollrtrt' Alexandria.
PHILADELPHIA—Cid
7tb. berk

Ead

—

Pig,

tncb6

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—ArSth fnat, ships Great Relublie, Limebaraer, New York; 9th, Osborn Howe*.
L'ottreii, Manila.
NEW ORLEANS— Below **h.
ship* Charter Oak.
'mm Liverpool; MJ tffcyo, fm firdif; .Scioto, from
ftoflton; Mont Blanc, from Aapinwall; harks Gen'l
Warren from Philadelphia; Nineveh, and White
Sea, from New York; ach Kate Field, do.
HALTIMOKE-Ar eth.acha Harriet Fuller. HamJlAC Rtoveu. Rooveu; hinna Amelia.
Sn-J*ortlai»d;
Harding, and Julia Anna, Harding, Fortrasu Moa-

in-

severe

CORDAGE —Manilla ha* again advanced and
we now quote 181<$19c. American Cordage
18@I64c;
Russia Hemp 19c£l9lc; Russia Boltrope lva^Dc,
and Manilla do
We also quote Cotton Sail
Twine 1.0&g)l.06; Flax and Hemp do 60@66e f> lb.
DUCK.—Price# are Arm at late advances, and we
continue to quote t ortlaud No 3 $1.10: No. 10 82c p
yd ;"Navv Superior No. 3. $1.09. No. 10 HOc, Ravens
55c: aud U. S. 10 oz. Tent buck 65c, aud 12 oz. do 75c
per yd.
DRUGS —The Drug trade has been moderately
active the past week, and prices have ruled steadv.
We uotice a further advance on
pure Cream lartar,
and now quote Crystal* 70c. and Pulvo ized 36c
Opium ha* also further advanced ; we now quote 11
@ 1160. Dvewoods are steady and quiet at our for-

corresponding

are

iyTo Consumptive* -The Advertisar, having

COAL.—The market is not as Arm aud some dealhave been selling at $9 60<glO p ton for White
Ash, Lehigh aud Franklin. Small size Locust Mountain is selling at $7 60 p ton. There i* but little dispo-

and

Ladies and gentlemen

aken oat.

10th

te

ers

on

Wednesday,

een

CEMENT—is very firm at advanced prices. We
quote $1 60 @1 60 per cask, and price* buoyant.

advance

and

**lted to call.

now

a
I

ADVICE FREE.

CANDLE8.—Prices have advanced since the date
of our last. Mould Candles are now selling at 14ka<
15c. and Sperm 86&88C p lb.

a

^

nd 11th inst.

CREAM TARTAR.—Sale* of Pulverized continue
to be made in small lot* at 35c p lb. Pure Crystals
have further advanced and we now quote 70c.

notice

which sailed from St Jago 5th
Gnautcnamo. and reported destroved by the
was 230 tons register, built at Pembroke
D
rmted Alj, a d owned in Eastport.
sen Target
before reported a-Imre at Conanicut
Island, u so badly damaged as to be
bardly worth relg wedged into a
gully, with rocks on
WI,?noi
rach side, and a conical rock tinder her bottom. Her
naata hare been eat away and the standing rigging
*
"
lor

■etribntioa,

NOTICES.

'.'HILDREN, dnringTueeday

tendency.

GRAIN.—torn nassomewnat reoeded in

••

dockland.

Da. J. W tsLXT Kill it Auociate Founder of
the Analytical Sj .tern of Medicine, will be at hie Ofee, n« Con grata. corner of Pearl ,twt to ldr)M
•rlth the eiek on nil Direaee, of MEN, WOMEN and

advance on
cheese. The market remains very Arm at 1&&16c for
Choice Vermont and New York dairies, aud 13&14c
lor good Country Cheese. The stock in this and
other market* is light aud prices have still an upward

8$:

DISASTERS.
from Provlncetown stale* that the stera
ramp of a vessel came ashore
Monday afternoon
loarlhe wreck of the Caledonia, with
Koekl—••
minted on it.
Probably aome veaaell bailing tiura

Brig Emily Fisher,

an

FISH.—The’market for dry Ash is quiet but Arm at
extreme prices
The barrenness of the market has
very much restricted trade. We notice sale* of Eastern Ash in boston the past week at $6 p qtl for large
and $6 for small Cod—Pollock $3 26, and Hake 2 76
p qtl. In this market Large Cod are quick at $5$
6 2T>; small do $3 75£4 00 p qtl; Pollock #2 75 a3 25
Mackerel are quiet and steadv; sale# Shore No. 1
are made at $13 50&14, aud Bay No. 1 $12a,,12 60
p brl.
FLOUR.—We notice a decline of about 26c p brl

C Bartlett, Spear, Georgetown DC, by
Sod.

despatch

A

lit

s

COFFEE.—We notice a further advance on Java
Coffee and now quote 40®de, and price* buoyant.—
We continue to quote Rio 33£36c, and St Domingo
*
30@81c p lb.

sition with consumers to pay the extreme
ed for Coal.

C Brook*. Miller, Fortrem Monroe, by John

H

Macy.

Sch rtioe
I U York A

»aine.

heading*

CHEESE.—We recently noticed

Brig

k

■

COOPERAGE.—The market for all kinds Cooperage remains quiet and dull without any transaction*
of moment to notice. Country
Cooperage Is dull at
any price. There is also a limited demand for City
made Shooks at our
There is a fair dequotation*.
mand for Hard
at 25>ct26c, and Soft 23
pme
<$24c p pair. Hoop* remain Ann aud steady at 830
@35 p M, and sales have been effected as high as $38
lor desirable lots.

y a man in London has written to tiie
Star claiming to be a lineal descendant of the

family

only engageme ta that hare been made,to onr knowledge since Ike date of our last: brig p. K. ('nrtis
<236 tons) out to Matauzaa at SI660,to load at expebse
os vessel; seh Abbie E. Willard (out and
back) to
I ardenas, at 94 26 for inolaases, foreign and domestic
hharges paid; if to a second port get* 4|. Hark Saab ft Hale, <226 tons) to Car'ena*. at 91650, round
am out.
The shipping merchants of thi* port have
1
entered iuto an agreement requiring all ves°c<*j>tly
«u
by which thijr ouif ibip yooda to receive them
longmde, and to pay the stevedores* bills ou the

tainiii" much confidence for the future.
FREIGHTS.—The business for the week has
been very light for the want of vessels. Everything
is taken up as fast as it arrives: the demand is
brisk and the offerings liberal. The following are the
BOX SHOOKS—'The demand is still limited,
though prices remain Arm and steady at 66<&68c for
good l*ine Box Shook*, aud some are holding at
60c. Ordinary lot* have sold at 60tio5c. Spruce
are quiet and unchanged at 45a*48c. Shipments continue unusually light for the season aud sales limited.

Oranges and Lemons have undergone a decided advance since our last, and we quote both oranges and
lemon* $4 25 Dbox. Raisins remain Ann at $4 33
a,4 45 for Bunch Box, and $4 50to4 62 for Layers.
Our quotations for Cask Raisins are only nominal,
as there are few if any in this market.

:yA great deal is said about the extravaour
gance of the War Department. The Nashin criticising this fault-finding
nr* The Boston Journal says that one of ville Union,
spirit, calls attention to the tael that the Utah
the leading “peace Democrats*' iu the Maine
exoedition, which consisted ol 1U.UU0 men.
Legislature said the other day that he would ! aud lasted ouly a lew months, cost six millions of dollars. At the same rate, the cost
even be content to have slavery established in
of the preseut war, with nearly a million of
Maine, if that was necessary to preserve the
men, would up to this time have been seven
Union; but when asked whether he would billions of dollars!
consent to have slavery abolished in South
We perceive that the Hon. Stephen J.
Carolina, if necessary to preserve the Union, Field, now chief justice of California, has been
he hesitated, aud dually dodged the question.
offered the office of U. S. circuit judge lor
that Mate. Judge Field is a son of the venST" Last night at Gough’s lecture the erable Rev. Dr. Field of Slockbridge, Mass.,
Northern traitors got a dissection which the
whose sous have all risen to distinction in various professions.
audience most enthusiastically applauded. A
They are David Dudley
lawyer in New York; Rev. Heury M.
Copperhead in the back part of the ball kept Field, D.
our
D.,
Field,
neighborly editor of the Evanmuttering aud grumbling his rage at Gough as gelist; Cyrus W. Field, who hopes to lay a
the dissection went on; and at length when
second sub-Atlantic telegraph; Hon. J. E.
Field, recent speaker of the Senate of Massathe orator closed a period with the prediction
chusetts, aud J udge S. J. Field of California.
that Liberty was sure to triumph, the CopperWho shall say that ministers’ sous do not turn
We'll see if it does, next
head ejaculated,
out well ?—N. Y. Independent.
April.—Hartford Press, 3d.

—

®0c,

cy The amount of lumber annually cut
on the Kenneliec anc
Penobscot waters has
been about 200,(WO,000 feet. I*a>t season it
was only •60,(KW,(W0 leet.
The present season
there will be cut about 100,000,000 leet.

to

aw- The sudden death! of the Copperhead
Resolutions, yesterday at twenty minlutes past
twelve at noon, is a matter of prolbuud aslouishineut to some aud not of grief to others.
Tlleir throat was cut—the jugular completely
severed
by the sharp knite ol their father,
and then their lifeless remains were hauged to
the uncompromising tree of loyalty by the
unanimous vole of the House—133 to 0. So
may die all the schemes of dealing with traitors
until they lay down their arms and submit to
the Constitution and the Laws.
Augusta
Journal, 3th.

I

2oja2l.

rule

a

letters have

been received at
desirous of

The Agricultural

—

from the Twentieth

C#“ Some twenty

Mr. Stevens introduced an act to incorporate
tile Robinson Manufacturing Co., which was
the strictest seet of the Demobracy, for unread and assigned.
soundness on this question their names are asOn motion of Mr. Wiggin, the Judiciary
Ask
with
Robert
J. WalkCommittee was instructed to enquire into the
sociated
reproach.
expediency of amending Chap. 19, Sec. 82, R.
er, Geo. Bancroft,, A. J. Hamilton, John A.
S. relating to demurrers.
and
lots
of
Gov.
The
same
Dix,
others.
Wright,
The resolve in lavor of Putnam's eyelet hook
was postponed indefinitely, in concurrence.
story is returned for au answer. Last though
The Seuale reconsidered and recommitted
not least, ask Gen. B. F. Butler.
Why the
the report of the Committee on Interior Wawholesale abuse of him, and the perfect avaters on the petition of John M. Comins.
lanche of epithets hurled at his head, if not
Bill in aid of families ol volunteers was
because he has ceased to respect slavery, and
taken up. Part of the House amendments
were
to save the Union would pluck up the vile in- |
adopted, and part were rejected. Three
i new amendments were adopted aud the bill
stitution by the roots 1
was
;
passed to be engrossed.
One consideration more and we have done.
Resolve in aid ol building a bridge at MatIf we look into so-called Democratic papers
tawamkcug Forks was taken up and iudetiwe find those Generals most praised that are
nitely postponed.
Mr. Roberts, by leave, presented an act,
least in the confidence of the Government.
additional to the act incorporating the City of
Fits John Porter,—a convicted traitor, shall
; Belfast, which was read and assigned.
Mr. Hacker, from the Committee on Indian
we say?—is extolled for his gallantry, simply
Affairs, reported a resolve relating to the affairs
because be would not disturb slavery, while a
of the Penobscot Indians, which was read and
word in commendation of Rosecrans, Sigel,

when the agents of [««
veillance over the timid voter to influence his

people.

Democratic confessionals?

those of that communion. Ask Daniel S. Dick,
inson, Gen. Busteed and James T. Brady. Of

looked upon with distrust If not with absolute abhorrence. Sieeplessly did it watch
over the ballot-l>ox, ami utter its maledictions
exercised their

March 10.

town of Abbot.
Resolve for the procurement of certain original documents in the British State paper office
came from the House indefinitely postponed.
Messrs. Barrows, Wiggiu and Woods took
grounds in favor of the resolve, and the Senate
unanimously non-concurred in the action of
the House, and the resolve was passed.
Panned to be engronned.—Act to change the
corporate name of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary ; resolve for the repair of the State road
in Indian township.
Finally panned.—Resolves—in favor of Ebenezer Jackman; to preserve the title of the
Penobscot Indians to certain islands in the
Penobscot river.
•
Panned to be enacted.—Acts—to amend
Chap. 4, R. S., relating to elections; lor the
destruction of wolves and bears.
A communication was received from Hiram
Chapman, accep ing the office of Land Agent,
and a message was sent to the Governor and
Council informing them of his election and

household, but because they sustain the policy
of emancipation «their names are made the
synonymes of all vileness. Ask Joseph Holt
and Andrew Johnson. Once bright and shining lights in the sanctuary of Democracy, now
for opposition to slavery to save the Union,
their names have ceased to be cherished by

were

er

PUESS.J

Read and antAgned.—Resolve in favor of the

in

liberty and Union might live, he is cast out of
the Democratic communion as unworthy its
Mnfldence. Ask Secretary Stanton and Gen.
Halleck. Both were pillars in the Democratic

and every
grown. It laid its hands upon any
the
into
not
popular
did
that
respond
thing
stinct, and wily with the popular sentiment
It guarded freedom of thought with jealous
care, and denounced with unsparing vindictiveness everything that savored of invasion
of private opinion. Conservatism was to it
almoat an odious word—certainly a suspected
overone; while purse-proud aristocracies,
bearing monopolies and concentrated wealth

TO THE DAILY

Augusta,

pro-slavery man, but because he lost respect
for slavery and would see it overthrown that

measure, or a thing, or
old and mosswas

DISPATCH

ay On the first page

lollcge: Letter

cy On the fourth page—Original Poetry;
Or. Bussell In an Illinois Justice Court, Ac.

SENATE.

a

was a
progress, “Progressive Democracy”
reproach employed by its adversaries.

it

at

Ask Gen. Hunter.

term of

a

forgiveness

no

Democratic Test of Political Orthodoxy.
Formerly the Democratic party was one of

respect for

TSFXC1AL

————————■■■■—I

he Bowdoin Militia.

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

But look at auother aspect of this matter.
What is the “damning sin,” for which there is

three months
TuLXS,—*6.00 a year if paid within
at the end <if
from the date qf subscription, or 97.00
the year.

no

———-

named.

hearing on account of his disloyaly, even
that city of secessionist* and plug uglies.

The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that of any other daily In the city.

It had

BY TELEGRAPH.

Let them
might
remember Breckinridge, who, leaving the U.S.
Senate on purpose to enter upon his career of
rebellion and crime, was called upon to speak
for Democracy in Baltimore, hut was refused a
be

and otliers tliat

Wednesday Morning, March II, 1863.

>

Saalabfty

Md.,

PORTLAND, MAIN*

*

Powell and Wickliffc of Ky., May of
of Del., the Woods of N. Y.,

situation in

two
a

commission

mch7 lwd-

NOTICE.
Persons basing d mnnds against the Fire Department. are requested to preseut the same to
the subscriber on or before the 2bth Inst., for apU. C. BAKNEti,
proval
Chief Engineer.
mebtf d3w

ALL

Krai Etlalr OSrr-Llue Slfffl.
ol my disposal one of the most desirable
Houses in the Weet End of the City, cornicing
Ihnve
location, neighborhood and other advantagea. For
JOHN C. FRCK.TUB.
particulars enquire of
March 4 -8w.

n———i

about town.

MATTERS

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—DAVIS, J.,

CRIMINAL

as

were

formed

follows:

Jury.—Moses Hancock, Otlsfleld, Foreman ; Charles E. Boody, Westbrook; Frauds
j. Brown, Joseph G. Pitts, Freeport; John
Webb, Bridgton; Hezekiah R. Crockett, Gorham; George H. Cushman, D. M. C. Dunn,
Charles H. Green, Portland; Erastus Dunning,
Brunswick; Robert Dyer,Cumberland; Win.
T. Hall, Windham.
2d Jury.—Elbridge G. Wagg, Tarmouth,
Foreman; Samuel Hawkea, Standlsh; Holt
Ingraham,Sumner C. Murch, Portland: Clement Jordan, Jr., Cape Elizabeth; Levi Knight,
Pownal; Amos Leighton, Falmouth; James
S. Libby, Scsrboro; Luke Moor, Harrison;
Wm. G. Orne, Gray; Sylvanus Porter, North
Yarmouth; Frederick Spencer, Baldwin.
Absent.—Robert I. Hull, Portland; Joseph
D. Wyer, Harpswell.
Excused.—Richard L. Green, Naples.
Ell Wood, Gorham;
Supernumeraries.
John Winslow, New Gloucester; John Cloud1*<

—

man, Westbrook.

State v. Peter Towle, appt. Towle appealed
from a sentence of Samuel Garland, Esq.,
Trial Justice of Windham, who held court In
the City Building after the resignation of
Judge Lane. Counsel for Towle moved that

quashed

for

informality In
the Justice’s paper* and want of jurisdiction.
Judge Davis sustained the objections taken
aud ordered the papers quashed. Peter is
the

be

proceedings

therefore victorious for once. M. M. Butler
for State. J. O'Donnell for defendent.
State vs. Lysander P. Townsend. Four indictments were found against the prisoner for
larceny of lead and solder from the premises
of Rumery and Burnham, Franklin wharf.
Counsel represented to the Court the fact of
Townsend’s intemperance, and that the larceny
was

committed to get the means ot purchasthat the prisoner had

ing intoxicating drinks;
a

wife and several children

dependent

on

his

labor for support, and therefore suggested
that be retract his pleas of not guilty—plead
to one indictment, and suffer the remainder to
remain, in order to secure the good conductor
This course 1 icing

prisoner
assented to by
the

in the future.

the Government and prosecutor, Townsend was sentenced to oue month
in the county jail. H. M. Butler for State.

J. O’Donnell for prisoner.
James H. Crow, aliat William Crow, was
tried on an iudictment charging him with obtaining Ire dollars from William L. Putnam,
Esq., under false pretences. The prisoner was
defended by S. L. Carleton, Esq., who contended that It
amount

from

was

Mr.

brought forward

simply borrowing

that

No witnesses

were

P.

for the defense.

The

jury

returned a verdict of guilty. He was sentenced to one year in the State Prison. To
another indictment charging him with obtaining money under false pretences of Nathan
Weston, Cross pleaded guilty. On this indictment he was sentenced to one year additional in the State Prison.
James Howes, alias James Henderson, was
tried for larceny of a horse, sleigh, harness
and robes, the property of Ira Milliken of
Scarboro, on the night of February 9th. It
was

in evidence

against

him that he was in

Searboro

on the afternoon before the larceny
committed, and that on the sncceeding
Thursday he sold the horse, sleigh, Ac., in the
town of Strong, where the property was rewas

covered and returned to Mr. Milliken.

Carleton, counsel

Mr.

defendant, called no witnesses, but contended' that no proof had been
offered that the prisoner stole the property.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty. He was
for

sentenced to two years in the State Prison.
The case of Mary Fountaine, for keeping a
house of ill

next called up. The
denied that that was her name, and

prisoner
Mr. Webb,

thoie,

was

counsel, put in a plea of missubsequently withdrew it. She
guilty to the indictment. The
evidence in the case was all pot in, and Mr.
Webb submitted the argument for the prisoner. Court then adjourned to 9 o’clock Wednesday morning.
her

nomer, but
pleaded not

Municipal

Coart—.March 10.

Wm. Record, for drunkenness and disturbance of the peace, paid a fine of three dollars
and costs.
The liquors seized a short time
premises .of Michael H. Ready

Waterman

since on the

Meyer
the city,

and

declared forfeited to

were

persons appearing to claim the same.
Henry R. While, on a search and seizure

no

process, was fined twenty dollars and costs,
which he paid and was discharged.
of the value of imS^“Moothly
ports and exports ot goods, wares and merchandise entered during the months of Janstatement

uary, 1862 and 1868, at Portland:
Imports—dutiable, entered for
consumption,

Dutiable, warehoused,
Free (exclusive of Specie and
Bullion)
Specie and Bulllcu,

1888.

1863.

8301.844 8130,346
78,404
178,661
166,669

36.238
160

*689,807 *380.296
Imports.
Exports—Domestic merchandise, 426.196 1,186,189
23.888
8.308
Foreign merchandise, dutiable,
Total

Specie

free,

and

Bullion,

Total exports.
Merchandise withdrawn from
warehouse for consumption,

*03.227

225.440

60,060

112,99!

8662,781 1,498,028
*80,857

yesterday, onjseveral of the
hotels and stores, the British and American
flags floating, in honor of the Priuce of Wales,
who

PRESIDING.

Tuesday.—The traverse juries

I3^We

820,449

noticed

have been married yesterday.
The U. S. Hotel, Bradley’s Hotel at the foot
of India street, the Grand Trunk depot, and
was

to

many other buildings were thus decked in
honor of the event. The steamship Iliber-’
nian was gaily dressed from deck to truck, and

fectionary store, Exchange street, a fine specimen of colored engraving, designed and published by the members of Co. A, 25th Regiment. The picture is after the
style of the
masonic chart, and has beautiful war scenes
at either end, enclosing the names of every
member of the company. Space la also made
by the bane of the columns for insertion of the
deaths and promotioua—of the former of
which may wa hear none. The whole is a
neat aflklr and worthy a place on the walls of
our

parlors.

•

To Tbavellsbs.—Attrition is invited to
the advertisement of Mr. W. D. Little, who is
•gent for the sale of tickets to the West,

South West, North West, California, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. This agency is a great convenience to
our merchants, traders, and to all travellers

generally, especially to ladies, as they can secure through tickets by either route, before
starting, thus saving them much trouble and
expense. Mr. Little is agent for all the favorite routes to New York, Washington and the

Great West, and deserves the patronage of the

public.
Railway TBArnc.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway for the week ending
Feb. 28th, were,
*90,215 13
Corresponding week last year,
51,159 75

Increase,

The total receipts from Jan. 1
to Feb. 28 were
Same period last year,

Increase,

*89,055

38

*745,442

30

000,918 03

*78,523

07

EJ^“Buckley’s Serenaders drew another
full bouse at the City Ilall last evening, and
the performances went off with great eclat.
Thelrthird performance, with an entire change
of programme, will be given this evening.

TO

ty”Col. Edwards of the 5th Maine, was it
the city yesterday. He is at home on a slioru
leave, and will return to his regiment In a few
days. The Colonel is looking finely, and reports the army in good condition, with unbounded confidence in “fighting Joe.” Any
small parcels or letters for members of the old
5th left with Col. Scamman, fiu Shepherd <&
Co.’s, No. 142 Middle street, will be cheerfully
delivered. They must be delivered to Col.

The resolution of Mr. Anthony relative to a
committee on Manufactures was taken from
the table in the absence of other business and
placed upon its passage. Rejected.
Mr. Dixon submitted the following:
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be,
and is hereby, directed to lay before ttie Senate the late report of Gen. Rosecranx of the
battles of Murfreesboro’, with the
reports and
documents which accompany it.
Mr. Sumner said lie would not object to the
resolution,but lie deprecated action that might
open the way to business of a legislative
character. This was an Executive and not a
legislative session.
Mr. Dixon said that the resolution might be
properly entertained; that there was a precedent for it. In justice to the officers and men
whose brilliant achievements it recognized, it
should be adopted. Agreed to.
Mr. Davis submitted tlie following resolution, which was laid over:
Resolved, That the President of the United
States tie requested to furnish the Senate at
the commencement of the next session of
Congress, with a statement of the aggregate
number in each State and Territory and the
District of Columbia, of all officers ami employees in the civil service of the United
States who are subject to lie removed by the
President; of all those subject to tie removed
by any other officer, naming the officer having
power of removal; also the amount of all pay,
salaries and perquisites, or other compensation,received by all such officers and employees
in the aggregate.
Mr. Anthony moved a reconsideration of the
vote by which the vote relative to the commit-

Scamman this week.

jyNews

reached Standish on the

of the 9th inst. of the

evening

of Jonathan

death

Boothby of that town, a private in the 17th
regiment of Maine volunteers. He was a
pious and good man, a member of the Methodist church, und was beloved by a large circle
of friends. He leaves a wife and two children,
as well as aged
parents, brothers and sisters,
to mourn his loss.

Social Levee.—The first of a series of
four levees to be given by the Spiritual Asso-

ciation,

will come ofT this

ics’ Hall.

price of

evening at Mechan-

The tickets are fixed at the low
dollar for the course.

one

Band is to furnish the

music,

Chandler's

and

a

pleasant

time may be anticipated. See advertisement
for places where tickets may be procured.
Co cut Martial.—The Court met yesterday according to adjournment. An amended

complaint
brought forward against private George W. Piper of Hallowell, Co. G,
7th Maine, for desertion from Camp Abraham
was

One witness was examined on behalf of the Govertiment, and Court adjourned

—

tee

on

Manufactures

was

rejected.

It was reconsidered and ordered to be laid
the table.
On motion of Mr. Lane of Kansas, at 12 1-2
o’clock tlie Senate went iulo Executive session, and after sitting several hours adjourned.
on

prises pantomine, gymnastics
dancing.
The company has been performing in Khode
Island,Connecticut and Massachusetts—everywhere with great success. For particulars of
this evening's performance see advertisement.
and

53T”We learn

from the Courier that

CapL
Maine regi-

Frank L. Jones of Co. A, 25th
ment, has resigned his commission.

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVEKWG

PAPERS.

From the South
Alleged Repulse of the
Federal Fleet at Fort MoAllister.
New York, March 10.
The Riehmond Examiner of the 0th Inst,
■ays that up to last night nothing later had
been received at the War Department from
Fort McAllister. The latest accounts we have
say that the Yankee fleet, after a terrific bombardment, had retired, and it is thought the
Atleast he
enemy had been again repulsed.
has shown no disposition to renew the attack.
The bombardment is represented to have beeu
—

terrific.

The Are of the three iron-clada and three
mortar boats were concentrated on the fort at
the same time, and shell and shot literally
rained on the garrison. This is the enemy's
fourth attack on Fort McAllister, and he lias
failed, strange to say. In the contest the fort
is said to have sustained but little damage, and
our loss is said to be two wounded and one
killed.
It shows that the Yankee gunboats and
mortars

are a

humbug.

The Richmond Examiner states that the
lias transferred all the
troops over to the rebel geueral government.
This course is not received with favor, anil the
Examiner says it fears few men will be found
on the day of transfer.
A recent report of the rebel Secretary of
War says that he apprehends no difficulty in
obtaining a sufficiency of arms and ammunition, but the question of subsistence is rather
an alarming one.
The harvests of the past
season, he says, have not generally proved
and notwithstanding the much
larger breadth of laud devoted to the culture
of cereals and forage, the product in many extensive districts is below the average.

Virginia Assembly

propitious,

From Nassau
Pirate Retribution in Port
—Arrival of Steamers for the Rebels.
New York, March 10.
The Herald's correspondent at Nassau, under date of Feb. 2blh, slates that the rebel
schooner Relribuliou arrived in this harbor on
the night of the 25lh iust., and her officers met
at the Royal Victoria Hotel in the evening,
discussing loudly their piratical exploits. It
was currently reported and believed that she
brought iu here several prisoners from Northern vessels, recently capluted iu these waters,
and 1 was told that the U. S. Consul had tent
a polite request to Governor
Uayiey, on the
2<Sth, that he would have the matter looked
but
that
to
this
date
no
into,
up
reply bad been
vouchsafed. In the mean time the Retribution
lay at anchor here for several days.
Last evening three fast steamers entered
this port within an hour of each other, vix.:
No. 1.—The Georgiana, a brig-rigged Ironrecently mentioned iu the Herald as
having cleared from an English port, and destined as a tender to the piratical ship Alabama.
No. 2.—The Brittauia, a side wheel iron
steamer, brig-rigged, and very fast.
No. 3.—The iron screw steamer Gertrude, a
brig-rigged vessel, also very fast.
This flue fleet of steamers will prove a valuable addition to the rebel piratical fleet, and
unless we can send a Baltic or a Vanderbilt on
tlieir track, their capture will be next to an
—

propeller,

From Tennessee
Another Bettle Reported
—Rumored Defeat and Capture of
Van Doro’e Forces.
—

Cincinnati, March 10.
A

dispatch to the Gazette from
Franklin, Tenu., says a large force of artillery,
and
infantry
cavalry moved yesterday against
the euemy posted at Spring Hill.
D' the rebels make a stand, there will be a heavy en-

special

as it Is the determination that Coburn’s disaster at Thompson's Station shall be

gagement,
retrieved.

to the Commercial from
Murfreesboro’ says a report reached there yesthat
Van
Dora's
rebel forces had been
terday
defeated, and a greater portiou of them captured. Gen. Rosseau has ordered that all persons whose natural
supporters are in the rebel
service, and whose sympathies and connections
are such that
they cannot give assurance of
their loyalty, will hold themselves in readiness
to go south of our lines within ten days.
A

FROM WASHINGTON.

Wednesday morning.

Deeriso Hall.—By all means go and see
the Hernandez Havel troupe In their first exhibition to-night.
The entertainment com-

special dispatch

I in portent from Utah—Collision Between the
Military end Citizen* Imminent.

Ktw York, March 10.
The Herald ha* the following:
Halt Lake City, March Uth.—A collision between the military and citizens is imminent.—
Governor Harding and Associate Justices
Waite and Drake, it is understood, have called
upon Col. Conner to arrest Brigham Young
and Councillors Kimball and Wells.
The
Judge of the District cau serve any civil process, but the citizens are iu arms, and are determined to prevent the arrest of their leaders
by military force. Other Federal officers, and
now Mormon citizens, have telegraphed to
Gen. Wright to restrain Conner till au investigation can be had. A Colonel of the U. S.
Army, who left for Washington this morning,
has been arrested by Conner and brought back.
It is presumed that his iuteullons were uulavorable to Couner’s military interference.
From the West Indie—The Rebel Pirates
Still Quiet.
New York, March. 10.
Vessels arriving from various West India
ports to-day report not having seen or heard
anything recently of pirates.
St. Thomas dates of the 25th ult. state that
the ship Shepherd
Knapp was in port. The
gunboat Vanderbilt sailed on the 23d ult. on a
cruise, and the gunboat Alabama was ofTMartini'je on the 24lh ult., bound in.

in Rebsldom for Want of

Food.

The French at a Standstill In Mexico.

Report of

Wreck Supposed to be the
Pirate Retribution.

a

SENATE.

Lincoln.

to 9 o’clock

Suffering

Ilavann.

Confirmations

by the Senate.

The Act of Congress in Relation to the
Purchase of Odd and Silver Coin.
Washington, March 10.
The Senate in Executive session has confirmed the following nominations; Wm. H.

Wallace of Washington Territory, to be Governor ol Idaho Territory; Win. id. Daniels of
Oregon, to be Secretary of the Territory of
Idaho; Sidney Edge rum of Ohio, to be Chief
Justice of the Territory of Idaho; Johu N.
Goodwin of Maine, to be Chief Justice of the
U. S. Court for the county of Arizona; Milton
B. I)utlleld of California, to be U. S. Marshal
for the Territory of Arizona; Wm. S. Howell
of Michigan, to be Associate J ustice of the
U. S. for the Territory of Idaho; Alick C.
Smith of Idaho, Associate Justice of the U.
S. for the Territdry of Idaho; Ebenezer Peck
of Illinois, to be a Judge of the Court of
Claims; Stnpheu J. Field of California, to be
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the
U. S.; Richard C. McCormick of New York,
Secretary of the Territory of Arizona; Richard Williams of Oregon, to be U. S. Attorney
for the Territory of Idaho; John A. Gurley of
Ohio, to be Governor of the Territory of Arizona; Jffiiepb J. Lewis ol Pennsylvania, to be
Commissioner of Internal Ruveuue, vice Geo.
S. Boulweii, resigned; Tuoma* Wolcott of
New York, to be Comptroller of Cnrreucy.—
To be a Major General of volunteers—Brig.
Gen. Daniel Butterfield of New York, ol U.
S. vuluuteers, Nov. 2U, 1802. To be Brigadier
Generals of volunteers—Francis B. Spinola,
New York, Oct. 1, 1862; James Bowen, New
York,.Oct. 11, 1802; to rank from Nov. 20,
1862—Col. Henry B. Carrington, 18lh U. S.
iufantry; Col. Edward E. Potter, 1st North
Carohua; Capt. Thomas G. Pitcher, 8th U. S.
infantry; Col. Uermau Haupt, aide de camp,
Sept. 0, 1862; Maj. Isaac Vodges. 1st U. S.
artillery, Nov. 20, 1862. To be officers in the
uavy—1st Assistant Engineer W. II. Hunt to
be Chief Engineer; Chief Engineer Beuj. F.
Isherwood to be Chief of Bureau of Steam
Engineering; Acting Lieuts. Joseph P. Sandford, Robert Townsend, S. E. Woodworth anil
Richard S. Keusliaw, holding temporary appointments in the Nary, to be commanders in
the Navy; Acting Lieuts. Edward R. Calhoun,
Charles H. Baldwin, Robert N. Shurfeldt, Edward T. McConlev. Pendleton G. Wetmough,
James Parker, Jr., John N. yuackeubosh and
John S. Barnes, uow holding temporary appointments, to be Lieut. Commanders in the
Navy; Passed Midshipmen Samuel Pearce
and Nathaniel S. West, now on the retired list,
to be Chaplains iu the Navy; E. E. Wiusiow,
Massachusetts; Charies R. Hale,Pennsylvania;
Wm. H. Stewart, Massachusetts; John S.
Wallace, Ohio, and Daniel McLaren, New Jersey, 2d Lieuts. Marine Corps; C. H. Humphrey, New York; Henry C. Cochrane, Pennsylvania; George B. Haycock, California, and
Kingman Flint, Wisconsin, to he officers iu tlie
regulars; 1st Sergeant Jean P. Wagner of
12th regiment of infantry, to be 2d Lieut.;—
Wm.S. Wiley ol Indiana, to be Military Storekeeper; Lieut. Col. George H. Grossman,
Deputy 0. M. General, to be Assistant y. M.
General, with the rauk of Colonel; Al;tj. Os
boru Cross, (J. M., to be Deputy y. M. General,
with the rank of Lieut. Col. To lie officers of
volunteers—Capt. L. W. Pierce, 6th Michigan,
to be Assistant y. M.;
Capt. Theophilus
Gaines, 5th Ohio, to be Judge Advocate of
22d army corps, with the rank of Major; Chas.
L. Schofield of New York, Assistant Paymaster; George P. Van Wyck of New Jersey, to
be hospital Chaplain; Additional Paymasters
—Benj. Malone of Pennsylvania; James F.
Dewoll'e of Rhode Island; C. C. Ellsworth ol
Michigan; Wells H. Blodgett of Illinois, Judge
Advocate of army of Frontier, Mo., with Hie
rank of Major; Lieut. Isaac W. Hoit. y. M.
of 90th Indiana, to he Assistant y. M.; ( has.
Foulke of Illinois, to be Commissary of Subsistence; Moses C. Brown of New York, to be
Assistant Adjutant General.
Tbe following regulations contain the substance of the receut act o4 Congress in relation to the purchase and sale of gold and silver
coin:
1st. All contraots for the purchase and sale
of gold or silver coin or
and all contracts for loan of money or currency secured
or
other
by pledge, deposit
disposition of gold
or silver coin of the U. 8., is to be consummated alter tbe jieriod of three days and must be
in writing.
2d. Much contracts must bear adhesive
stamps equal In amount to one half of one
per cent, of the amount named iu the contract
and in addition thereto sumps eqnal to the
amount of interest at six per cent, on tbe
amount of the contract for the time specified.
8d. A renewal of contracts would be subject
to the same conditions.
4th. No loan of currency
or, money on the
security of gold or silver coin of the U. S., or
upon any certificate or other evidence ol deposit payable in gold or silver coin cau be
made for an amount exceeding lit par value of
coin pledged or deposited.
5th. Gold and silver coin loaned at
par
value thereof is subject only to the duty imon
loans.
posed

bullion,

The New York Legislature

on

Sold Specu-

lation.
Albany, X. Y., March 10.
Iu the Assembly to-night a bill was introduced to prevent banks, banking associations,
and other corporations and individuals, from
depreciating the currency of the United
States, and regulating the transactions in gold
and silver coin and loreign bills of exchange.
Tile bill provides for carryiug into effect the
United States statutes recently enacted, and
makes bunks, insurance and trust companies,
etc., vitiating its provisions, punishable by the
deprivation or their charter.

Bequest to the President to Grant Letters of
Marque.—Gen. Curtis Removed from

New Yoke, March 10.
Steamer Roanoke, from New Orleans 1st
and Havana 5th,arrived this afternoon. New
Orleans advices contain nothing of great interest.
An “information” has been filed in the Provisional Court for the confiscation of Slidell’s
property in New Orleans.
The prisoners from the Queen of the West
report that they were jealously guarded at
Alexandria, and robbed of all their clothing
and private property.
The Era of the 1st inst. states that 20 rebels
who had been recently sent iuto the rebel lines
had returned and begged to take the oath of
allegiance, and for bread—every one of them
Buffering from actual huuger,and|their children
crying lor food. A rebel major and a captain
who had been paroled by Com. Farrugut,liave
returned to New Orleans and taken the oath
of allegiance. The rebels would uot reeeivd
them. All the above give tearful statements
of destitution in rebeidom.
Vera Cruz advices received at New Orleans
state that the French are
entirely inactive,and
unable to accomplish anything without further
large reiuforreuients, which if not soon received they will be driven from the country.—
The French officers are dissatisfied, and the
climate is operating unfavorably on the soldier*. Most of the French force at Vera Cruz
are negroes from Martinique.
The bulk of
the French army is near Puebla, and the country between there and the City of Mexico is
invested by guerrillas, well armed and mounted. A whole train of supplies Irora Vera
Cruz for the Froueh army had been captured
by the Mexicans. The French an; constructing a railway to Puebla, and the Mexicans are
amusing themselves by spreading the rails to
run the trains off the track.
A Havana letter of the 5th inst. states that
the schooner Ocean Herald, from Portland,
reports seeing on the 24th ult., the wreck of a
steamer, painted black, off Abaco Island, 12
miles from the light bouse. The stem aud
only two smoke stacks were visible. No signs
of life was seen near her. The same day the
schooner picked up two water casks. Nothing
having been heard of the pirate Florida at
Havana since the gunboat Sonora chased her
into a heavy gale about 100 miles from Abaco,
it was coujectured that the wreck might be
tint of tbe pirate.
The pirate steamer Stonewall Jackson arrived at Havana on the :3d, from Nassau.

AH is quiet at Murfreesboro.
A heavy rain lias been falling all
day and
part of last night. The river is rising.
Gen. Sumner to Succeed Gen. Curtie.
Philadelphia, March 10.
A special dispatch from Cincinnati to the
Bulletin says Gen. Sumner is to supersede
Gen. Curtis, and his command will embrace
Arkansas, Missouri, &c.

Important

Proclamation
President.

by

the

Washington,

March 10.
The Chronicle ol to-morrow will cuulaiu the

following important proclamation:
Hy the President.—A Proclamation respecting soltliers absent without lease.
Executive Mansion, March 10,1883.
In pursuance of the 26th section of the

act

New York. March 10.
Cotton—flrmer; sales 1800 bales at 88 3 87c for
middling uplands.
Flour—.State and Western 10 ffi 25c higher; Superfine 8tate 6 90 ffi 7 20; Extra do 7 25 ffi 7 50; choice
7 00 ffi 7 76: Kouud Hoop Ohio 7 76 ffi 7 85; choice
790 ffi 9 20; Superline W estern 7 00 ffi 7 80; Southern 15 ffi 20c higher;
Mixed to good 7 65 ffi 7 90;
Fancy and Extra 800 ffi 10 50; Canada l{Tffi 26c
better; Common 7 30 ffi 7 05; Extra 7 76 ffi 9 25.
Wheat—2 ffi 2c better; Chicago Spring
ffi 1 02;
* I 40 ®
Milwaukie Club 162 ffi 167.
Corn—1 ffi 2c better; Mixed Western found 94 ffi
96; White Western 1 OX

Commander-in-chief ol the army aud navy of
the United States, do hereby order aud command that all soldiers enlisted or dra'ted iuto
the service of the United States, now absent
from their regiments without leave, shall forthwith return to their respective regiments, and
I do declare and proclaim that all soldiers
now absent from their
respective regiments
without leave, who shall on or before the 1st
ot
day
April, 1803, report themselves at any
rendezvous designated by General Orders of
the War Departiuene No. 58, heretofore announced, may be restored to their respective
regimeut without punishment, except the forfeiture of pay ami allowances duriug their
absence, and all who do not return withiu the
time above specified, shall lie arrested as deserters, aud punished as the law provides; and
whereas evil disposed aud disloyal persons at
sundry places have enticed and procured *Mdiers to desert aud absent themselves from
their
regiments, thereby weakening the
and prolonging the
strength of the
war, aud giving aid and comfort to the
enemy,
and cruelly exposing the gallant aud faithful
soldiers remaining in the rauks to increased
hardships aud danger,
I do, therefore, call upon all patriotic and
faithful citizens to oppose and resist the above
mentioned dangerous and treasonable crimes,
acd aid in restoring to their regiments all soldiers absent without leave, and assist in the
execution of the act of Congress for the enrolling and calling out the national forces, and
for other purposes, to support the proper authorities in procuring the punishineut ot
offenders against said act, aud in
suppressing
insurrection and rebellion.
In testimony whereof 1 have hereunto set
my
hand. Done in the city of Washington this
10th day of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-three,
and of the independence of the "United
States the 87th.
Abhauam Lincoln.
By the President.
Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War.
Mew Hampshire Election.

Concord, March 10.
The political canvas in this State has been
one of extraordinary excitement aud the vote
to-day is comparatively one ol the largest ever
thrown. For Governor the republicans
support Jos. A. Gilmore, the democrats I-a A.
Eastman and the Union or war democrats
Col. Walter Harriman. The returns for Governor iu sixty-seven towns
give Gilmore 10,490,
Eastman 11,240, Harriman 1,083.
Second dispatch.—The vote for Governor in
some ot the principal towus is
»s lollows:—
Concord, Gilmore 1015, Eastman 74*, Harriman

328;

Fork—shade firmer; Meas 14 60 ffi 14 76 for old;
16 75 for new; Prima Me f 10 25 ffi liiiOO for new.
Suzar*—firmer aud more active; New Orleans 101
^
ffi 12*.

Coflfce—quiet.

Molasses—firmer and active; New Orl^n* 46 ffi
55; Sagua4S; Muscovado 40 a 45.
Oils—quiet and firm; Petroleum dull; Crude 20 ffi
21; refined 35 ffi 37 iu bond; refined 39 ffi 42 free.
Freight* to Liverpool—dull; flour la 6d ffi Is 71;
graiu 64 ffi 6Jd for wheat in bulk and shipa* tega.
Wool—closes firm; sales 100.000 tb* domestic fleece
at 90 ffi 95, aud 100 bales Cape at 50.
Slock Market.
Nkw York, March 10.
Second Hoard.—Stocks better but lack activity.
United .States 6’s 1881 registered,..100
United .States 6's 1881 coupons,.1014
United State* 6’s one year certificate*.28*

United States dem tnd notes.

hundred towns loot up, Gilmore 15,649, Eastman 16,903, Harriman 2080.
11.30 P. M.—Returns from about two-thirds
of the State indicate that the Legislature will
be largely republican, that there has been uo
choice of Governor by the people, aud that the
three republican members of Congress have
been elected, although there is some doubt
about the first, Joel Eastman's district.

CONCORD, March 11, 2 A. M.
The returns from about 175 towns give
Gilmore 24,881, Eastmau 25,722, Harriman
3573. Tliesc returns indicate that there is uo
election ol Governor by the people. The republicans will have a majority in the Connell,
Senate and House of Representatives. It is
believed that all the republican candidates for
Congress are elected. The majorities in the
1st and 2d Districts will be small. There are
about 60 more towns to be heard from.
From California.
Sax Fhaxcisco, March 10.
In consequence of the non-arrival of the
steamer from Sonora her depaiture lor Panama is
postponed to Thursday. The Moses
Taylor sails to-morrow via Nicaragua.
Passengers irom Mazatlan iwri that the
opinion prevailed in tile best iulKned circles
there that the Freucb would lake possession
of Sonora within 90 nays. It was believed
the authorities of Sonora were
williug the
change should take place, thinking it would
increased
to
give
security
mining and commercial interests, and encourage the
development
of their resources.

Pkovidexce,

March 10.

convention here to-day for the nomination of
Slate officers, anti distinct conventions for
nominating two members of Congress. Much
time was speut by the committees of conference to secure a concert of action between
two or more of the conventions.
The Republican Union convention nominated for Governor James Y. Smith.
The Constitutional
Union and the Democratic conventions nominated for Governor Win. W. Uoppin.
Prom Vioksburg.

Cairo, March 10.
Late arrivals bring advices from Vicksburg

up to Thursday last. The rebels were throwing occasional shells at our workmen in the
canal
Vicksburg, doing no damage.
The dredging machines were still
working.
A transport from Yazoo I’ass reports the
continued progress of the expedition.
It is rumored that the railroad
telegraph line
between Jackson and Columbus is to be abandoned. The troops now guarding It will be
sent to Vicksburg.

opposite

Properties.
^ Lehman
Deader of Orchestra
Mon* Kells*.
Machinist .W. Prmon.

Manager takes pleasure in announcing to the
THE
eitizeus
Portland and vicinity, that he will
visit this

&

Bailey

Few Mights Only,

-WITH THE GREAT-

The engagement of this combination of Artists recently at Niblo's Theatre, New York. and Academy
of Music, Boston, under the management of GabkiBL Ravel, filled the house
Highly with nn audience
composed of the Elite of the city.

and Thursday Evenings,
March 11th A lfcth.

Wednesday

Orchevtr-.

.......

Noyes

MAINE,

First Colonisation of the State to the
early
part of the present century:
....

Portland.

7*0 pp—price *3.00 in Muslin.

Octavo

Is Illnstmted
by 19 portraits of promiTHIS Work
lawyers, and contains memoirs of all the
who lived
nent

lawyers

practised in Maine, prior to

or

1801, with sketches of sereral of the elder
lawyers of the present century. It also contains notices of the earliest practitioners in Massachusetts
and Sew Hampsh re, with memoirs of the old Clerks
and Sheriff-, tables of Judges, Attorney (ienerals
and Lawyers; a history or
Reports and Reporters;
the practise, usages, and anecdotes of the Bar. and
other matters of interest to geueral readers, as well
as to the profession.
Parties wiahinga copy of this valuable work should
order immediately, as the edtiion Is small, and will
be soon sold, judging from orders
already received.

BAILEY Sr

NOYES,

Publisher* A Bookseller*,
PORTLAND, Me.
mchl0dfcw3«30

New Store!

Performance will commence with the Laughable Pantomime, entitled
The

VOL-AU-VENT!
Vol-au-Vent.A. M. nernandez.
In which character he will perform the difficult
feat of playing on Fourteen Different Musical
Instruments,
ttye celebrated
Guitar Solo.
Father Nanchero.Mons. C. Lehman.

including

Henry.Mons. Tophoff
.Mons. A.
Luzette.Miss J

Lehman.
Lehman.

DURING THE PIRCE:

Pas de Coquette

Mous. Tophoff aud Miss J. Lehman.
PasComique.A M Hernandez
Quadrille.By the Corps de Ballet.

on

Mons Tophoff.

Irisk Comic Song

now

a new anu

JOSE S NEW

elegaat

Mr. J. A. Coleman.

Spring and

Summer

Harlequin...

.Mous.

Tophoff

Witch.Miss Caroline Lehman.
Statue.Moot. A. Lehman.
I>*ndy.Mous. A. Lehman.
Statu* Merchant.Mr. Moreste.
Columbine, daughter of Pantaloon, and
in love with

Harlequin.M

!

trade, and ben

and price.
Particular attention giveu to the cutting and manufacturing of Bovs' Clothing.
had large experience in the
£T*Mr. Frost
manufacture of Arm? and Nary Clothing, i* prepared to execute all orders at the shortest notice.
march3—3m deod&weow

PRICES OF ADMISSION—Parquette 60 cents;
Gallery 2o cents.
Doors open at 6J—Performance to commence aft
7|, precisely.
OF”Reserved Seats can be secured at Dunn's, un-

der the hall.
C. E. RICHARDSON,

Q-rand.

Agent for the Lessee.

Matinee!

Saturday Afternoon.

mch9

FIRST

Grand Closing Out Sale

WILL MM OITMH AT

Lancaster

C. E.
J. M.

Comittee of Arraateaeala.
Chap*. Foremen.
A. G lUm.ow. Clerlt.
Doona,Au'tdo.
Vtuao, Uenoi.
Gsoaoa H. JurraaD*.

Ample arrangement*

will be made for the earn of
clothing, be., and uo pain* will be *parnd by tbe
committee to make thi* THE good time of tbe *eaaon.
Firemen and tbe Military are requested to appear
•
In uniform.

Fancy Goods and Toys.
sold within

our

next

We would invite all to call and look at our
The price* will be low, as we mteml to close
up the business the first of April.
We would say to those who are in want of
any
good* in our line, that this is a rare chance to bay
goods CHEAP. Cull soon at

goods.

a

Ticaara 81 00; loth* Gallerin., 60cm—to
tained of the Committee, and at tbe door.
meb6
mcb9 Id

MEW

James E.

BOYD’S,
Hall, Congress

Brass

Boa Saggar.
.uperlor quality Havana Saanr.
landing from brig ••Hattie Eaton ’^foi
h. i. kubinsob,

iaedflw_

Fort)u,d pim.

No. ,

jll olnmcg.

r'*r«* Molamm.Mrg*
381
tJCyl K2L
3& liareea,)! S,5>*rior
Barque "H. B. 1\ alker," trom
Malania., now landiug and for aale by
H

....

X.
mchlO iaedflw

mcldl

BOBlNSOK,

1

No. 1

Portland Pier.

2wed

No. It* Fora

St.

For Sale bg the Sabrnriber.
9fVIBHXtS.T D Tobacco Pipe*—fl grom Boxes.

M'-Fyr

Pound.
mclid

Al.o,

Virginia Tobacco
Half
UK>. „ STARR,
No. a Ex arrange St.

earn

—

2w

Chemicals !
1 fkfk OZS.
Ivfu 25
For taie

SCLPH. GUIS IS F.
MORPHINE.

by

H. TITCOMB, Apothecary,

macbAUSw_fl.fl Cougrm Straw.
At Wholesale !
BUSHELS Extra Mealing Con.
01)0
7 .UlSlS 400 Bbl*. Stone
Mill. Flour.
••
160 Bbl. Arcade
••
HO " Chicamw
••
66
Augusta
"
••
60
Union
100,000 feet Plan Shipping Board..
26.1*10
Spruce Plank.
60.000
Cheap Fine Board*.
120.000 Pine Clapboard*—pinned.
30.000 Spruce Clapboard..
100,000 Extra Cedar Shingles.
CEO. F. FOSTER,
By
°f U“™
P-tlrntd, Dec

W^y

FOR SALE & TO LET.
TO LET.
BOARD, la a email family, a alee Beat
rooim with bedroom, uitable Air a
guatlemaa
aou ni* wife ora
physician Enquire at So t Appiatou Block. Congress .treat.
meb4 dllr

WITH

Valuable Real Eatate r»r Sals.
Story Dwelling Hoam gad Lot,
No

mra«T«-

27 York .treat—the lot containing about
12,000 feet of laad; the bourn trail latched
and iu good order. For mle on reasonable turn,
or weald be exchanged for a
good moan ball*
bourn, iu a good location.
For farther partiealam tsqoire of
JOHN C PROCTER.

fbb« dtf

Lta" Str®®‘- •4J°‘«1"S »N»

OSm

REAL ESTATE FOR BALE!
BY JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Brick Dwelling Houma
TWO
Green Street.
One

with

large Iota,

oa

wooden Dwelling Hoorn and Lot n Tech 81.
One Store sad Lot ou Cnkm Street.
Two Honeee and Lot* ou Chiroh Street.
ORfce oa Line St., adjoining Pont Oiks.
Portland, Feb. 20, 1966.
Sw

/'CHAMBERS In the aecond story, over Store M
V' Middle street—Mitcheir* Building Pnaaemlea
given immediately. Inquire ef
A. T. DOLE.

*“216_

Csspsr’B Shop ts Let.
A® Commercial street. Wad of Hoheea’s Wharf
Inqaire of J. H. HAMLEN.
•*p6tf

OSee

on

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle nod Tempi
Enquire at 68 State Street.
JanlO

Ts Let.

E oommodfon. Chamber la the
northerly eerner of the new brick block,. orncr of
Liam and
MBk Street*, directly feeing the market. Rent OW.
Enquire at oSee of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
__
dtf
Sept. 16,1462.
No. 27 Exchange St.

TH

WAN T S ~LQSt7~

mch6 U6t

TWENTY-FIVE
Social Levees.
WILL HOLD A

FOUR,

FURNISHING GOODS,

ASSOCIATION
8KJUBS

—COM MEN Cl HO—

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE
-AMD-

Sating House.
L. 8. TWOMBLY.Kaorairroa

will continue

and

on one

76 oents.
Tickets may be

March ini,

bad of

T. F Cummin*.,
G.K Dark.

Haring purohex'd the Hock and fixture*.
No*. IT A 10 Exchange Street,

M. A Bl.ncb.nl.
8 A. Nub,
Wm. Smith,
Dr N.wton.
J W M.n.Ueld,

ftVn*'
*?■*f jfr»"«k.
T. P Baal*.

•bould be happy to xe my friend* and the public
generally, where 1 am prepared to *erre all tbc luauriee that the Boetou aud Jieir York market* aflbrd.

•JJ. J.?■ Gilbert,

mchS tf

lutaat. a Small

Wallet,

, fk*tened with an elastic *tr*p. and containing about
flttT dollar* in ■oney—one
tweuty-dollar bank MU
two Av*-dol!ar trvaaury note*, Ac ,—and utosn o*
F
no oae -are to the owner
;
The finder will receive the a bore reward on
lnavia*
*
the wallet and money at this office
mchlO lw

evening of the three follow-

ing weeks.
ES^Music by Chandler's Band.
Tickits—Oue Dollar each for the Course. Evening tickets—Oeutlemen. 60 oenta; seutiuman and

lhdy

the 7th

Russia Leather

LEVEES,

Wednesday Evening.

3utd&weow88

SaUrdny,
LOST,
Green

OP

▲T MECHANICS' MALL,

DESIRABLE.

D0LLAR8~

REWARP !
on

THE SPIRITUAL

Hobeoa’. Wharf.

THE
.trecta.

Door* open at «$. Concert to commence at
7| o’clk.
TICKETS
26 Cent*.

for the

Hi* Stock of

mch5

“le*!V
mchlO

tlT*Entire change of Programme each Evening.

England.

and

and

BURLESQUE OPERA,

Boys’ Department,

everything NE W

DOW

•

Lucretia 'Borgia !

and customers can select from a nice stock of mate
rials, and have tnem cut or made in ttu^test style
Employing none bat the best workmen iu his Cutting and Manufacturing department, his customers
can rely upon
ELEGANT GARMENTS, AT FAIR PRICES.

embrace*

MERCHANDISE.

WITH

Ethiopian Minstrelsy,

ELEGANT GARMENTS

•4

—

Mias Julia Gtould

ers

any in New

Sand,

COIJUICTIOI

1H

His present facilities enable him to give his custom-

as

A
on

Ts fee Let.

BURLESQUE OPERA TROUPE!

Gentlemen's and Boys' Garments.

prices

naan

feb21daTAw“ an^iLEr

MONDAY EVENING,

GOODS

-FOE-

low

HALL.

BUCKLEY’S SERENADERS,

-HAS JCST RECEIVED-

His^-raugements are now completed

bn ob

The Celebrated and Original

Pernald,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

new

Can b*

NIGHTS,
OfBcc ts Let.
second foor, Middle Street, centrally -**--*-■*
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday * Tharad~)Nand
VF
of
aceem. Apply at So. IS C. miner|
ea*y
day, March 9th, !Oth,l Ith aad 13th.
eial Street.
ippjp ty

AID

No. 87.Middle Street,

a*

CITY

Corner of Casco Stroet.

mcht dtf

investment.

FOR FOUR

entire stock to be
the
POSITIVELY,
THIRTY DA YS.'

at

by CHANDLEK'8 FULL BAND.

Music

WILLOW A WOODEN WABE,

Hall,

FRIDAY ■ V K NIRO, MARCH 13,
Under the directinn of the following

OF-

HireIIEX FURXISHING GOODS,

or

lltbA,l&

AMERIttTlsli, 10.1,

having

SMITH 4k

occupancy

any time before the ule. Title undoabted.
large part of tha purcluue money ana remain
mortgage.
* C°

at

ile J. Lehman.

Peasants, Demons. Milkmaids. Servants, Soldiers,
kc., by the Corps de Ballet.

store

spare
fitting, workmanship.

Under Meohanic

lading
loci non”,

Extra quality Herd. GrmSoad
A I bfl~|BI.'SHELS
"
X'
for »ale. Inquire of J. PURINC.TO*.

ALWAYS READY.”

assure those who may give him a call, that he will
no pain* to give them perfect satisfaction in

—

^

MAGIC TRUMPET!
With beautifhl Tricks, Transformations and
Fireworks.
#
Clown.A. M. Hernandez.
Pantaloon, an old Taylor.Mons Szollusv.

BLOCK,

CLOTHS
Adapted to the

on

on

no: ‘Brown S%eet, neat to Dr. Gilman’, on Frau
**d. Buy* «tn*t. It la a three atory wooden bom,
"**• •’■‘M “d tnlehod of
bmt materia! and in the meet fkithfhl
manner. Cm
tain« 18 rooms—has a natural
spring of pure Urate#
In the baaameut. and n
large brick efilern In tha Ml'
tar.
I here i> a cemented
floor under the whole hones
with cemented drain, into the
city .ewer* There la
a coal bole under the
ddawalk,
10
Tk*
House is well calculated for two lamtlies tom.
It ia now
occupied by Dr. Porter The
one of the bet neighborhood* ia
the city, tha houM
new and in line order, and the
property ovary way
desirable for

Herds Oraao Seed.

No. 9ft EXCHANGE STREET,
Second door above B. k N. A. Express office, (nearly opposite the Postotfice.) where he will be happy to
meet hi* new friends and former customers,
lie
just purchased an entirely new stock of

to

Real Estate at Anctioa.
.hall aell at public auction
Tue.dav.lta rah
WEl.lh,
at 4o’clock p. M.,
the prcmlaea.Huuaa

To conclude with the Fairy Pantomime entitled the

Kernald forth*tan

E.

opened

him,

mchttd*

7
AO i

DARIHO TRAPEZE, Mr. G. Henry Moreste end
Mr. J. C. Franklin.

New Goods!

been with

past, has

Tlf"?

the HORI-

MERCHANT TAILOR,
James

Hiring

premia**,

yy.centr^y

O. Henry Moreste,

In his graceful and daring evolutions
ZONTAL BAR.

PETER B. FROST,
years

WE

.Mi» Kate Manball.
.M’He J. Lehman, Pauline and

Oftke LAW,the COURTS,and the LAW.

By William Willis

Real Estate at Aoetioa.
.hall tell at pdbHe auction on Friday, March
18th, at 8 o'clock P. M,on the
tha
valuable Lot of Land with tha
Building, thereon,on
end Maple .treed., known a*
the Gooding estate. This is
valuable piece of deod*
.itu.UMt, Tb* lot to about*
1,1
on Maple etree*.
Tbu
building, caudal of a wooden two itory
and
burn. Sale poeitire, wltboat
to'weathar.
regard
Term, easy anu made known at aale
Henry bailey a go., »•—-

La Stryrienne.

A HISTORY
From the

Over Ocean Insurance Office.

th! 2221of

HERYUDH RAVEL TROUPE!

Overture

CxrhniigrNirpft,

Will attend to .ale. of Voaecla.Cargoaa, Stock*. Real
B»t»t« and Merchandize.
Bale* promptly made aad aa tiled.
me he dtei

or

Waite.Corpa de Ballet.
Smoleska

Will Publish Wednesday, March
IS,

YERS OF

97

city,

a

APPRAISER.

*

Gaoai.
.Mon.* Tophoff.
rncks and Transformations.
By C. Lehman.

For

SALES.

PATTEA7
Commission Merchant,
AUCTIONEER

..Mons. A.

Dlvertlaement!

LAWYERS OF (HALVE.

P

D.

Cummin*.,

N. A Fualar

rnchfl dtf

TWENTY DOLLARS REWIRDI
B above

reward will bet ad lor the recovery of
oertnin RKVOLV1XG
! my *tore oa the
night of the 26th ot February last.
G. L. BAILET.
mch> hi wed42
Strari

TH

blSTOLsJuSmtnm
Exchange

A

Wanled.
SITUATION aa Clerk or Book-keeper la
who I

ua.
male *tore. bv a young married mat who
would lika to loan hi* employer* a tboamad dollar*.
Would not object to forming a Copartnership with
some one already in bu&ine**.
Reference* exohaan*
ed for n fhw dav* onJy
Address BL'dlXESS. Box SD0, Portland T. O.
~

SPRING

HATS and CAPS
JUST RECEIVED AT

Feb. 36, 1863.

Jl

rl.

Portland.

edi«6w

i*brVry“u1']M4rCh

Public aki isviteu
Lecture br Ker. 8. U MERRILL, of tho Bethel
C burch. Subject—The Sxilor xnd hi.
exiling.
Per order of Committee.
“*M
F. M CARS LET. Secy.

T. S.

RKADYI

ALL

C. M. Association.

The next meeting of thi* Auocixtion for
Lectl-xxx asd L>eb.tea trill be held ThuraU' ** 7> O clock' ln «bdl

Thx

8HAW8,
136 Kiddle Street,

The Republican Union, the Constitutional
Union and the Demoeiatie parties had each a

C. MYERS.( Academy of Music, Providence, R. I.)
Lkrsks ani) Manager.

Sty.1t?n**er
Ballet Maurer..

AUCTION
EDWARD n.

Hall.

*

•

Polltloal.

J.

160

California 7’s,.
135
American Gold, .1«0
Gold closed at 1 58 ffi I 58}.

Dover, ,755, 547,40; Portsmouth,

880, 748,32; Manchester, 995 ,1359,507; Nashua, 825, 704, 26;
Keene, 540, 303, 25.
One

Heerfng

Beef—dull.

of

Congress, entitled an act for enrolling and
calling out the national forces, and tor other
purposes, approved on the 3d of March, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and sixtythree, 1, Abraham Lincoln, President and

ENTERTAINMENTS.

New York Market.

the year

his

Command.
Nkw Yomk, March 10.
A letter was sent hence to the President on
from
Saturday,
responsible persons, requesting
him to grant them letters of marque, if the
request is grunted, a tirst class privateer will
soon be oil' Nassau to capture the rich neutral
English prizes about to sail from there.
A special dispatch from Washington states
tiiat the removal of Gen. Curtis is olllcialJy
announced.
The reportof a rebel advance up the Shenandoah is contradicted.

Retreat of the Re ball from Franklin.
Nashville, March 9.
The rebel Van Dorn’s forces have retreated
South, and are reported to be across Duck
river.
There are no rebels between Franklin and

Columbia.

Portland Daily Press.
XXXVIII CONGRESS.
Special Session
Washington, March 10.

a

Great

THE

beautiful appearance, as did also several other British vessels lying in port.
made

impossibility.

Souheb’* Memorial—We noticed yesterday afternoon, in the window of Allen's con-

BY TELEGRAPH.

From Mew Orleans and

—AT HIS-

Spring Style
At

M\OYSTEB SALOON, AQ9V

Silk Hats!

s».ujiiciiwist..

HARRIS’, opposite the To?toffice

(Between
ty Hate

HATCH,

made to

fit

by the Conformatenr-

w%

feb21—4w is ©d

Portland Shovel lUannlacturlnK

Company.
undersigned, majority of the persons
ed in the Act incorporating said rompany, give
THE
a

nam-

notice, that its hint meeting for purposes of organization. will be held at the office of McCobb A Kingsbury, in naid Portland, on Saturday, the fourteenth
instant, at four o’clock IV M
MOSES GOULD,
SAMUEL E STRING,
mch9
J AMES T. McCOBB.

Bourbon Tonic Elixir t
■

nicbl Smoodia

nd

Indigestion.^ l'r^jared

by

373 t'ougrws Street.

1.

Federal xnd

fy^

Middle Street.,)

receiving dxily, xnd .erring up ln xrery variety.

Fresh.

Oysters.

icj1 FRIED CLAMS served at all hoars.

blI4w

Luxuriaat Whiskers and .TIouxtaches
be

tix merit, by Ming DillinoCAN mbatgmirn
Stimulating Urouint. PHoeftOoents
»x

ha

per

box,

LOKINlr’M Drug Store.
Corner Exchange and Federal Streets.

TIT CO MB’s"
Effervescing

Seltzer

Price Fifty Cent*.xt
mch4 eod8mi.*>

Aperient!
973 Congrext Street.

Pteal Estate,
INVESTMENTS

!

CUA! C1A3CI m IAKA18S IfSIl TU Mil
* HDUSES. at price, from *1000 to MOO*.
100 HOUSE Lore, at price* from 4*00 to 44004.
*.000.000 foci of FLATS
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
1 STOKE LOTS on Comowrcial Street.

MOSES GOI'ID, 74 X1441c Si.,
O Staib*.

aortidtf

JN. W.
OmcisI

LUMSDON,

ComiIuIci

Pf rrrMnut.
Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.

Ol A 103 Water

IT*Attention to the aale of Product, flour,Bruin,
andGeneral Mtrehmdit Veaeela chartered, freight*
procured, and buaiueaa generally attended to with
promptnea* and diepatch.
Renan to—Leonard ( otton.Eaq Portamouth.NH.
I. F. William*. Hampton, N. H.
fcbJ dSm

Trasses! Trasses! Trasses!
BRACES 1 Shoulder Brace* 1 AbDumb Bella! Dumb Bella 1

dominal Supporter* !
SHOULDER
For aale at

jauWeodOm

LORING’S DRUG STORE.

STEAMBOATS.

POETRY.

Portland and BoNton Line.

For tbe Press.
An Impromptu,

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

mingles with

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
at
7
o*clock
P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
Friday,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
at
o’clock
6
P. M.
Friday,
Fare in Cabin.9160
M
tm Deck. 1.26

Freight taken

splendid and fast Steamships
“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
“PAEKER8BUK(i/* Captain
(dBK9iIoffmam, will, until farther notice,
run as follows:
I^ ave Browns

beams'

New York.
As Denmark Homestead meets my gase.
It brings to mind departed days.
In memory's picture oft they come—

Dec. 6.18

8.d«f

118 Hakovir Street.Boutoe.
Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
the European plan. The subscriber has
the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 be House is now open to the public.
A. P. MORRISON, Proprietor.
decZT

The first-born, o'er the distant wave,

—

Was called to join the angels fair;
The aged sire now lies at rest.
Near the bright spot he loved the best;
None left except the youngest son.
Strangers are in this once lured home,

"ELM

HOUSE.”

itff
THE undersigned respect tolly informs the
I'U*'■ public that he has leased the above House,
id invites
0,1
Federal Street, Portland,
M the travelling community to call and see it
he knows “how to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City."

iiuBiil

But former inmates nevermore
Will cross the threshold of that door.
Ah! such is life—change and decay;
Earth's eoenes and loved ones fade away I

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
dtf
Poriland, Aug. 19.1862.

Friend, Artist,

I must close my song;
Good wishes to this day belong:
80 may the bow of promise bright

BATH HOTEL,

By C. M. PLUMMK’v.

Shed o’er your path its rays of light.
Its hues more fair than you can blend.

886. Wabhihgto* 8t., Bath.

|_j

life's journey’s end!

%*Torms §1 per day. Stable connect*

with house.

Mast.

Bath, June 28.1*62.

dtf

NAG AD A HOCK

_MISCELLANY.

BATH, MAINE,

_

Da. Russell in an Illinois Justice
Court.—One of the pleasr-ultsl pages iu Lou-

TIIE City of Bath It one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightftilIv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our

[
I

duu Time* Bussell’* Diary in America is that
which describes his trial before an llliuois justice for breaking me Sabbath by shooting birds
ou tbe prairie uear the town ol' Dwight,
premising that lie wus under tbe cliaperouage of
Col. John W. Foster, Uien of the Illinois entrai rail load, both iu tile Sabbath-booting and
at be trial, we go on with tbe story from tbe

inviting
large cities.

The Saoadahock is one of tbe finest, most spa*
clous, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thsee minutes walk of tbe Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom nouse, Ac., being di* ;
rectly In the busiuess centre of the City.

Terasu Moderate ky Use Week ar Dap,
Bath. June 28. 1*62.
dtf

dmry:

l‘ue citizens were astir—it was a great day
—and aa 1 walked with Col. Foster, all tbe
**

good people
ampled treat
inal.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAQ, MAINE.

seemed to be eiyoyiug au unexin gazing at the stupendous crim-

Tbe coun-bouse,

or

—^—

magistrate’s otttce,

TIIE subscriber would very respectftillv announce to his numerous Mends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
icompulsorv suspension of nk business be
»as tarnished this well-known house anew, and Is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon hk customers. and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
dkwtf
Passadumkeag. J une 28.1882.

suitable to tbe republican simplicity of
the people of Dwigbt; lor tbe chamber ol justice was ou the hrst door ol a bouse over a
store, and access was obtained to it by a ladder from tbe street to a plauorm, at the top of
which 1 was ushered Into the presence of the
Was

eoar,

n a

there

glaln white-washed room.

1 am

not

even an eugraviug of George
the wall*. The magistrate in
Washington
a full suit of black, with his baton, was sealed
at a small table; behind him a lew books, on
plain deal shelves, provided his fund of legal
learning. Tue constable, with a severer visage than that of last night, stood upon the
right baud; three sides oi the room were surrounded by a wall ol stout honest Dwightians,
among whom l produced a profound sensation,
by tile simple ceiemuuy ol takiug oil my hat,
which they no doubt considered a token of tiie
depraved nature ol the Brhi-lier, but which
moved tbe magistrate to take off his headcovering; whereupou some ol the nearest removed theirs, some pulling them on again, and
some remaiuiug uncovered; and then the informations were read, and on being asked what
I had to say, I merely bowed, and said I had
no remarks to otter.
But my friend, Colonel
Foster, who had been churning up his wraLh
and forensic lore for some time, putting one
hand under his coat tail, and elevating the
other iu the air, with modulated cadences,
poured out a tine oratorical flow which completely astonished me, and whipped the audience morally off their legs completely.
In
touching terms he described the mission of an
illustrious stranger, wiio had wandered over
thousands of miles of land and sea to gaze
upoo the beauties of those prairies which the
greet Maker of the universe had expanded as
tbe banqueting tables lor the fainishiug millions ol' pauperized and despotic Europe. As
the representative of an influence which the
people of tbe great State of Illinois should
wish to see developed instead of contracted,
honored instead of being insulted, he had
come among them to admire tbe grandeur ol
nature, and to behold with wonder the magnificent progress of human liuppiuess and free institutions. (Some thumping of sticks, and
cries of ‘bravo, that’s so,' wiiicb warmed the
colonel into still higher flights.) I began to
feel it he was as great in invective as he was
in eulogy, it was well he had not lived to
throw a smooth pebble from bis sling at Warren Bastings.
As great indeed t Why, when
the colonel had drawn a beautiful picture of
aura

HOUSE,
Proprietor.

AlfVed. Carr,

was
ou

examining coal deposits— investigating
strata—breathing autumnal airs, and culling
flowers in unsuspecting innocence, and then,
me

■uwwvuij

uviivauv vu

mr

onjicut

wuu uwi

uuji*

ged my step* In’order to strike me down with
a justice’s warrant, I protest it Is doubtful, If

he did' not reach to the most elevated stage of
vituperative oratory, the progression of
which was marked by increasing thumps of
■ticks, and louder murmurs of applause, to the
discomfiture of the wretched prosecutor. But
the magistrate was not a man of imagination;
he felt he was but elective alter all; and so,
with his eye fixed upon his book, he pronounced his d cision, which was that I be
amerced in something more than half the
maximum fine fixed by the statute, some flveand twenty shillings or so, the gaeate part to
be spent in the cdncadon of the people by
transfer to the school fund of the state. As I
was handing the notes to the magistrate, several respectable men coming forward exclaimed,’Pray oblige us, Mr. Kuseell, by letting us
pay the amount for you, tiiis is a shameful proceeding.' But thanking them heartily for
their proffered kindness. I completed the little
pecuniary transaction and wished the magistrate good morning, with the remark that I
hoped the people of the Slate of Iltiunls would
always llnd such worthy defenders of the
statutes as the prosecutor, and never have offenders against tbeir peace and morals more
culpable than myself.”

Called w Season,—An old merchant of
the town ol K-, lu the old Bay State, was
noted for his dishonesty. After many years of
fraudulent practices, he very suddenly, and to
the great surprise of all who knew him, became very pious and joined the popular church
of the town. One Sunday evening, while ex-

MISCELLANEOUS.
WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
8100 B«unty money, Back Pay,
And Pension*.
undersigned
from the
prepared
THUnited
States Government, 8100Bounty Money,
E

Is

to obtain

Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers
in the U. S.servioe.

Invalid

or

8o)diers dying

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sick new contracted while in the service
of tbe United 8tates, in tbe line of duty.

Pensions
Procured for widow* or children of < iffieer* and Soldiers who hare died, while in the service ot the United 8fate*.
Prise Money. Pensious, Bounty and Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Feos, for each Tension obtained. Five Dollar*.
▲ II Claims against the Government will receive
prompt atieutiou.
Post Office address

BETH E, BEED1

AogHata, Me,

(Offioe No. 9 State House.)

Taxes to

An additional duty q}
Hops.
10 pc is levied on all user- Duty 6c |> tb.
chanutse not imported di- First Sort, 1862... 14 @16
rect from the place qf proIran.
duction or growth.
Duty: Pig and Stamp 96,
Ashes*
Bar not exceeding 960 p
ton value 917 V ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.81® 8j
ceeding 960 p t<m 918,
lets than 4 inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
Apples*
Green pbbl.160@1 75 rounds less than | inch
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p tb.«®6*c
Cored p tb.6 ®64
diameter, and squares
Lncored p lb.2}$ 8
less than i inch or more
than 4 inches square 920,
Bread*
Railroad 912 60, Boiler
30
Duty:
pC.
Pilot p lOOlbfl.. 96 ® 6j and Plate 926 i* t<m,
Sheet 2g2£c
6
lb and
$
Ship.
ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 8*®4
93tg6
Crackers, p 100 .86 ®40c Common.4j(a4i
Refined 4j
Bailer*
Swede...7 @ 7J
Duty 4c p m.
Family pm.22 @24c Norway.7kg. 8
Store.16 $17 Cast Steel.28 ^.30
Oerman Steel_19 a20
Beans*
Marrow p bush92 60@2 70 English|lilis.Steel 22 <g24
Pea.2 62 a2 76 spring.14(0; 16
Blue Pod.2 87$2 62 Sheet Iron, Eug)..7i<£8
Sheet Iron,Russia. 19 a22
Candles*
Duty Sperm and Wax 8c. do Hus im't. .13fgl6
laird.
8t ear Cue 6c, Tallow 2jc
Barrel. V lb.12@124
p m.
Mould p m.141c®16 Kegs,

rot-.-.-.»i

6j

iai>

Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James (». Blaine,
sepaodA wlltt

Hon.

Joseph B. Hall.

Sec’v or 8tate,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

U78.” INTERNAL REVENUE'
FOA BALE AT THE

PENSION

AGENCY OFFICE,

In Merchants' Bank Building, Exchanged.
jan22 dti
Eciecuc

Jieaicai

TO

j

DR.

m urinary.

invitee all Ladies who
particularly
medical
to call at his
No.

need a
adviser,
rooms,
6 Temple Street, which they will find .arranged for
; their
accommodation.
Dr. Ii.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
;
LA DIES will lino ft invaluable In all cases of obstructions after ail other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely
in
Containing
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to anv part of the country with frill directions,

especial

vegetable.

nothing

bit HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.
N

B —LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendsex.

own

julldawtni

ance

SAIL CLOTH.
BLKACHBS FLAX BUCK, fill BLl'l STRIPES,
(A substitute for Cotton.)

USILlACHtB CASTAS, WIT I RIB STRIPI,
Of various descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO 6.
▲LUO OH HA HD

BOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale

LE MESURIER &

by

CHAMPION,

81* Peter Street,QUEBEC.
ty Samples on hand, and orders taken by
J. T. PATTEN A CO..
Oct. 11—6m

Front Street. Bath.

BKIDCTON ACADEMY,
AT NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.
Spring Term of this Institution will commence on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1868, and contiuue

THE

FIVE

BUSINESS CARDS.

Leave* unmanu ac- Coach.8J® 6
t urerf25. all other kind* Damar.44®
85 pc ad rat.
Wnnl#
6’efc 10’a best br’da.70 ®75c Duty: Costing 18c
lb
do.
medium. 66 a68
and under 6 |>c, over 18c
do.
common. 6ft ®02
to 24c I* lb 8fc, over 24c
halt lbs beat br’ds 78 oSo
9c 4* tt>.
do. med. good 66
Fleece....30 @70c
do. common .60 562 Lambs.66 ®76
Natural Leaf, lba *1 ® n
Zinc*
Fancy, in Foil.11® 2 Duty: In blocks or pigs
Tia.
l*c, in sheets 2c V m,

Removal!
undersigned

The

Pig 16c, Plate* 28 manufactures qf 90 pc
I ad val.
pc ad vat.
Banca, cash.54c® 56 Pigs and slabs.6*® 61
Straita. cash.50 o52 Sheet luosslmann. 14U15
Flatoa-Char.I.C. 9161® 17 Sheathing.90 @
do.
I.X. 19ifo2ft
Exchange.
Coko.13a.l3(
Hard, retail.97 @8

170®179
Paris./8 30®8 37*
London—60 d.

Cheese*
4c p m.
Vermont p tb-15

@16
Country.13$14

Can I—(Retail.)
Duty. From Br. Provinc-

do. md. wts.. .32
do. heavy_32
do. slaughter. 34
Amer. Calfskins. 81

fret, otherforeign Bi- 81'ter Wax
lifad.
tumenous 91 10, all other kimls 60c P ton.
Ihity Pig
Am. Pig |»
Cumber I’d pton.910@
es

Leath.19

Sheet and

CadTee*
Duty 5c p m.

10
ad ral.
Duty:
Rocklaud, cask...

@42c
$31

Rio .7..88 @36
Mocha.None.
liriafc*

76

DELIVERED TO AMY I’ART OF THE CITY.

432
2^®

Hoop*.830
pal.

Magnesia
Sugar

Steam and Cat
AND

Bay Cbalenr. 928

Opium.fill alii

Shore.Jijfisil

Alcohol.110® 1
Fluid.1 40 $1

Boiled.18ftfl90

..2 00® 226 Linseed.«1 MfalHfi

20
70 Lard Oil.1 MAI 18
( sinphene. 4 00*4 06 Olive (HI.22fVo226
Saltpetre..12 «:2f> Castor (HI. 23&o2 40
Vitriol.16 (a 16 Neat*foot OU... .116fel 26

OnluiV bbl.*4 CKVS4 87
»* bu,h.1 6t«»l 66

Dygwsilf.

Duty: Krte.
Harwood
.2j®
Brazil Wood.13 ®

Palate*

Camwood .44® 4] fluty On White Lead dry
or ground in oil and Red
Fustic,
Cuba.2p*.
44
Savanvilla 2 (*2i
I-ead 92 40 p 100 tt».
Hypernic.4|® 6
Litharge 2kc, Oxide qf
Zinc
2ic F®, Prussian
Logwood,
('am peachy.2jfa24
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
8t. Domingo.2Ta 2}
Yellow, I enetian Red 26.
Extract Logwood.13 ®14
Spanish Proem dry 20,
Nic
in net 90 f*c ad ml.. YelWood. ®
44
Peach
Red

.31®

44

.8m
.2 (a

44

8apan

41

Bark.. 2fa 2}

*d Sander*.
Suercitron
l)nek.
30
Ravens

Duty

3 (a 6

..

f>c ad raJ.
66c®

French Zinc,
.11^11 J
Amer. Zinc. **
8ia81
Kochelle Yellow.. 3 (£' 31
En*. Yen. Red-3 g 81

Portland, No.
44

Navy,
44

3 1 10®
No. 10 82 ®
8’r. No. 8 1.(0
44
No. 10. 80

Litharge. $ 12
Red Lead. £12

Duck,
U.8.10 ox.66 m

Tent

44

12

low and other Ochres 60c
100 tbs, Paris White
dry 60e, in oil 9180,
Whiting 60c p 100 lbs
P’tl d Lead, in oiL912i%13
Lewi* Lead,
muS
Boston Lead, "
At 13

ai p

Plaster*
fluty: Free.
I*er ton Soft.tVXMN)

ox.76®

Featbera
Duty. 80 pc ad rat.
Live Geese P lb 60 (£66
Russia.26 @

Hard.200r«226
’Jround..
.600(0,626
PravliiMi*
Pith.
Duty: Beef and Pork lc,
Duty For 100 Tbs foreign Lord, Baa>n and Hams
Herring f 1. 2c, Butter and ('Keene 4c
caught
Mackerel 82, Salmon 98 Cb'go Mot* Beef.912 a 14

and all other pickled in Portland do.
..124 a 18
bbls. 81 60 p bbl.,
P'tl’dext. do.
14 a; 14*
wise 60c p cwt. From < Pork, extra clear. 20*21
Province* free.
Pork, clear. 19*20
Cod large p qut.. 86><?6J Pork, mess. 17*® 18
16 a 16
4 Pork, extra do
Pollock.8 m *i Pprk. Prime. 13i(*l4
Ex Prime.14}* 15
Haddock.none.
Hake.2 00@2 26 Konnd Hogs. 8fa9
Herring.ShorepbJ.4 ft 4J Hams..9 a 10c
do. Labrador., none, City Smok *d Hains 9** 10
do. Scaledpbx 80$36c
Pradare.
do. No. 1 .20®26 Beef P <ju’r p lb 7* % 8
15 (a 16
Mackerel p bbl.,
Eggs, p dor.
Ray No. 1.#12 ®124 Potatoes, pbbl.9140*1 50
Chickens.18*
15
No.
Bay
Bay No. 3.Hi® Hi Lamb.7 ® 9
14 ruckles.14 fa!6
Shore No. 1 ...13*
9* Geese.10al2
2.9
do. (medium).. .61® 6<
do. (small).3® 8} Pickles, pbbl...98
9

other-1

small.3f$

...

<§

Veal.....6**7
&
Rice.

Frol*.

Duty: Lemons, Oranges. Duty: Cleaned 14c, PadBanana* and Plantains
•
dy Jc p lb.
20 pc ad ral., Almond* Kice p lb.8@ 8*
Raw.
4c, and Shelled do. He p
ft. Xuts and Dates 2< Portland distilled.70

p lb. Currants, Figs.
Plums, t+unes and Rai
sins 6c p lb. Citron 30
pc ad ral.
Almonds—Jordan p lb.
Soft Shell.30 (attic
Shelled.87 $38
Currants.16 ® 16
ritron.44 ®4«
Pea Nut..
j
Figs, common-none.
New Eleme

......

18c@

22
®

Saleralsa.
Saleratus p lb

....

subscriber

7*®

Falls, Baldwin,

Hiram, Limlngton, Brownfield,
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brkigton,

8c

Salt.
fn bulk 18c, and in
bags 24c P 100 lbs.
Turk's Is., p hhd
(8 bus.).93 25(98 50
Liverpool. 3 l'Xa.8 87

Duty

Cadir.none
Cagliari. .3*d3*
tir'd Batter Salt 24
Starch.
Duty 20 pc ad rat.

Ac., Ac.

Ac.

Centre, fbr West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limlngton, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick.
Ortinee, Newfleld, Parson "field. Effingham,t reedom,
Madison, Eaton, 1 iinington, Cornish. Porter, Ae.
nov 13DAN CaRPENTEB, 8ap’t.
At Buxton

and the

UNION STREET,
(until his shop Is rebuilt,) ready to answer anr

CowWwvw ^4»\vwvoftvy
Rev C A BUCK BEE.
Aeoutant Trtftturr American Bible Union, If. 7 Ci'jr,
writes:
I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of nnmerons friend- to the great va’ue of Mrs.
8. A. Allen s World s Hair Restorer and Zylooalsa*
mum

Rev WM CUTTER, N Y City:
My hair Is changed
to its n »toral color, and growing on bald spot.”
Rev J. H C-IRS ELL N Y. City
“I procured It
fora relative
The falling of the hair -topp'd, and
re-tnrod it from being grey to its natural and >eantiful color."
Riv. J WES T, Brooklyn, LI: “I will testify to
their value in the m >-t liberal *en*e. They ha\ »
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where
"
grey, to it- original color
REV A
WEBSTER, B .-ton. Mass : M1 have need
them with great effjct. 1 am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair was dry and brittle; it is now
soft as in youth .**
Riv. H V. Dfi lES, Boston, Maes :
That they pro
mote the growth of the hair where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own

eyes.**^

Bold by Druggist! throughout tho World
PRINCIPAL 8ALE8 OFFICE,

orders
tor steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and (>as F-ttlngs of all descriptions.
Will aiso attend to fitting the above for steam or
g.is.
Orders received for Tattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, kc.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers. Shafting, on reasonable

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
0X7MMXV A

decl6 dtf

Ivl arble

Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. M.
Freight trains daily

Work.

M. B. THOMPSON,
I* prepared to receive order* for

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridavs.
Stages leave Farmington daily, fbr Strong, Avon

Grtn detone*.

Cerner ef Pearl nnd Federal Sts..

PORTLAND, MI.

MAINE

AKD

No. 275 F
Communication, to

Phillips.
Passenger"

and

ACE-tVI

—

The Great Indian

Remedy

—

Association,

FOR FEMALES.

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtue* unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and rinladies, and Is the very beet thing
nown for the purpose, as it win
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have bee*, tried in vain.
OVER 3000 BOITLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any ease.
is put up iu bottles ot three
different strengths, with fall directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES-Full strength. flO; half strength, 96;
quarter strong***, IS per bottle
IT REMEMBER- This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refund'd.
%3TBE W A RE OP IMITA TIONS ! None genuine aud warranted, unless purchased directly of I)r.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 38 Union street. Providence, B. 1.
embraces all diseases of a prigy"Thi«
vate nature, both of ME> and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
FJT*Coiisultatlons by letter or otherwise are strictly c*mjutential,un<l medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and ouiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healto.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are paid to swindling
annually, in New England alone, without any
eft to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, there rare,
assertions, in
you would avoio being humbugged, take no man's
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, as advertising physicians, in nine cases <>u. of ten, are bogus, there Is
no saletv in trusting any qf them, unless you know
who ana what they are.
(T’Dk.N. will send ntxi. by enclosing one
above, a pamphlet on DI8EA8E8 Or WOstamp as
MEN. and on Private Diseases generally, giving fall
information, with the most undtmbted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AN Y CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
attended to. Write
OT*Orders by mail
your address plainly, aud direct to DK. M AITISON,
as above.
dec6dawly80

Cle

GUARD T&URK RAILWAY.

be addremed to

Notice to Wood ud Lumber Her.
chants.
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ESTABLIBHXEXT,

Portland. Any.

DAAD

up in

the best

manner.
or country

1.

D.

MERRILL.

of the

Ear, and ret

none are

They seem

lected
and

less understood

to pass
of the

yet every part
them for life and health.

or more

even common

body

is

dependent

upon

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. H.

on

hand, and

daily receiving the

are
desirable style*

lat-

of

FULL STOCK OF THE

A LEO, A

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

-AND-

Gentlemen’s

Furnishing Goods,

which we will Mil at priea* to anit tb, timaa.
Portland. Not. 19.18«1

dtf

sanity
cured.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will u
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner • l Middle),
Portland.
Jail—dAwtf&
I^T'Send stamp fer Circular.

FAIRBANKS’

Standard

These celebrated Seales are still made bj the original inventors, (and only by teem.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly enadc.
the best materials, and art perfectly accurate and

Pin-Worm

Hart

every variety.

aa

Coal aad Railroad Scales!

BUTCHERS'. GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS'.
FECTIONERS' and GOLD

COX-

SCALES!

Beams, W eights, &c. ,&c.
With a complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

...corner

of

Batterymarch Street,
Ponton.

Boldin Portland by EMERY * WATERHOUSE.

WOODMAN,
Importer#and

TRUE

*

HAIR

CO„

Wholesale Dealer#In

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

J

megs 80c p lb.
Ry# Flour...,.4 ($ 4j
Meal.4fa 4* Ca«*ia p lb_47 «*8c
Backw’t Fl’r pib 3jc®41 Cloves.41 (a42
Gralo.
Ginger, (Race)_35 fa86
Duty: Com and Oats 10c, Ginger, (Africa). .35 a36
Rue and Barley 16c. and Mace.83 <$90
Wheat 20c p bu. From Nutmegs.96®1 00
Br. Provinces free.
Pepper,. 28 fa 30
Rve.96®1 OTi l*imento.24 (d/26
Oats.06 <®8R
Seed*.
8outhYel.Corn .1 03a 10# 1 Duty: Linseed 16c p lot.,
Corn, Mixed ...1 00$1 of \ Canary 91 P 6n., AlusBarley.12v$l 2f > tard 8c P lb.
Shorts p ton.. 828 ®26 Herds Grass.*3*3 26
Fine Feed.27 ($80 Western fClover. .12 (213
Red Top.*34 a 84
Grlodaloora.

Linseed....
Duty. Hough—free.
Rough, p ton... .820®26 Canary
Dressed

4 60fa4 56
4 5o*4 62

Sagar.
.35@40
OooMwfier*
Duty: Melada2c,noraboi e
No. 12 2*C. above No. 12
Duty Valued at less than
20c P lb 6c. over 20c 6c
and not above 15 8c.above
No. 16 and not above 20
P lb and 20 pc ad val.
Blasting..86 V® 6 8*c, above No. 20 and reRifle and Sporting 6)® 8jI fined 4c p lb.
Portland A.none.
Hay*
Press*’d p net T.f 14 ($15
do.
AA.11 (gllj
18 @16
Loose....
do.
Yellow—none.
Extra Yellow.none.
Hides aad Skias*
■ Muscovado.
ad
ral.
10
pc
Duty
114(811}
30 $ 81 li
do.
R A. Hides
in bond Okdioj
Western.21 $ 2! i Havana Brown
llid 12
White
13ldl4
Slaughter Hides.. 6V@7V< :j do
a H
New
Orleans.124
CalfSkin*.11@18
Calcutta Cow-

Slaughtered.

..

jCrush.nl.16**61}
190 $21( ^Granulated.16**16 J

Green Balt __1 86®20( ■Powdered.lljfalM
Talltw*
8beep Pelts,Gr'n.If® 82
Sheep Pelts, Drj flf@2< \\Duty: Tallow 1 pc, Soap

a

hope of

thus

finding

Foreign

and Domestic

THE

Dry Goods,

l.AJIl'FACTCUB AD JOKUKS OF CUMIN,
Non. 54 and 5« Riddle Street, Portland.

relief.

In the

for*ny amount of mousy. 1 take occasion to
say, farther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye*, and

might be

furnished-

Poor Richard’s

Eye

and Ear Water

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisDim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtaiued at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cbhts pbb Bottlk.

Is truly
eased

a

Eyes,

Tubbs 6 Cbhts.
H H. HAY and W. F.

PHILLIPS. Wholesale

Agents.
MRS. M. G. BROWN, Proprietor,
nor!3 d6m
Ko. 410 Areh St., Philadelphia.

WE REFER TO

fcw well known gentlemen and physicians who
hAViltriMi th*Wln*Gn Wialeld Bcott.USA. Dr Wflaoa, 11th at., KT.
Got. Horno, N Y ,8taie. Dr Ward. Nrwark. X.J.

Dr J.R < Hilton,NYCRt.
Parker. ». Y.CHr.
Darcyk Nicholl.New•rk.NJ
DrUaree. Boeton.

Dr Dooghcrtj, Kewark,

Dr.
Dr*

"Uf iruwud

M

Dr. Xarcr, New Tork.
Dr. CaauUaga^ortlaBd.
iuc

w iiuvu

niiuuHic

ui

FRED SPEER, PumS, It. I ." b tnnlbt cork ol
bottle
CrStAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WISE
For rale by Drnggtr'r and all drat clear trainee.
City and town AgenU rapplied by tbe State Com-

each

mtealonerr.

A. SPEER, Proprietor.
VnnradP—Pareale, NewJeraey.
Ornca—10d Broadway, New York.
JOHN l-A FOT. Parle,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold In Portland by H. H. HAY.Dragglat. S
applydec23 dip
lag A geo t.

H.

H.

HAY,

rd

AND MIDDLE 3T8..

JUNCTION

Fine Chemicals, Fnre Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
ncusi, rtnci m aiuicm rnnim.
AND FARCY GOODS.
APOTHECARIES- OLASS WARE. POEEIOM
LEECHES. SVEGICAL 1SSTEVMRSTS.
TMCSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCE1SOS. fc.

varnishesT
AND

paints, oils,

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
And all other article#

Paint eetabliehment.

eaaelly kept

la

Drag

a

and

Hr State Agent for DAVIS ft KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
aofftwtoeU

RW For sale only at

No.74

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

IS

York.

IDiptheria

important

iftAN be prevented by curing Coughs, Colds JloarsekJ nest, and all Irritations if the Throat and Bronchial Vessels, with the Great German Remedy, Th*
Hbmpkl Prbvkrtivb. Clergymen, lawyers, teachers, singers, and all who overtax the strength of the
vocal organs, and consequently suffer from irritation
and oorfDOM of the throat, will ffnd this medicine in.
It not only relieves,but permanently cures.
valuable

Philadelphia. Albany, Huffklo. Providence,

Cleavelaud, Detroit. Chicago. St. Lonia, Troy, Brooklyn and Toronto. C. W., and affords the beat
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial education.

poaaible

BOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP,
CORRESPONDENCE frC.,

practically taught.
A Scholarship leaned by

Testimony of Dr. Sima, of London.
one of the most total diseases of modern times, and he who suggests means to prevent it.
or to arrest it in its course, and render it mild and
manageable, to truly a benetoctor of his race. Medi-

“Diptheria is

College will be good
throughout the “Chain’*-—time unlimited. Call or
tend

for

I

thia

Circular.

m ciiAjrtcta * niwivyn

Haidanlnf Mm

ALBERT WEBB * CO,
DEALER* IS

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,
C.BMrdal Sired, •

Pertlaad. Me.

JdKf

I

like this ought to be in every fkmily in the
country.” For sale by
8. H. COLE8WORTHY,9ff Exchange St.,
and elsewhere.
ffeb26 ed2w eod3w

DiMolntion of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of N. A. FOSTER k CO., is this day

THE
dissolved by mutual consent.
thorized

collect all
the said firm.
to

N. A.

Fours* Is

au-

duea, and will pav ad debts of
N. A. FOSTER.
J.T.

Portland, Feb. fl. 1868.

GILMAN,

Ouiim

PURIFYING the Breath, imparting ^delightfully
refreshing taste and feeling to the month, removing
nil Tartar, Scurf, and oilier imparities, use of Tobacco, Ac., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
Progress gf decay, and whitening such parts as have
already become blackened by decay. The Sozodoat
Is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other import*
ties which could hare the least Injurious effect oa the
enamel of the teeth, nod is prepared with great care
and scientific skill from a combination of materials
erery ingredient of which to well known to hare a
beneficial effect on the Teeth and Gums.
One trial of the Sozodont will conrince the meet
that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.
convenient, safe, eftcacious Dentifrice nan that
should be in the possession of erery one who oaros
for the preservation of his teeth.
Now nsed and recommended by manj of the meet
eminent Divines, Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
and scientifc gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists eeerytrhrrt at 60 cents per bottle.

H. H. HAY, DRUGGIST,
Junction't/' tret and Middle Street,.
AGENT I'Ut PORTLAND. ME.
Bold in Bnth by Dr. 8. Aat>an«o!i * 8o».
fbbj eodSm*

JOSEPH B. HALL.
IfebffB

HALL* RICK EL.
Sol, A/ent*. New Tort.

Attend I
Gray Beards,
**p«ri,nc*,

cine

BRYANT, STRATTON k WORTHINGTON.
wly

ieb2d&

rm

A

Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

?

link in Bryaht.Strattow It Co.’s
Chain of C'ommercial College*, located in New
an

*

skeptical

septlfttf

-LOCATED IH—

Clapp** Block.Congress St

SOZODONT

Dyea.

dye.

out it

she has found Poou Richard's Etb Watkrb sovereign specific in her case, giving her almost Instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. 8. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1480 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
(^"Numerous certificates of a similar character

complexion.

a

DYE!

my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be with-

76$

the

a

TODD’S LIX SOUS

oc26

Corn

1...6]fa

SPECK’S WINE
mixture or man a fact a red article, bat is pare,
from the iaiee of the Portagal Sara boot grape, enltirated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in nse. and an excellent article hr
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
Inflrm. improving the appetite, and bencfltting ladies
and children.
A LADIES' WINE,
Because It will not Intoxicate as other wines, as It
cootains no mixture of spirits or other liqaors. and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
organs, sad a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

Is not

Syrup

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
one daV In a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S FYMMaTFR
I bad never heard of it bafore, but detffmined to try it, and did, with the most
delightfal results. In a very few days the painful
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and If

1.7}

AS A DIURETIC.
It Imparts a healthy action of the (.lands. Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial la Dropsy .tioat
and Rheumatic Afiectiona.

Sold in New York by Hall k RrcHEL.218C.rs
with street; in Boston by Gao. C. Goonwiw k Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Hold in Portland by H. H. HAY and all the princideck 3m
pal Druggists.

FAIRBANKS ft BROWV,
118 Milk Street.

From

out success, and S entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, In

by

uable grape.

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the A sea rides, or PinWorms, from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fket that it to tost sup* rseding all other worm remedies. is the best test of its great merit.
qfords BELIE f in twenty-four hours, and
cm entire cure is warranted, when taken according
to directions, which accompany toch bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable tomiiy cathartic,
to be always used when phveic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature ia her
efforts to restore health. It is purely
Vegetable
Extracts, and always sqfe and reliable.

market has been flooded for years with differ
which have never
ent articles called Hair
•attolled the expectations or purchasers. The va
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD'S
IIAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no Injnrious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye over
ail others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
and there to hat
wash it before or after using the
one kind to be used,.and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unllka all other dves that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye to peculiarly
adapted for ooloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
ailotherdyes.it will oolor long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know yon will use no other after once using this.

0rtr$"
76^8

and

DR. E. G. GOULD’S

Sturable in operation.

boy,

....

Hospitals,

SCALES.

Black.88 $10 | Drop.»124fal8
Bunch P box. 433a4 46 Buck.
13*13*
Laver.4 60^4
Soap.
#c ! fluty 35 pc ad rat.
Date*.7
Prone*.8f$10i loathe k Gore’s, TrowFloor—Portland insi*. bridge lc Smith's Ex87
Jh tra No. ip lb. ...94® 9}
Superfine
Fancy.7 25$ 7 60 Family do.84* 8*
Extra.7
26 No.
@ 8
Family.8 26$R 60 Eagle No.
6}
Extra Superior 9 00^9 26 'Star.*4(2 5}
Western extras 8 00®R 26 ICaatile.16«dl74
family...8 26 a R 76 (Crane's.9 &9j
*'
superior 8 26 a 9 no I Spleen.
8 26 Duty: Ginger Boot 6c,
Ohio extra—7
"
family.. .8 60 a8 76 Ground Ginger 8c, PepCanada superNo.l 7 76®
per and Pimento 12c,
StLouisFavBrndslO ($11 1 Claret !5c, Cassia l«tc.
Southern 111.do do.9f$10l
Cassia Buds 20c, Cinnamon 26c, Mace and NutPetapseo Family 11 fall

$

and American

European

of tbe first families ia Europe ana America.
AS A TONIC
It l as ao equal, cassiag aa appetite and building up
the system, being eutirely a pure urine of a moat val-

Rle

Latest Styles of

Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
injuries received in my right eye, when a
chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

PRIVATE

Fancy Doeskins and Casslmeres.

Poor Richard'. Eye and Ear Water
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Hkwsor, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

used in

some

-ORA LBS IV-

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for a number of year* confined his attention to
disease# of a certain class. During Ms practice be
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has be met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in oonstant attendance from fi
In the morning until 10 at night, at Ms office, 6 Teastreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
all cases. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies flail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and rickeninc effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadftil consequent effects of mercury, hut
Is rare to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that tbs blood Is rare to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad haMts la youth,
the effects of which are pain and dUzinem in the
bead, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inIf neglected, are speedily and permanently

BROWN,

CLOTKS. OVERCOATINGS,

neg-

observation,

MBERILL.

At 02 Middle Street,
Opposite the Castom House*
Have

SAMHUCl WINE,
celebrated in Europe for its medietas) sad bonefiaia
as
a
genre stimulant. Tonic, Diuretic, and
qualities
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent physicians,

delicacy

«ARDIVER &

est and most

__

Eclectic lUcdical IaUraaary.
Established for the treatment qf those dtseoses in
both scores, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

aug4dly

WATER l

human system are more imporcomfort than the Etb and

B. D.

§

;

DR. HUGHES’

personally attended to

JOHI BOND.

I

!

C. J. BRYDGES. Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1.1862.
afidtf

Water Claeete, Urinate, Farce and Suction Puenpe,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver rioted f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
UcW All kinds of fixtures for hot and eold water
All orders in city

|

summer.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

For >*!«, In

Organs
NOtant
to health and

dly

6.18»B._

PLUMBERS,

Diru A un*s

EYE dr EAR

STREET,

I. D. MERRILL * CO„

praise

promptly

Tailor,

...

EXCHANGE

E

S 3

T^ROM

A. D. REEVES,

Specialty

Cicks

November 1st. ISO. to Mar in. ISM, the
Jl rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber wUl be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will e conveyed bet weenOetober 1st,
1962. and May 1st. 1-63.
An advance in ti e rates of firs wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in tbs
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts fbr fire wood
to be carried o< the railway during the next season,
they must and rmtand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aad that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry It.
Dne notice will be given of the rates of freight, aad
from what stations fire wood can be curried next

NAVY

-BT-

set

at the

Street,

AND

TAILOBIHO

DB. MATTISON'S INDIAN EMMEN AGOG I E.

ears

Maim* State Agent, Washington. D. C.

ARMY

[Copyright secured.)

for this ronte will take the

Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or’Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. 8np*t.
Farmington May 6, 1962.
june28dtf

J. W. HATHAWAY,
oeSl tf

•

-o

CORRECTION!.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays aad Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Pern
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,

Marble Chimney Piece, Monumental Work and

_Je38tf_

between Portland and Lewis-

ton.

STAGS

Soldiers’ Belief

dee 10 eodh w6m26

On and after Mohdat, May 6. 1962,
will leave Portland for Lewiston

[■HE

IRA WlfflV. Agent.

t^ras.

e

physicians

RRAIOnmTi

and

■

@78c

Lemons, p
84)
Oranges—Messina 4f@ Pearl.6}»8
Raitins,
Potato.4a 4*
Blue pensk.164® lfi ] Shat-P 100lbs *94®lA
box

2 00 and 6.16 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and tbs 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saecarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falla.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

37

...

2.iolioj

Fittings,

would inform his friends
THE
public, thai he may be found at

Ginseng]

Rhubarb

2^961^ M.
Leave Portland for 8aco River at 9.00 ▲. M.. aad

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

InUltf

a

►

On and after Monday, November 10.
WESIHtrftta” will leave as follows, until further
orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.36 and 9.16 ▲. M. and

[HHB

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'J.

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

Somerset k Ken-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

-iVL iVUXlllN JtLiit X ,

Spruce....

Madder.17c® 18

quality, and

The public are requested to call, as we are deter*
give good oar gain* to those who pay cash.

Spruce.11

Augusta with the

York A Cumberland Railroad.

beet

@

Duty : Tarred2|c, Manil- Shipping Lumber.18 to20
la 24, all other 34 P lb
®12
16 (®16J Hemlock.8 tolO
American p lb
Iiusnia Hemp.19 (j$19) Box Sh’ks.fcash) 45 totiOc
.814 tol6
Manilla.l$j<&19 Clapb’ds, S ext
do.
P "
Bolt rope, Kiuwia
(&30
Manilla. 2011^21 Shingles, Ced. ext
do.
3
do.
No. 1.2 to 21
Onrat*
do. ext. Pine 8i;g, 4
p bbl.S160®160
Laths,
Dyrt.
12u&l 25
Drift •
Duty: p tty—OH Cinna- do. Pine.1 26to 2 00
mon**, Oil A Imtmds and Rod Oak Staves 80 to86
Otto qf Rose SI 60, Oil Mol. Hhd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and k Heads.citv 262® 2 75
Cloves SI, Hydriodate Sugar dv>. city 2«2«.2 75
do. do. c’tnr.l2&tol6d
Potash 75c, Cantkarides.
Mastic, l/tecac, Rhubarb, GreenCo’y sa'd 1 IOOkU io
Cardamons, Oil Lesmm, Country RifTMol.
Hhd. Shooks.. .135® 150
Anise and Orange, Iodine50c, Tolu and CYude Slash.11 25
do.
Refined
438
C'amphor&»c.
40c, Tartaric Acid fcic, Hack met ack Tim*
1 Yearn
Tartar, Citric her. & tun.10®16
Acid, Shellac, C 'opal,Dae Mslasses.
6c &
nuir and fJiinw used for Duty
like purposes 10c, Aloes. Cieuftiegs, old.... none.
Chlorate of rrinidad.old.42 @ 44
Cuba claved.ncw..
a 42
Potash, Carb.
do.tort-’ 84«:«
6c. Boracic Acid, Yellowj do.
Prussia!e Potash and do.Muscovado". 44 <g46
Bed do. 10c, Liauorice, New Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and
I’ortlandS) rup.hhds.none
do.
bbls none.
qf Ijtad 4c. Asphalt um
and BUChro. Potash 8c,
Nails.
Cut
Salts,
1c,
lie,
Epsom
Duty:
Wrouaht2c,
Sago
Liquortce Root.Bi-Carb. A started 8c f> lb.
Soda, C'austic Soda lc; Cask.f5 00 cash
C'astor OH 60c V gal..
Naval Blares.
Morphine 91 p ox.. Al- Dufy Turpentine, Rotin,
um $)c p cwt., C'oppertis
Pitch, 7 nr 20 (pc ad ral.,
8 Turirentiiu 15c f*ffal.
60c pcirf., Muriatic Acid \0 &c ad val., Spong- rar (foreign
bbl.818i.al4
es, Assafottida. Isin- Utah (Coal Tar). 84<® 4i
glass Flor Sulphur. Sen- Rosin.18 to2n
rii rpontine f >ga) 8 75&3 90
na, Arrowroot,
20 |>c. Bleaching PowOaksa.
ders 30c p cwt., Sago Duty: Free.
60c PcW., Sal Soda and American..84® 91
Sods Ash *c p lb. (Yud,
on.
Brimstone S3 and Roll Duty Sperm, Whale and
do. S6 p Um, Alcohol40c
other Fish (MU of forV 9<uetgn jisnenes
yec ad
Alum p lb.4 ® 6c
rat., Linseed, Hempseed
Aloes.30 a 87 and Itapeseed28c p gal.f
Arrow Root.17 (€*40
Otire 28c.
Salad 60c.
Borax. ..30 <*38
Palm, Seal and Cocoa- \
Brimstone (roll).. 4)<a 6
nut 10c » gal.
Bi-Carb. Soda.7 m7l Portland Kerosene
Sulphur.6 ®
Illuminat'g Oil 60 (&66e
8a) Soda..8jea, 4 Machine. .80 (ft 82 |
Camphor.13»>a 135 Darina
Cream Tartar.36 *70 Sperm Winter. .112a216
Logwood ex.14a 16 Whale, ref. Wint 1 12aT 1 16
Magnesia.28 (£36
do.
Crude.1
Indigo, M ia, fine filfa 1 Grand Bank and
..

COAL

mined to

@
@

USE.

Persona and Invalids

and Thomaston.
Leave Angusta for Belftmt, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of ofHtrain from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Nov.
1862.
novl8
16,
Augusta.

Hard and Soft Wood.

to

PHYSICIANS’

Females, Weakly

k Kennebec Roads

91
20

@80c

and at

For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.
■fTAOB OOJfHBCTIOHB.
8tages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M., fbr Witcaeset. bamariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOBBERT,

SPRING

▲Iso, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

hanker—F rom yard.

Clear Pine, No. 1.936
do.
No.2. 34
do.
No.8. 24
do.
1*0.4. .14

WOOD,

are

Mne.

10®

FOB

for

nebec Railroad for Vassalboro', Waterville, Kendall's Mills and Bkowhegan; and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Plttadeld, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset

CHEAP FOR CA8H.

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

(g88

SAMBECI WINE.
PUKE, AND FOUR YEARS OLD,
Of Choice Oporto Grape,

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
eonnecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Far-

FOR SMITHS' USE.

(£33

SPEER’S

Farmington.

mington;

CUMBERLAND

lie » lb.
100 lb.9111(312

Lehigh.10®

Augusts
Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
Jf connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

1. W. MUNGEB.

&

On and after
Wednesday, Nov. 10tb,
1962, passenger trains will leave as fol-

for

Pare and Free Burning.

Foreign Pi*.Ilj(gl2
Pipe.. 12j (gl8

Whiteash.10®

4\HMn

Long Wharf,

may be wanted.

COAL

MEDICAL.

ig38

m

to

marine, Fire and Life Insurance,

Jan7d8m

rTr.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

that

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND

his Office

has removed

Ho. 166 Fore St, head of

570

Duty

RAILROADS.

__I

lb.12(*12]c

Duty

Verdigris,

Vnraiah*
Furniture.63 ® 3*

Tsbnrro.

Duty:

$

theTadies.

HUGHE8

I

Souchong.66 566

la*alber.
Ihity 30 |»c ad val.
New York, light. .80 @32c

Sperm.35 $38

Franklin.

"
Stork 10 pc ad eat
Soft.
...-4j(g6
American maned 13@13j Twine*
Rough.7 Fa g Ihity 36 i>c ad rat.
Ten it.
Cotton Sail.1 03®106
Flax
Duty 20c p m.
".60
66
Hyson..76c«*l |
Pairing.26 («36
Young Hyson... .76 ® 1 Hemp ••
_46 a 50
Oolong .HO e?«5 India. 26®, .13
'*

March 11.

—

Hon. Lot M

the brethren he remarked that he had
done many things for which he felt very sorry, 1 eleven weeks.
and he deemed it his duty to make full restituC. E. Hilton,A. M., Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton A. M
Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth Hi.ton,
tion to those whom be had wronged; he thereTeacher of Music; Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
fore notified all such that If they would call at
Drawing and Painting.
his store he would do so.
Tbe Trust.-es of this institution are happy to annou.ee to tin-public that the services of the Rev.
About four o’clock the next morning a genFranklin
Yeamn have been secured for the Spring
tleman called at his house, and aroused nim
Terra
Mr. Yeaton brings with him a rich experifrom hia bed. liaising the window, he demandence. and the well earned reputation of a successful
ed the business of the visitor, at that early
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
hour of the the morning.
Department will be formed under the supervision of
“Is this Mr. W-?”
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve years of
“That is my name sir."
age will be admitted for 82.00 per term.
Board near the Academy 82.00 per week, wood and
“Well, I understand you have offered to
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses by
make restitution to all those whom you have
themselves.
boarding
cheated. You will remember that upon one
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
occasion I suffered by yon to the extent of fifty
Text Books supplied at Portland prices.
THOMAS H MEAD, Secretary.
dollars, and I have called to get it.”
North firidgtou, Jan. 20, 1863.
“Why did you not wait till proper hours
Jan 81 d3awAw33
and then call at my store ?”
DOLLARS will be given for the detection
“Simply that if I did I thought there would
and oouviction of any person or
be aucn an awful rush there that I shouldn't
persons stealing
papers from the doors of our subscribers.
a#c25
get anything.”—(Peoria (III.) Mall.
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS

horting

corrected for the

Java pm....40
St. Domingo.80

BLACK STONE HOUSE,

Reposes in the stranger's grave;
The blue-eyed maid with wavy hair

—

WEDNES-

ererv

HOT E LS.

The loved ones of th s pictured home.
The mother died in waning youth.
Ere life was blent with bitter truth;

February 6,1863.

Wharf, Portland,

DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock, P M
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers betweeu New York
and Maine. Passage 96.00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Good, forwarded bv tbl* line to and from Montreal,
Quebec. Bangor. Bath, Auguata, Kaetport and 8t.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
•learner, a,early ulf. M.t on th« day that tbep
leave Poriland.
For freight or paaeage applyto
F.MKKY k FOX. Brown , Wharf, Portland.
II. B. CROMWELL k CO.. No. 86W„t8trMt,

play;
The snow clad peaks and mountain ridge;
And gorgeous landscape, Hiram Bridge;
Autumn, with golden fruits and grain—
All worthy of a widening fame.

to

The

m*

m

There's mid-day; sunset; moonlight too;
The lonely beach; and ocean view,
»
Where sky and water blend in one,
Reflecting rays of setting sun;
And twilight, with its shadows gray

And guide you

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY

In safety o’er the blue wave's foam.
To loving hearts and happy home.

day

usual.

Portland and New York Steamers.

feme’s laurels now.

with the

as

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding 960 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 9600 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb. 18, 1868.

Bright gems of art here meet my gaze,
And win my highest, truest praise;
The Light House 'mid the ocean spray
There guides the white ship on its way

Commingling

run mm

follows:

r

Here, Artist, I would tune my song.
For you on this your birthday morn.
Long may you lire, and genius bright
Wail round your path its radiant light;
Although ’tis winter of the year
l«it nature’s garb is oold and sere,
b is not winter’s life with you
But manhood’s prime;and youth's bright dew
b lingering still upon your brow,
And

Will, until farther notice,

^■pau*

sent.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Expressly

THE STEAMERS

Written in the studio of H. B. Brown, on his
birthday, on being told that the Artist was ab-

MARKETS.

_THE

and ytor, of

r«n'

Twenty
AFTER
experiment. I hare at last foand the

Best

Dye

For eolorlag Hair la tha world.
it.
I do not with to

mean

pat hirer.
Agouti
*

oaa

i

1 uy It boldly, tad

Mil It to any robot,

or

robot lya

bo aappllad at whole*alt* price, by ad*

JOHN M. TODD, Portland Mo.
Oat. tt.dfcwtf.

